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ABSTRACT
FORMATIVE EVALUATION: AN OPPORTUNITY TO
ENHANCE THE POTENTIAL FOR STUDENT LEARNING
ON COMMUNITY COLLEGE CAMPUSES
FEBRUARY 1994
LOIS A.

ALVES,

M.S.
Ed.D.

B.A.

EMMANUEL COLLEGE

BOSTON STATE COLLEGE

UNIVERSITY OF MASSACHUSETTS AMHERST

Directed by Professor David Schuman

Community colleges

offer a changing series

evolving academic programs

and services.

of

The question is:

Can these offerings be evaluated in a way that increases
their effectiveness?

This dissertation suggests

an

evaluation approach intended to enhance opportunities

for

student learning on community college campuses.
To respond to this
understand the

factors

question it is necessary to
in the community college

environment that affect program evaluation,

the reasons

why educational evaluation has had a limited impact on
improving educational programs and alternate evaluation
approaches.

Therefore,

this dissertation includes

a review

of the literature on community college mission statements,
the diverse ways

in which they have been interpreted and

operationalized and the
student populations
review which focuses

resultant,

institutionally unique

and organizational goals.

A literature

on understanding the progress

and

limitations of each era of educational evaluation is

vi

also

included.

Alternate evaluation approaches,

such as Egon

Guba and Yvonna Lincoln's Fourth Generation Evaluation,
Michael Quinn Patton's Utilization-Focused Evaluation and
the work of Vincent Tinto,

are also explored.

An evaluation approach for community colleges was
then designed.

This

approach is grounded in the

assumptions of Guba and Lincoln's Fourth Generation
Evaluation and draws upon the work of Patton,
others.

Tinto and

The central component of this dissertation is

the

implementation of this evaluation approach at Middlesex
Community College and an assessment of its usefulness.
The

successful implementation of this view of

evaluation demonstrated that it has

the potential to

contribute to the development of locally effective
programs
include

and services.
its

flexibility,

recognition of multiple
and goals,

The major strengths of the design
focus on open communication,
sets of valid educational values

and its emphasis on understanding the

educational process
significantly,

for a specific group of

students.

Most

the implementation experience revealed that

the power of this evaluation approach as
educational programs
the interactive,

and services

lies

a tool to improve

in its emphasis

fluid process of conducting a fourth

generation evaluation.

Vll

on
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INTRODUCTION

"Anytime we describe the community
college in specific terms we destroy
it. It has to change. It has to be
different in different areas. You need
to keep moving as a community college
norm."
(Gleazer, 1980, p. 5)

Community colleges,

traditionally,

changing and evolving programs.

offer a series of

The question is:

Can these

programs be evaluated in a way that will make them better?
This dissertation offers an evaluation approach that was
developed in order to help improve community college
academic programs and services.
Effective community colleges reflect their
communities and continually evolve in response to changes
in the social,

political,

cultural,

economic and

demographic characteristics of their geographic region.
There is no one accepted description of what community
colleges should be trying to achieve,
goal shared by its faculty,

no one educational

and no one motivation shared

by its students.
There is generally agreement,

however,

that each

community college should offer paths to educational and
economic mobility to the people in its service area who
have traditionally had a limited opportunity to
participate in post secondary education.
admission policies insure entry,

While open door

each community college
>-

also has the obligation to develop academic programs and

1

support services

that give its

students

a reasonable

opportunity to succeed.
Although evaluation has been defined in many ways,
evaluators

agree that one of

the purposes of evaluation is

to improve educational programs

(1).

This dissertation

focuses on the development of an evaluation strategy
specifically intended to support the efforts of community
colleges

to provide effective academic programs

and

support services.
Evaluation has played an evolving role in efforts
improve the quality of American schools
(Worthen & Sanders,
agree,

however,

1987).

since

Many evaluators

to

1850

and educators

that program evaluation has historically

had a limited impact on improving educational programs
(Guba & Lincoln,
Worthen Sanders,

1989;
1987).

Patton,

1986,

1987;

Tinto,

1987;

They also argue that it is

possible to design evaluations

that lead to the

development of more effective academic offerings.

These

evaluations would recognize the variety of program
objectives,
students

values

and concerns of program faculty,

and other stakeholders.

reflected in evaluation designs
understanding the process of
in a specific educational
important

focus

staff,

This diversity would be
and reports.

And finally,

student learning as

it occurs

setting would remain an

throughout evaluations.

Given the limited success

that evaluation has had as

a means of improving educational enterprises,
central question in this dissertation.

2

this

How can an

is

the

evaluation strategy be designed that significantly
contributes

to the development of locally effective

academic programs

and support services

on community

college campuses?
To respond to this question one must understand the
factors

in the community college environment that affect

program evaluation,

as well as the reasons why educational

evaluation has had a limited impact on improving
educational programs.

It is also important to consider

potentially useful alternate approaches.

Therefore,

I

reviewed the literature on the evolution of community
college mission statements,

the diverse ways

have been interpreted and operationalized,
resultant,

unique

This diversity is

student populations

in which they

and the

in each institution.

also reflected in the goals,

objectives

and challenges of community college academic programs
and services.
Evaluation literature was examined in an attempt to
understand the evolution of educational evaluation in its
historical context.

I

specifically focused on

understanding the progress
evaluation era.

and limitations of each

In addition,

alternate evaluation

approaches were explored.
An evaluation approach intended for use with
community college programs was then designed.
component of this dissertation is

The central

the implementation of

this evaluation approach at Middlesex Community College

3

and an assessment of its usefulness.

Each of the

my research are reported in one of the
Chapter I,
Traditions"
college

system from its

Originally,

following chapters.

"Community College Values,

briefly describes

stages of

Goals

and

the growth of the community

origins

in

1900

to the present.

community colleges were designed to provide

vocational training and to prepare high school graduates
for admission to baccalaureate degree granting
institutions.

Since then,

expectations of

the

system have

grown dramatically and there is a considerable amount of
disagreement about the most appropriate goals
community colleges.

Similarly,

the goals

for

and objectives

that various constituencies hold for programs and support
services

on individual community college campuses have

become increasingly diverse,

fluid,

complex and

controversial.
Chapter II,
evolution of the

"Educational Evaluation",

traces the

field of educational evaluation using

Egon Guba and Yvonna Lincoln's

(1989)

framework in which

they describe three distinct generations of evaluation;
measurement,

description and judgement.

third generation evaluation,
means

the era of

The

limitations of

judgement,

as

a

to improve the quality of educational enterprises

are reviewed.
Egon Guba and Yvonna Lincoln's

(1989)

Fourth

Generation Evaluation approach is considered as
potentially useful alternate approach.
the next generation of evaluation focus

4

a

They propose that
on improving

educational programs
negotiation.

through a process of conversation and

Fourth Generation Evaluation recognizes

various constituencies may have different,
conflicting,
concerns

sets

of program objectives,

the evaluation design.

and sometimes

values

and require that this diversity be

and

reflected in

Michael Quinn Patton's

(1986,1990)

Utilization-Focused Evaluation and Vincent Tinto's
student centered evaluation approaches

are

that

(1987)

also

considered.
In Chapter III,
College

Programs",

"A View of Evaluation for Community

ten characteristics of potentially

successful community college evaluation programs
proposed.

This evaluation outlook is based on the

examination of

factors

in the community college

environment that influence
evaluations,

the design of effective

the previously outlined criticisms of third

generation evaluation,
evaluation approaches
of evaluation is

and a review of the alternate
described in chapter two.

intended to address

context and educational issues
programs

are

the

This view

special concerns,

of community college

and services.

The experience of

implementing this evaluation

approach in Middlesex Community College's Center for
Individualized Instruction
IV,

(CII)

is

described in Chapter

"Planning and Implementing a Program Evaluation on a

Community College Campus".
well as

the planning,

analysis process

The evaluation environment as

implementation,

are detailed.

5

and the data

The

final chapter,

"A View of Evaluation for

Community College Programs Reconsidered",

examines the

proposed evaluation strategy in light of the experience of
implementing it at Middlesex Community College.
significantly,

Most

the implementation experience revealed that

the power of the this evaluation approach as
improve academic programs

a tool to

and support services

emphasis on the interactive,

lies in its

fluid process of conducting a

fourth generation evaluation.
Educational evaluation is
field of

study.

Each of the

a continually evolving

four generations of evaluation

identified by Egon Guba and Yvonna Lincoln is more
sophisticated than its predecessor and enables

the

educator to develop a fuller understanding of his,
educational enterprise.
contributes

or her,

Fourth generation evaluation

to this evolution by acknowledging and

supporting the diverse goals,

values

various constituent groups have

6

and objectives

that

for educational programs.

Notes

(1)

There is no one generally accepted definition of
evaluation. In 1982, H. Talmage reported that "three
purposes appear most frequently in definitions of
evaluation: (1) to render judgment on the worth of the
program; (2) to assist decision makers responsible for
deciding policy; and (3) to serve a political
function" (Worthen and Sanders, 1987, p. 594). Worthen
and Sanders (1987) define evaluation as "the
determination of a things value" and recognize that
improving educational programs is one of its many uses
(p. 22). For others, like Michael Quinn Patton (1987)
evaluation is, by definition, intended to result in
program improvement and decision making.

7

CHAPTER I

COMMUNITY COLLEGE VALUES,

GOALS AND TRADITIONS

Throughout their ninety year history,

community

colleges have become increasingly complex educational
institutions.

Typically,

their mission statements include

goals related to providing entry to post secondary
education to traditionally underserved populations and to
offering educational programs that respond to local
social,

economic,

and cultural environments.

Historically,

these goals have been interpreted and operationalized in a
variety of ways.

Many contend that in order to be

effective community college programs must continually
evolve in response to environmental changes in their
college's service areas
Parnell,

(Cross,

1989;

Gleazer,

1980 ;

1990) .

American community colleges were originally intended
to provide vocational training and prepare high school
graduates for admission to baccalaureate degree granting
institutions.

Since then,

grown dramatically.

expectations of the system have

There is no longer one accepted

description of what community colleges should be trying to
achieve,

no one educational goal shared by its faculty,

and no one motivation shared by its students.

This

diversity is clearly reflected in the educational programs
offered on community college campuses.

8

This chapter

briefly traces this evolution.

Specifically,

it focuses on

the different ways that the community college mission has
been interpreted and implemented and,

as a result,

the

diverse student populations and academic programs on
community college campuses.

Evolution of the Community College Philosophy
and Mission Statement

William Deegan and Dale Tillery

(1985)

developed a

useful framework to review the evolution of American
community colleges.

They identify five distinct

generations within this educational sector's ninety year
history.

Each of these generations is characterized by an

important shift in focus for the junior/community college
movement in the United States.

The five generations

identified by Deegan and Tillery are:
Generation 1

The Extension of the High School
1900 - 1930

Generation 2

The Junior College
1930 - 1950

Generation 3

The Community College
1950 - 1970

Generation 4

The Comprehensive Community
College
1970 - Mid 1980's

Generation 5

Productivity and Quality
Mid 1980's to present

Generation One - The Extension of the High School
1900-1930
President William Rainey Harper,
term "junior college"

who originated the

in 1900 for the lower division of

9

his new University of Chicago,

was

an active advocate

for

the creation of a national network of junior colleges.
conjunction with the
California,

Presidents of the Universities of

Michigan,

high schools
jurisdiction.

In

and Minnesota,

Harper encouraged

to establish junior colleges under their own
As proposed,

these junior colleges would

offer college preparatory and vocational course work
designed to serve the educational needs of the

steadily

increasing numbers of people who were graduating from
American high schools by the beginning of the twentieth
century.
An important motivating force
degree granting institutions
local junior colleges was

a

for baccalaureate

to support the development of
"desire to protect the

integrity of the university by channeling less
academically able
1972,

p.

10).

students

into junior colleges"

(Monroe,

It was hoped that these new educational

institutions would liberate the university from the need
to provide lower level collegiate course work.
university would be
studies

The

free to concentrate on advanced

and recent high school graduates would have access

to the post secondary education they desired
Tillery & Associates,
Zwerling,

1985;

Koos,

1925;

(Deegan,

Palinchak,

1973;

197 6) .

In response,

high schools began to offer post

secondary course work.

From the beginning it was

recognized that a primary function of junior colleges
would be to extend educational opportunity to societal

10

groups

that would otherwise be excluded due to academic,

financial or geographic

limitations.

connected to local high schools,

Since they were

they were

also community

based from the beginning.
As established,

first generation junior colleges were

intended to provide a second chance to students whose high
school grade point averages were below the admission
requirements of baccalaureate degree granting
institutions,

remedial course work in preparation for a

four year degree,

access

to post secondary education to

students who were unable to leave their local community
for higher education,

and vocational instruction

and Tillery & Associates,
population was

1985).

(Deegan

Their intended student

recent high school graduates

in need of

additional preparation for a baccalaureate degree program
or vocational training

(Zwerling,

At the beginning of the
colleges were extensions
to provide
education

the

1976).

first generation,

junior

to local high schools.

They were

link between secondary education and higher

(Cohen & Brawer,

1987).

Their course offerings

were classified as being at a pre-college level and were
not equated with even the lower division course work
offered at baccalaureate degree granting institutions
(Deegan,

Tillery & Associates,

by the close of this
Leonard Koos

1985).

This was

to change

generation.

(1925)

published an important study of

American junior colleges

that provides

description of the goals

and realities of the

11

a detailed
system by

the

1920's.

Through a review of junior college catalogs

and publications,
stated purposes
of

Koos was

able to identify twenty one

for junior colleges

these purposes under one of

the

(1).

He grouped each

following five

headings.
1.

Purposes affecting the two years of
education offered by the junior college

2.

Purposes affecting the organization of the
school system

3.

Purposes

affecting the university

4.

Purposes
school

affecting instruction in the high

5.

Purposes affecting the local community of
location

These groupings
unrealistic,

reflect the widespread,

expectations

layer of education.

that Americans had for their new

The junior colleges were to offer

excellent liberal arts

and vocational curriculums while

filling in the educational gaps
American system of education.

in the established

They were

to result in

improved instruction in the universities
education,

and often

and in secondary

and were expected to positively influence both

the cultural level and the business climate of its
community

(Koos,

1925).

After comparing junior college goals
activities of
was

local

the institutions,

a wide gap between these

Koos

to the actual

concluded that there

stated institutional goals

and the

actual

activities

1920's.

Of

twenty-one goals previously identified

the

of junior colleges by the mid

12

here was evidence that only the following ten were be_ng
ddressed:
1.

To offer the first two years of the college
curriculum in liberal arts and in
preprofessional work

2.

To provide instruction that is as good as
that provided by higher level institutions

3.

To provide terminal education in general
education for those who can not, or should
not, progress to higher level institutions

4.

To offer vocational training for
semiprofessional careers

5.

To popularize higher education

6.

To provide access to higher education to
students who lack the emotional and social
maturity to succeed in educational
institutions further away from home

7.

To provide more attention to the individual
student through small classes and tutorial
instruction

8.

To provide better opportunities
training

9.

To encourage the reorganization of secondary
and higher education

for leadership

10. To reduce waste and the duplication of
academic programs by centralizing all
essentially similar course work within a
given institutional level
(Koos, 1925)
This is not to suggest that the junior/community
ollege movement had not made significant
±:s first thirty years.

By the close of

progress during

thin era,

a modest

network of junior colleges had been oat nb 1 i shod which
extended access to post secondary odue.it Ion
trat would have been excluded by
system of higher education,

to populations

the pinvioualy os tat tno

The no < n\ logoa of feted

sets and college preparatory courfp* woi I*

-to wo 1 I

It hoi.il

art the

semiprofessional vocational training required by local
communities.
philosophy,

The central elements of the community college
access and community connection,

were in

place.

Generation Two -

The Junior College 1930

-

1950

During the second generation of the junior/community
college movement in the United States,

the target group

for its educational services was expanded beyond recent
high school graduates to include adults.

Junior colleges

became more closely associated with higher education than
secondary education,

and the official link between junior

colleges and local business interests was created.
addition,

many student support services,

and transfer counseling,

In

such as career

were introduced to the junior

college during this era.
By this time,

junior college mission statements

generally included the following institutional goals.
- To provide terminal, post secondary general
education for high school graduates not
planning to earn a bachelor's degree
- To provide lower level liberal arts course
work for students planning to matriculate
into a baccalaureate degree program
- To provide adult education
- To provide remedial course work
- To provide vocational training
- To provide transfer and career guidance
(Deegan, Tillery & Associates, 1985, p. 9)
As access to higher education broadened through the
founding of increasing numbers of junior colleges,

14

more

first generation college students enrolled in post
secondary education.

As a result,

the demographics of

individual junior colleges began to reflect the
demographics of the 18 to 21 year old population of the
community in which the college resided
& Associates,

1985; Munroe,

(Deegan,

Tillery

1972).

During this time colleges began to seriously compete
with high schools for the adult education market.

After

World War II thousands of soldiers in need of education
and vocational training returned to their communities in
possession of GI educational benefits to finance their
educations.

Junior colleges were now seen as second chance

institutions for adults as well as for recent high school
graduates who had not received the education they needed
to accomplish their goals at an earlier age
1980;

Munroe,

(Gleazer,

1972).

The connection between junior colleges and
baccalaureate degree granting institutions was
strengthened during this generation.

Senior institutions

began to view junior colleges as important sources of
potential students,

and the junior colleges preferred to

be identified with higher education than secondary
education

(Cohen & Brawer,

Associates,

1985;

Gleazer,

1989;
1980).

transfer articulation agreements,

Deegan,

Tillery &

The later development of
which granted

baccalaureate degree credit for specific course work
completed in the junior colleges,
relationship.

15

helped to cement this

The initial linkages between junior colleges and
local business needs were also created during this period.
Labor-management advisory committees were established to
provide guidance to the institution in the development and
design of vocational and technical education
Tillery & Associates,

1985).

(Deegan,

Junior colleges were being

directly connected with the economic development of the
community for the first time.

Generation Three - The Community College 1950

-

1970

The third generation of the junior/community college
movement in the United States witnessed the development of
an extensive system of publicly funded community colleges.
The number of community colleges,

the number of enrolled

students and the diversity of the student populations all
increased dramatically during this era
Medsker & Tillery,

1971) .

(Gleazer,

1968;

Community college administrators

became increasingly concerned with the development of
clear academic paths for their students who hoped to
matriculate at a four year college or university
Tillery & Associates,
In 1962,

1985;

Monroe,

(Deegan,

1972).

the Association of Collegiate Registrar's

and Admissions Offices defined a community college as
"a two year institution of higher education,
generally public, offering instruction adapted
in content, level and schedule to the needs of
the community in which it is located. Offerings
usually include a transfer curriculum (credits
transferable towards a bachelor's degree),
occupational (or terminal) curriculums, general
education, and adult education." (Gleazer,
1968, pp. 41- 42)
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This definition reflects the evolution of the
junior/community college movement into a rapidly growing
community college movement firmly tied to public higher
education.
An important feature of the community college system
that evolved during this period was the development of the
first transfer articulation agreements.

These agreements

guaranteed that specified coursework completed at the
community college would fulfill specific degree
requirements at a particular baccalaureate degree granting
institution.

In addition,

these agreements often

guaranteed spaces in bachelor's degree programs to
community college students who successfully completed
specified sequences of course work.

The intent was to

insure an opportunity to earn a bachelor's degree to all
students who proved their academic ability through the
community college system.
1985; Monroe,

(Deegan,

Tillery & Associates,

1972).

The third generation was the period of rapid
expansion in the community college sector of higher
education.

In 1947 there were 633 community and junior

colleges in the United States,
swelled to 1233
7).

(El-Khawas,

by 1976 this number had

Carter & Ottinger,

1988,

p.

This was a time of great optimism for the system.

The

community colleges were going to provide access to the
means to economic success to traditionally underserved
populations.

They were to be a significant path of social
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ana economic mobility for the underclasses of American
society

(Gleazer,

1968;

Parnell,

1985).

It is important to point out that it is not
universally accepted that community colleges have had this
democratizing effect.

Many community college critics,

including Steven Brint and Jerome Karabel
Steven Zwerling

(1976,

1986),

(1989),

and L.

contend that the expansion

of community colleges may actually be considered a
contributing factor to social stratification in the United
States.

They argue that community colleges may have served

a "cooling out"

function where intellectually capable but

economically and/or academically disadvantaged students
were tracked into the less demanding terminal or
vocational programs.
It can not be disputed,

however,

the goal of expanded

student access to community college educational programs
was achieved during this generation. As Frank Bowles
(1968)

notes,"The present expansion in education is not

only vastly increasing the numbers of students,

it is also

drawing them from many more diverse social origins."
(Gleazer,

1968,

p.

4).

Anticipating future trends in

community college admissions and recruitment practices
3owles continued,

"We should cast our net wider and wider

in order to identify,

to catch and to bring within the

scope of education all available talent,

wherever it may

be found.... All available talent should be nurtured by as
much education as is necessary to bring it to flower."
(Gleazer,

1968,

p.

47).

By the fourth generation of the
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junior/community college movement,
attempting to implement Bowles'

institutions were

recommendation.

Generation Four - The Comprehensive Community College
1970 - Mid 1980's

The fourth generation of the junior/community college
movement is often characterized as a time when many
community colleges attempted to be "all things to all
people." Community education was added to the list of
educational opportunities provided and community colleges
increasingly described themselves as centers for life long
learning

(Gleazer,

1980).

During this era the target

student population became as many people from the
community as possible,
educational backgrounds
1985).

often without regard for their
(Deegan,

Tillery & Associates,

By the end of this period community colleges were

routinely criticized for providing quantity rather than
quality education.
During the fourth generation,

community colleges

prided themselves for offering a comprehensive array of
educational opportunities.

Generally,

they now offered

academic programs that focused on the following goals:
1.

Career education - preparing students for
occupations

2.

Compensatory education - enhancing literacy
through remedial studies

3.

Community education - affecting the social and
economic development of the community through
extension services

4.

Collegiate function - providing liberal arts
and transfer courses for students intending to
earn a bachelor's degree
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5.

General education - developing vocational programs
that included general education and liberal arts
courses as a central components
(Deegan, Tillery & Associates, 1985, p. 36 - 38)

Community awareness became the watchwords of the era.
Many community college leaders believed that their
institutions needed to play in important role in local
community development.

Edmund Gleazer reported that in his

interviews with community college leaders many said,
"maybe now we'll get back to our job, to
our real philosophy, that is to take a
total look at our community and to help
it grow and prosper and to do this because
we think it is right and not because of
financial need, but because we want to
make this community a better one."
(Gleazer, 1980, p. 6).
Consequently,

community education divisions offered a

wide variety of academic and recreational activities which
ranged from the provision of traditional academic course
work in satellite schools,
organizations,

businesses and local civic

to offering avocational courses in

everything from astrology to woodworking.

Summer and

afternoon academic programs for children were developed,
tuition waiver programs were established for senior
citizens,

and college facilities were used for community

cultural,

political and social events.

An often heard phrase on community college campuses
during this time was,

"students have the right to fail".

In previous generations the broad mission statement of
providing access to higher education to traditionally
underserved populations was interpreted as the obligation
to insure open access to the institution to students who
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had an ability to benefit from the educational services
provided,

but not necessarily to all of its academic

programs.

In the 1970's the doors were thrown wide open,

not just to the college as an opportunity to succeed,

but

also to course work for which the student may not be
prepared.

In some institutions open access came to mean

"first come,

first served." This resulted in some students

having access to courses for which they were not prepared
while other,
(Deegan,

academically qualified students were excluded

Tillery & Associates,

1985).

This point of view is exemplified by Joseph Cosand
(1979)

who saw a split between the stated goal of

providing access and the unstated desire to have students
like four year college students.

He noted that if the true

mission of the community college is to be the open door
college then all educational opportunities must be
available to "youths and adults regardless of their
educational backgrounds"

(p.

3).

As a result of new student admissions practices that
attempted to "seek,

recruit,

enroll,

possible student in the community"
Associates,

1985,

p.

19),

and retain every

(Deegan,

Tillery &

the diversity of community

college student populations increased dramatically during
this period.

The participation rates of a variety of

traditionally under-represented populations;
women,

ethnic minorities,

workers,

were increased.

the disabled,

such as adult

and displaced

Individual community college

campus student profiles were now often very distinct from
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one another

(Cohen & Brawer,

1982,

Associates,

1985;

Carter & Ottinger,

El-Khawas,

1989;

Deegan,

Tillery &
1988).

At this time the question was often raised of how much
student diversity could be supported by the community
college system. Although there were differences in the
student demographic mix from one community college to
another,

there was enormous student diversity on most

community college campuses.

In many courses there were

first time college freshmen and students with bachelors
and masters degrees,

students who intended to transfer to

four year institutions,
for personal enrichment,

and students completing the course
students whose educational goal

was to earn a doctorate and others seeking vocational
training,

academic skill levels from the functionally

illiterate to those ready for collegiate level course
work,

part time and full time students,

(Gleazer,

1980).

and so forth

It became increasingly challenging for

faculty to provide instruction that addressed the
educational needs of the vast array of student abilities,
backgrounds and aspirations.
During the fourth generation,

the system was often

criticized for providing quantity rather than quality
educational services and for allowing students access
to course work for which they did not possess the
requisite academic skills.

Many believed that available

resources were being spread too thin to have a significant
impact on any one of the goals attempted by the
institutions.

National attrition rates were approximately
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fifty percent,

student

failure rates were unacceptably

high and faculty complained that too many of their
students

lacked sufficient skills

and/or mathematics

in reading,

writing,

to successfully complete college level

course work.
In response,
academic

many community colleges developed entry

skill testing programs

and course placement in

basic writing and mathematics courses
students.

for skill deficient

Entry skill level testing and placement into

reading courses often

followed.

By the end of the era,

community colleges were

on proving the value of their academic programs.
goal

for community colleges became to provide

educational excellence."

Dale Parnell

intent

The new

"access

(1985),

and

the

president of the American Association of Community and
Junior Colleges urged his colleagues

to work at providing

an excellent education to ordinary students.
that community colleges
the

should direct their attention to

"neglected majority",

school

He argued

those three out of

four high

students who would not earn a bachelor's degree.

A national community college mission was becoming
increasingly difficult to articulate
1980,

(Vaughan,

1983).

By

Edmund Gleazer suggested that the community college

mission should be defined not so much by what the
institutions

are to do,

but by what they are to be.

wrote,
"Anytime we can describe the community
college in specific terms we destroy it.
It has to change. It has to be different
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He

in different areas. You need to keep
moving as a community college norm. We
need to look at people, but we tend to
look at institutions. We should not try to
push the river in a different direction."
(Gleazer, 1980, p. 5).
He

further opined that community colleges with the

following characteristics would be the most capable of
formulating locally appropriate mission statements and of
making priority decisions among competing demands

for its

resources.
1.

The college is adaptable. It is capable of
change in response to new conditions and
demands or circumstances.

2.

The college operates with a continuing
awareness of its community.

3.

The college has a continuing relationship
with the learner.

4.

The college extends opportunity to the
underserved.

5.

The college accommodates diversity.

6.

The college has a nexus function in the
community's learning system.
(Gleazer, 1980, p. 15 - 16)

Generation Five
Present

In the

-

Productivity and Quality Mid 1980's

fifth generation,

community colleges have come

under pressure to be accountable
outcomes of their educational

-

for the student related

services

and its

faculty

have become increasingly concerned with the development of
effective pedagogies
Fideler,

1989).

for their campus environment

&

While there is general agreement that only

very large community colleges
comprehensive

(Cross

array of

can continue to provide the

services common during the
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fourth

generation,

there is a considerable amount of disagreement

about the most appropriate future direction for the
system.

The need for recurring education for adults has

remained strong while regional and community variations in
economic and demographic outlook have become more
pronounced

(Deegan,

Tillery & Associates,

1985).

Strong

community connections continue to be a central element of
the community college philosophy,

but the definition of

community is expanded.
Although community college student populations differ
significantly from campus to campus
Ottinger,

1988),

(El-Khawas,

Carter &

some general observations can be made

about fifth generation community college students.

Unlike

the majority of students attending four year colleges and
universities, most community college students are the
first generation in their family to attend college,
are female,
(Deegan,

most

and most are working full or part time

Tillery & Associates,

1985).

Many have children

and family responsibilities that compete with their
studies for their time and energy

(Gleazer,

1980).

ages literally span from eighteen to eighty plus.

Student
Entering

academic skill levels range from students with
baccalaureate and masters degrees from other institutions
to students reading at the lower elementary grade levels
(El-Khawas,

Carter & Ottinger,

1988).

Students'

academic

goals range from completing one course for enjoyment,

or

to learn a specific skill to completing their associate's
degree and transferring to a four year college to earn a
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bachelor's degree and then continuing for a master's
degree and doctorate

(Deegan,

Tillery,

& Associates,

1985).
Public educational institutions in general are under
increasing pressure to demonstrate the quality and value
of their educational programs to government agencies,
accrediting associations,
public at large

(Davis,

potential students and the

1989).

In Tennessee,

the level of

state funding allocated to a particular college or
university is linked to specific student outcome measures
defined by the state

(Banta,

1988).

The Council of Post

Secondary regional accrediting agencies now require
candidates for accreditation to demonstrate that they
routinely assess the outcomes of their educational
services

(Banta,

1988) .

The federal government has

implemented several changes in federally funded financial
aid programs that require colleges to document that its
students possess the ability to benefit from its
educational services and to disclose student completion
rates

(2).

The Department of Education requires colleges

that receive vocational education training funds through
the Carl Perkins Vocational and Applied Technology
Education Act to disclose job placement as well as program
completion rates.

Many vocational training grant programs,

such as the Job Partnership and Training Act in
Massachusetts,

tie the disbursement of the grant funds to

the job placement rate of program participants within a
specified period of time.

In these cases,
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colleges spend

local fiscal resources and the level of reimbursement is
linked to the performance and job placement rates of
program participants.
This pressure for accountability is acutely felt in
the community college arena.
a distinct,

Community colleges often lack

positive local institutional image.

to define a clear public institutional image,

In order

each

individual community college needs to affirm its own
mission.

K.

Patricia Cross

(1985)

suggested the following

five possible directions for community colleges to choose
among:
1. A college could remain with the comprehensive
mission and try to continue to respond to the
broad range of institutional goals prevalent
during the fourth generation. She warns that this
will most likely be impossible for all but the
largest community colleges.
2. A college could focus on strengthening its
vertical function and concentrate on providing the
first two years of a baccalaureate degree.
3. A college could focus on its horizontal mission
and concentrate its resources on community social
and economic development efforts.
4.

A college could focus on integrating the liberal
arts and occupational curriculums in response to
recent demands for more liberally educated workers
and citizens.

5. A college can choose to concentrate on remedial
education and concentrate its resources on the
development of effective educational delivery
system.
(Cross, 1985, pp. 34 - 40)
Cross

(1985)

does not suggest that any of these

directions are more appropriate than others.

The most

appropriate mission for an individual community college
can only be established after a careful examination of the
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social,

economic,

political and cultural environment of

the institution's service area.

In most cases it is likely

that more than one focus will be appropriately selected by
an institution.
Others suggest different paths for community colleges
for the 1990's.

Judith Eaton

(1988)

argues that community

colleges should continue to focus on its mission of
providing access to higher education,

but that now access

be defined as preparing students to succeed in
baccalaureate degree granting colleges.
Arthur Cohen & Florence Brawer
Steven Brint

(1989)

(1987)

Others,

including

and Jerome Karabel &

also contend that preparation for

senior colleges and universities should be the primary
focus of community college education.
Dale Parnell

(1985,

1990),

on the other hand,

seeks

to provide educational opportunity to the "neglected
majority",

the seventy-five percent of high school

students who will not earn a bachelor's degree.

He argues

that although it is important to form partnerships with
four year colleges in order to improve the opportunities
for minority and low income students to earn a bachelor's
degree,

it is counterproductive if we fail to provide the

useful,

focused educational programs necessary to produce

the educated work force needed by American business and
industry to be competitive in the twenty-first century.
Parnell

(1990)

further argues that we must think beyond

our local community and. begin to look at our position in
the "global community."

Each community college needs to
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think about the ways that international and intercultural
forces will impact their community's

social and economic

development.
Parnell is
1989),

in agreement with K.

Patricia Hutchins

and many others,

(1990),

when he contends

Patricia Cross

Elizabeth Fideler

(1985,
(1989)

that community colleges

must give priority attention to assessing the outcomes of
its educational offerings.

It has become a fiscal

necessity and a moral imperative.

If community colleges

are going to continue to claim to be paths
and economic opportunity,
courses

to educational

they must be sure that their

and programs are well targeted and effective.

In 1988,

The American Association for Junior and

Community Colleges'

Commission of the Future of Community

Colleges published Building Communities:
New Century.

A Vision for a

In this document they attempted to define the

new community college mission.

They wrote,

"At their best, community colleges recognize and
enhance the dignity and power of individuals.
Students come to colleges to pursue their own
goals, follow their own aptitudes, become
productive, self reliant human beings, and, with
new knowledge, increase their capacity and their
urge to continue learning. Serving individual
interests must remain a top priority of community
colleges. But they can do much more. By offering
quality education to all ages and social groups,
community colleges can strengthen common goals as
individuals are encouraged to see beyond private
interests and place their own lives in a larger
context. Community colleges, through the building
of educational and civic relationships can help
both their neighborhoods and the nation become self
renewing." (American Association of Community and
Junior Colleges (AACJC), 1988, p. 6)
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The Commission of the Future of Community Colleges
proposed that

"the

new rallying point

theme

'building communities'

for the community college

We define the term community not only as
served,
p.

7).

climate is created,

in America.

a region to be

but also a climate to be created."
Excellence in teaching is

become the

(AACJC,

1988,

the means by which this

"the vitality of the college is

extended and a network of intellectual enrichment and
cultural understanding is built."

(AACJC,

1988,

p.

7).

Although there is certainly disagreement over
emphasis,

today's community colleges

evaluating educational outcomes,

fostering a sense of

intellectual and global community,
students

as

individuals,

are concerned with

and responding to

with diverse

and immediate educational goals.

skills,

aspirations,

It is now understood that

there is no one correct community college mission,
target audience.

Community colleges

and weaknesses of our nation's
well as

reflect the

no one

strengths

individual communities

the demographics of their regions.

These

as

factors

are reflected in effective community college programs,
services

and pedagogy.

They also need to be reflected in

evaluation designs.
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Notes
1.

In 1925, Leonard Koos identified the following
twenty-one purposes of community colleges.
(1)
To offer the first two years of the college
curriculum in liberal arts and in
pre-professional work
(2)
To provide terminal education in general
education for those who can not, or should not,
progress to higher level institutions
(3)
To offer vocational training for
semi-professional careers
(4)
To popularize higher education
(5)
To provide access to higher education to
students who lack the emotional and social
maturity to succeed in educational institutions
further from home
(6)
To provide more attention to the individual
student through small classes and tutorial
instruction
(7)
To provide better opportunities for leadership
training
(8)
To provide better teachers than the high
schools
(9)
To allow students to explore a variety of
academic disciplines and vocational areas
(10) To place in the secondary school all work of
secondary school grade
(11) To encourage the reorganization of secondary and
higher education
(12) To make the secondary school coincide with
adolescence by beginning high school earlier
through junior high schools and extending in
later through junior colleges
(13) To reduce waste and the duplication of academic
programs by centralizing all essentially similar
course work within a given institutional level
(14) To assign a function to the small college - it
is better to have small colleges function well
as junior colleges than to foster impractical
aspirations that they become high class four
year institutions
(15) To relieve the university from the need to
provide lower level course work
(16) To make it possible for universities to
concentrate on their real purposes, higher level
instruction and research
(17) To improve the preparation for students to do
university level work
(18) To provide instruction that is as good as that
provided at higher level institutions
(19) To allow high schools a better opportunity to
serve the interests of their more capable
students
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(20)
(21)

(2)

To offering programs that meet the needs of the
local community
To enhance the cultural tone of the community
(Koos, 1925, pp. 18 - 27)

Title IV Student Financial Aid Programs mandate
nonbaccalaureate degree granting institutions to
require their students to demonstrate the they have
the ability to benefit from the instruction provided
at the educational institution. Student may
demonstrate their ability to benefit by certifying
that they have a high school diploma, a Graduate
Equivalency Certificate, or by passing one of a series
of federally approved tests. This regulation links
community colleges with proprietary schools.
The 1992 Reauthorization of Federal Title IV Financial
Aid programs requires educational institutions to
distribute program completion rates to incoming
students as of July 1, 1993.
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CHAPTER II

EDUCATIONAL EVALUATION

Using program evaluation as a tool to enhance the
potential

for student learning is not a new idea.

Evaluation has played a role in efforts

to improve the

quality of education in American schools
nineteenth century
Unfortunately,

(Worthen & Sanders,

since the mid

1987).

it has not always been a particularly

successful tool.

In fact,

many educators

and evaluators

contend that program evaluation has historically had a
limited impact on improving the effectiveness of
educational programs
1987,

Tinto,

1987,

(Guba & Lincoln,

Worthen & Sanders,

This chapter will explore the

1989,

Patton,

1986,

1987).

field of educational

evaluation in an attempt to understand this

failure and to

consider alternative views of program evaluation that
could result in more effective academic enterprises.

The

evolution of educational evaluation as a field will be
traced using Yvonna Lincoln's

and Egon Guba's

(1989)

framework in which they describe three distinct
generations of evaluation;
judgment.

measurement,

description,

and

The chapter will close with an analysis of the

shortcomings of third generation evaluations

as

a means

improve the quality of education provided to students.
Lincoln and Guba's Fourth Generation Evaluation

(1989),

Michael Quinn Patton's Utilization Focused Evaluation
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to

(1986,1990)
Assessment

and Vincent
(1987)

alternative

there

is

evaluation.
"three

this

no

In

evaluation:

&

Some
James

to

to

however,

assist
and

many uses

(1987)

define

practice
of

that

of

1987,

outcomes

of

Talmage

on

serve

as

(p.22).

(1987)

are

evaluation

such

involves

is

a

the

by

definition,

(p.15).

For

intended to

Patton,
result

decision making.
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to make

value"

Michael

is

Quinn

systematic

and

one

He writes,

of
Patton

"the

collection

characteristics,
people

to

effectiveness,

decisions with regard to what programs

affecting"

and

define

programs

specific

institutional

(1983)

and how

things

as

activities,

for use

improve

for

function"

careful

and Sanders

educational

Others,

the

of

a

responsible

Scriven

evaluation more broadly.

about

in definitions
the worth of

Michael

Worthen

improving

reported that

a political

determination of

programs

uncertainties,
make

"the

used.

remember

p.594).

such

evaluation

information

H.

frequently

to

to

accepted definition of

& Blaine Worthen

evaluation can be

its

potentially useful

important

judgment

a distinction between what

recognize

Centered

as

decision makers

(3)

evaluators,

evaluation as

is

generally

render

Sanders,

Sanders

it

appear most

(1)

(2)

one

deciding policy;
(Worthen

considered

study

1982,

purposes

program;

will be

Student

approaches.

Throughout
that

Tinto's

reduce
and

doing

and

in program improvement

and

evaluation

are

and

is,

by

Guba
way

to

and Lincoln

define

evaluation
to

some

is

no

there

evaluation...

to be

human

'reality'

answer
is

no

definitions

to

is

of

not

in

argue
we

that

take

"there

whose

and can not be
is

In

issue.

and the

the

purposes

philosophical

for

a

There
and

their view

evaluation continually evolve
context,

right

of

really?',

(p.21).

no

correspondence

the

evaluation

asking it"

is

definitions

constructions,

'But what

point

an historical
evaluation,

(1989)

and reflect

given

assumptions

of

the

evaluator.

Generations

Egon Guba
field of
three
to

step

evaluation

Each

to

the

to

the

(1989)

describe

the

continually evolving and identify
of

its

successive

a more

understanding of
evaluation and

as

generations

present.

forward

Evaluation

and Yvonna Lincoln

distinct

the

of

progress

generation

sophisticated level

complexity of

the

development of

from the

1850's

represents
of

issues

related

evaluation

approaches.
The
Guba

three

generations

and Lincoln

of

evaluation

identified by

are:

1850's

-

1940

The

Generation of Measurement

1940's

-

1950's

The

Generation of

Description

1960's

-

1990's

The

Generation of

Judgement
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a

to

First Generation Evaluation
The Generation of Measurement

1850's

A primary characteristic
evaluation

is

achievement
assessing
school

its

effectiveness

systems.

support

During

of

the

(Guba

and Lincoln,
First

were

instruments

and the

quantitative

achievement

to measure

human

and

generation are

the

and
the

intended to

development
(1),

expertise

Many

instruments
in use

today

knowledge
ability

of
to

Their

role

and accurately measure

available
devise

and demographic

conditions

analysis

new testing
1989,

outcomes

quantitative

They

testing

education was

academic

and to provide

technicians.

in quantitative

in

Guba and
to

and human

reports

to

objectively

on

social,

administrative

decision makers.
Formal

evaluation was

American education
educational

in

decisions

and political

of

and the

intelligence.

still

Lincoln,

economic

data

testing

(Skolnick,

potential

of

focused on

tests

instruments when necessary
1989) .

a means

1989).

expected to have
a wide

as

academic

educational practices

generation evaluators were

techniques,

student

potential

evaluation techniques

developed during this

generation

decision making,

norm referenced academic

1940

era evaluators

and reporting of

instruments

first

studying

of

this

administrative

design of

on

and intellectual

the

collection

emphasis

of

to

the
were

concerns.

a

relatively new practice

1850's.

Prior

to

this

generally based on

Local
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communities were

in

time

religious
satisfied

if they could attract and retain teachers
Sanders,
learn.

1987).

It was

(Worthen &

the responsibility of

Teacher competency was not an issue.

students

By the close

of the generation of measurement over half of the
in American had some

form of

intelligence testing was

standard practice in American schools

recommendations with empirical data

3500

1933,

a

and administrators

were expected to justify their decisions

In

states

statewide academic

achievement testing in place,

1987).

to

and

(Worthen & Sanders,

Gertrude Hildreth published a list of over

available mental tests

1945 her list had swelled to

and human rating scales.
5200

items

By

(Guba and Lincoln,

1989) .
It is

important to note

that the rise in interest in

measurement in education coincided with an increasing
societal interest in the use of

scientific methods.

Social

scientists were trying to understand human development by
applying the methods of the physical sciences.
scientific management movement in business
was

in

full

force by the

were trying to

1920's.

The

and industry

Industrial psychologists

figure out how to maximize the return on

the investment in human resources

through a series of time

and motion studies intended to increase human
productivity.
materials
schools

Similarly,

students were often viewed as raw

to be processed into productive citizens

(Guba & Lincoln,

in the

1989) .

The practice of collecting and reporting data to
support educational decision making was
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introduced in the

United States by Horace Mann.

Between 1838 and 1850 he

provided reports that used quantitative data to describe
general educational issues and concerns in his school
district to the Massachusetts Board of Education
1845,

(2).

In

the Boston School Committee sponsored the first

recorded attempt to objectively measure student
achievement to evaluate the quality of a large school
system through the use of a printed test

(3).

The first published evaluation focusing on teaching
effectiveness was conducted by Joseph Rice in 1897.

Rice

was convinced that too much time was allocated to teaching
"the basics"

in American schools because of ineffective

teaching methods.

To test his hypothesis he administered a

spelling test in a number of geographically scattered
schools and compared student scores with the amount of
time spent teaching spelling in each school
Lincoln,

1989 and Worthen & Sanders,

(4)

(Guba &

1987).

Between 1900 and 1920 student achievement testing
emerged as the primary means of assessing the
effectiveness of school systems.

The stated purposes for

administering these tests included;
system weaknesses,

to diagnose specific

to standardize curriculum practices,

evaluate educational experiments,

to assess the overall

performance of the school system,

and to make decisions

about individual students and teachers

(Worthen & Sanders,

1987).
The early school system surveys,

such as those

undertaken by the Boston School Committee were criterion
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to

referenced tests intended to gather information about an
individual school system. A criterion referenced testing
instrument measures a student's academic achievement
compared against an absolute standard.
referenced tests,

By the 1920's norm

which measure an individual student's

performance against the performance of other students
taking the same test,
time

were being implemented for the first

(Worthen and Sanders,

1987).

Norm referenced tests

are still a widely used means of comparing the
effectiveness of American school systems and educational
practices.

These comparisons are often used to make

decisions about schools by a variety of constituencies
including educational administrators,

school committees,

accrediting agencies and funding sources.
Testing as a means of grouping,

or tracking,

was also introduced during this period.

students

In France,

Henry

Binet developed an intelligence test in response to
teacher demands for an instrument that could be used to
"screen out mentally retarded youngsters,
said,

made it impossible to teach

& Lincoln,

1989,

p.

renormed the Binet,

23).

In 1916,

'normal'

who,

it was

children"

(Guba

Louis Terman revised and

now called the Stanford-Binet,

for use

with American children.
World War I provided the impetus for the development
of the first group intelligence test.

The Army Alpha test,

designed by an American Psychological Association
committee chaired by Arthur Otis,

was used to screen over

two million recruits for military service during World War
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I.

This test was later revised by Otis for use in schools.

Intelligence testing became a standard practice in many
school systems.
By the end of the 1930's the terms evaluation and
measurement were often used interchangeably.

Standardized

testing and intelligence testing had become routine in
most American schools.

The results were most often used to

compare the effectiveness of schools systems,
the value of an educational practice,
into educational programs.

or to track students

Evaluations were conducted to

judge the effectiveness of schools.
diagnostic in nature.

to determine

They were not

Evaluation was not yet thought of as

a means of improving pedagogy or educational practices.

Second Generation Evaluation
The Generation of Description -

1940's and 1950's

In contrast to first generation evaluation which
focused on measuring student academic achievements and
characteristics,

second generation evaluation focused on

improving programs and curriculum.

The terms measurement

and evaluation were no longer used interchangeably.
Measurement was now seen as one of several tools that
might be used in the course of an educational evaluation.
Second generation evaluations described program objectives
and evaluated whether or not each objective had been
achieved.

Programs were judged to be successful if their

stated objectives were achieved.
were not achieved,

If program objectives

it was expected that the program would

be revised or terminated.
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During this time evaluators were expected to have all
of the technical and quantitative skills of first
generation evaluators.

In addition,

the ability to

describe program objectives and develop measures to test
whether or not they had been achieved was required.
Evaluators worked closely with program administrators and
faculty to define objectives.

Evaluation reports

specifically described each program objective and
discussed how well it was being met by the current
curriculum or program design.
This shift in focus for the field of evaluation was
precipitated by the changing needs of high school
students. After World War I,

school systems experienced a

sharp increase in the number of students continuing on
from elementary school to secondary school.

Increasingly,

a high school diploma was seen as the means of social and
economic mobility in our society. The existing college
preparatory curriculum in most high schools did not meet
the educational needs of this new group of students. A new
curriculum was needed.
Colleges and universities were concerned that a shift
away from the traditional curriculum in secondary schools
would force them into accepting academically underprepared
high school graduates. The Eight Year Study was initiated
in 1932 to respond to this dilemma

(5). The purpose of the

study was to determine if secondary school curricula could
be developed that would address the educational needs of
the increasing numbers of high school students and produce
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graduates with the academic skills sought by American
colleges and universities

(Cuba & Lincoln,

1989).

It was clear from the onset of the Eight Year Study
that simply measuring the college performance of students
who participated in the new high school curriculum would
not provide a satisfactory solution to the problem.

If

these students did not succeed in college how would
evaluators know if it was because the new high school
curriculum was philosophically incorrect or if it was
simply poorly designed to teach the skills intended?
Evaluators had to design a means of evaluating whether or
not the new curriculum was working as intended. Ralph
Tyler was assigned the task of working with the secondary
schools to refine the developing curricula until students
were learning the things that the curriculum was intended
to teach

(Guba & Lincoln,

1989). Tyler approached this

task by specifically describing each desired learning
outcome and collecting information about the extent to
which each of these objectives had been attained. The
curriculum was then refined as a result of Tyler's
findings until its objectives were all reached.
Tyler's

(1942)

report of his work on the Eight Year

Study included an evaluation manual that dominated the
field of educational evaluation until the mid 1960's.
Tyler's manual listed possible curriculum and program
objectives for general academic offerings. Bloom's

(1946)

Taxonomy, was a direct descendent of Tyler's work.

In his

taxonomy,

Bloom defined a hierarchy of thinking skills
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applicable to a variety of subject areas that is still a
standard evaluation,
tool.

testing and curriculum development

In 1964 Krathwohl published a similar taxonomy for

evaluating and teaching feelings,
is still influential

emotions and values that

(Worthen & Sanders,

1987).

Second generation evaluation emerged in response to a
need that could not be met by first generation approaches.
It required educators to define their goals in specific
terms and provided a framework for assessing a program's
potential for assisting students to learn the intended
information or acquire the desired skills.

It recognized

that sometimes the program failed, not the student.

It

also responded to the notion that schools have a
responsibility to provide the types of academic services
that students need to met their educational goals.
Third Generation Evaluation
The Generation of Judgment - 1960's - 1990's
Third generation evaluation is characterized by
efforts to judge the quality of academic programs or
curriculums. Second generation evaluations assessed the
extent to which stated objectives were achieved.
generation of judgment,

In the

evaluators are also concerned

with evaluating the quality of the objectives themselves.
"Something not worth doing at all is certainly not worth
doing well"

(Guba and Lincoln,

1989, p.30).

Third generation evaluators need to have all of the
technical and quantitative skills required by first
generation evaluations as well as the ability needed by
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second generation evaluators to describe program
objectives and assess the extend to which they are being
met.

In addition, now they also need to possess sufficient

knowledge to judge the appropriateness of a specific
program's objectives. Are they comprehensive enough? Are
they outmoded? Are they overly ambitious? How do they
compare with the objectives of model programs in the
field?
The deficiencies of Tylerian evaluation did not
become apparent until after the launch of Sputnik in 1957.
At that time,

the federal government charged the American

system of education with failing to keep America
scientifically competitive with the Soviet Union. To
remedy this deficiency,

the National Science Foundation

set out to develop educational programs in Biology,
Chemistry,

Physics and Mathematics. Research scientists,

not educators, were assigned to the task of developing
these curricula. These scientists were shocked when they
were told by educational evaluators that they could not
begin to assess their work until all of the program's
objectives were in place and a group of students had
experienced the curriculum. The program developers
complained that by this time,
inadequate,
& Lincoln,

if the curriculum was

it was too late to do anything about it

(Guba

1989).

These problems were highlighted by L. J. Cronbach
(1963)

in "Course Improvement through Evaluation". He

severely criticized Tylerian evaluation as being of
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limited practical use for improving education. He argued
that evaluation must be useful to program designers during
the early stages of program development, not just after it
was in place

(Worthen & Sanders,

1987).

Others pushed the criticism of Tylerian evaluation
even further.

Robert Stake

(1967)

argued that evaluation

should not only provide earlier feedback about the
accomplishment of program objectives,

it should also judge

the quality of the objectives. He also argued that there
needed to be external standards by which the degree to
which objectives were attained,
the objectives,

as well as the quality of

could be judged. He included both

description and judgment as essential phases of any useful
educational evaluation

(Guba & Lincoln,

During the 1960's,

1989).

the federal government became

increasingly involved in education.

In addition to the

federal programs funded to improve the quality of science
and math instruction,

1965 Civil Rights legislation

focused national attention on providing equal educational
opportunities to minority children. The Elementary and
Secondary School Act of 1965 authorized widespread
educational research,

development and dissemination

activities and for the first time mandated educational
evaluation.

It required educators to be accountable for

the federal money they received. An evaluation report
describing the outcomes that had been achieved by the
expenditure of public funds was required at the end of
each grant period.

Program evaluation has since become a
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standard requirement of federal and state governments.
this environment,

In

the political role of program evaluation

became increasingly apparent

(Worthen & Sanders,

1987).

The availability of large amounts of state and
federal grant money and its attendant evaluation
requirements spurred tremendous growth in the field of
evaluation during the 1960's and 1970's.

In 1965, very

few school systems had trained evaluators on staff and
educational evaluation theory was almost nonexistent
(Worthen and Sanders,

1987).

By the early 1970's

professional education associations were strongly
encouraging their members to be more serious about
evaluation and the first professional organizations for
evaluators were founded. The Center for the Study of
/

Evaluation,

a federally sponsored research and development

center, was opened at the University of California in
1967. The federal government established the Nation
Institute of Education in 1972. One of the Institute's
charges was to support field research that would add to
the knowledge base of evaluation methods
Sanders,

(Worthen &

1987).

Between 1967 and 1987 over forty evaluation models
were proposed (Worthen & Sanders,

1987). Many had the

following characteristics in common. One,
essential element of evaluation. Two,

judgment is an

the evaluator should

usually be the judge. Three, program objectives as well as
outcomes need to be judged. And finally,

it is important

to look for unintended outcomes as a part of program
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evaluation
1987).

(Guba & Lincoln,

1989, Worthen & Sanders,

Judging the value of educational objectives had

joined assessing their attainment and the measurement of
student academic achievement as essential features of
educational evaluation.
Third Generation Evaluation: A Failed Attempt to
Improve Educational Programs and Curriculum
The third generation of evaluation,

judgment, was

developed in response to two major events in American
history. The first was the Soviet Union's launch of
Sputnik in 1957 which convinced Americans that there was a
serious crisis in education. The second was the adoption
of the Civil Rights Act of 1965 which drew national
attention to the need to provide equal access to
educational opportunities to minority children.
response to these two issues,

In

the federal government

poured unprecedented amounts of money into education.
Federal grants supported thousands of research, program
development and evaluation projects.

It was thought that

evaluation would play a major role in solving these
problems and improving American education.
Unfortunately,

this was not to be the case. Education

is still perceived to be in crisis. We worry that the
Japanese are out performing us technologically and many
minority students still do not have access to equal
educational opportunities. Colleges complain that students
are coming to them deficient in basic mathematics,
and writing skills

(Davis,

1986).
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reading

There is a perception

that American students

lack a multicultural perspective

and basic knowledge about American history and government
(Hirsch,
is

1987).

Student achievement in the United States

routinely unfavorably compared to the achievement of

students

in Europe,

China and Japan.

high drop out rates,
(Parnell,

1985).

We have unacceptably

particularly in urban high schools

Employers complain that students

school academically unprepared for the workplace
1987)

leave
(Hirsch,

(6).
Clearly,

educational evaluation had not produced all

of the hoped for improvements
education.

The

in the American system of

following shortcomings of third generation

evaluation have been suggested as

factors

that have

limited its potential to improve the effectiveness of
educational programs
Patton,

1990;

and curricula

Worthen & Sanders,

(Guba & Lincoln,

1989 ;

1987).

An over-emphasis on evaluation as a political
activity as evaluations become more closely
associated with accountability and program funding
A tendency to use program evaluation as an
opportunity to test evaluation theory
An over-dependence on quantitative methods in a
futile and inconsistent attempt to be objective
An over-reliance on the evaluator to be the final
judge of program objectives and accomplishments
As evaluations became
of government grants,

firmly connected with the award

they were increasingly viewed as

political activity by program faculty and staff.
the mandate

for evaluation was

federal dollars,
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Although

intended to insure that the

quality of education would improve as
investment of

a

a result of the

it actually had a chilling

effect.

In schools,

evaluations became more closely tied

to the idea of accountability than the notion of improving
a specific program's effectiveness.

Many faculty and

program staff began to view evaluations
personally threatening,

as either

or a waste of their time.

The connection between evaluation and funding
encourages

the development of a

between managers
and Scriven,

and evaluators

1983).

"cozy relationship"
(Guba & Lincoln,

Program administrators have a vested

interest in the production of evaluation reports
highlight the
weaknesses.

Evaluators have an interest in pleasing the
the project,

the evaluation report,

to rehire

the evaluator

for

to suggest that evaluators

however,

accepts or

and decides whether or not

future projects.
and managers

This is not

typically conspire

to produce dishonest evaluation reports.
out,

that

successes of their program and minimize its

administrator who supervises
rejects

1989

It does point

that there is no safe guard in third

generation evaluation that prevents

this

type of

collusion.
This evaluator

- manager relationship can also serve

to disempower stakeholders with a vested interest in
improving the quality of the program under review

(Guba &

Lincoln,

the

1989).

manager is
purpose

In a typical evaluation contract,

given control of

and the

stakeholders,

the evaluation's

statement of

focus of evaluation questions.

such as

teachers,
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staff,

Other

students,

community

members,

may or may not be able to have their questions,

concerns and issues

addressed as a part of

In the contract negotiation process
unusual

the evaluation.

it is

also not

for the evaluator to trade the right to

disseminate the evaluation report and findings
from managerial pressure to edit the
report.

This

freely
for freedom

formal evaluation

further disempowers other stakeholders by

giving the manager the ability to use evaluation findings
in selective or deceptive ways.

This places

decisions

about the program solely in the hands of the program
administrator who contracted for the evaluation
Lincoln,

(Guba &

1989).

Another
evaluation's

factor that limits
ability to

improvement tool is

its

of evaluation models as

third generation

function as
intense

an effective program

focus on the development

theoretical constructs.

evaluation models were published between
Conrad and Wilson

(1989)

1967

Over forty

and 1987.

classified these models using the

following four categories.
-

Goal Based Models
These models examine the performance of an
enterprise in relation to its stated goals and
obj ectives

-

Responsive Models
These models attempt to "identify and negotiate
among the claims, concerns, and issues put
forth by members of a variety of stakeholder
audiences" (Skolnick, 1989, p. 628).

-

Decision Models
These models are primarily concerned with
providing data to support decision making
processes.
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-

Connoisseurship Models
These models rely on the evaluator to be the
expert. The evaluators interests, concerns, and
values drive the evaluation.
(Skolnick, 1989)

For many evaluators,
program evaluation as

there is

a temptation to use

an opportunity to test these

theoretical constructs.

In these evaluations

there is

danger that the underlying question will become,
theory right or wrong?

is

a

the

The question of how can we improve

this curriculum or educational practice in this
environment

for these

students can become

This practice also

serves

to limit the number of

people who think that they have
in the evaluation process

secondary.

the

skills

to participate

in a meaningful way.

Teachers,

program staff and other stakeholders are likely to hold
back.

After all,

statisticians.

they're not evaluation experts or

If we are

serious

a tool to improve education,

about using evaluation as

however,

these are exactly

the people that evaluators need to convince to be actively
involved in the process
Davis,

(Banta & Pike,

1989;

Cross,

1989;

1989) .

This

is not to suggest that the development of

evaluation as
of academic
pursuit.

an academic discipline,

theories and models

It is necessary,

or that the testing

is not an important

however,

to make a distinction

between the development of theory and the practice of
educational evaluation.
different goals.
Evaluation is

They are two separate tasks with

"Research is

aimed at action.
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aimed at truth

(7).

Researchers produce

knowledge

for the

sake of knowledge.

Evaluators produce

information meant to affect policy making and improve
program effectiveness"

(Patton,

1987,

p.

16).

Third generation evaluation's over dependence on the
scientific paradigm of inquiry has
its usefulness

as

a means

educational programs

to improve the quality of

and curricula.

criticized for attaching a false
evaluation
1983;

(Guba & Lincoln,

Smith,

responses
Patton,

1982),

also served to limit

This practice has been

sense of objectivity to

1989;

Patton,

1990;

Scriven,

limiting the range of possible

to evaluation questions

1986,1987,1990;

(Guba & Lincoln,

Terenzini

& Pascarella,

1989;

1990),

and

stripping the evaluation of important environmental and
contextual influences
1986,1987,

(Guba & Lincoln,

1989;

Patton,

1990).

Much of the appeal of
inquiry for evaluators

the

lies

scientific paradigm of

in its claims of value

neutrality and the objectivity of its

findings.

The role

of evaluators becomes considerable more comfortable if by
simple adherence to scientific methods of inquiry they can
present their research findings

as

not even have to be accountable

for the values

to the process or

free.

judgments.

The

They do
they bring

The objectivity of the scientific

through all of

The problem is
value

facts."

for having been unduly influenced by

program administrators.
process cuts

"the

that

(Lincoln & Guba,

1989).

that neither science or evaluation is

scientist can not avoid making value

One research method or theoretical construct is
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selected over others.

All

statistical analysis

is based on

someone's value judgement about what to measure,
measure it,
1983).

and how to interpret the numbers

In science,

facts

are

until the new theory comes
& Lincoln,

theory bound.

how to

(Scriven,

They are

along that disproves

facts

them

(Guba

1989) .

A core component of third generation evaluation is

to

make a value judgment about a specific educational program
or curriculum.
definition.

Evaluation is connected to values by

To limit evaluation methods

by a paradigm that claims
is contradictory.
practical

to be value

to those endorsed

free and objective

Michael Quinn Patton suggests

solution may be to replace the

and balanced

and to replace the mandate to be objective

with a mandate to be

fair and conscientious

in taking

account of multiple perspectives,

multiple interests,

multiple possibilities"

16).

(1990,

The dominance of the
also serves

p.

scientific paradigm of inquiry

This

tendency is

the range of analytical vision,
understanding,

likely to

"restrict

the depth of

and consequently the effectiveness of

and nonacademic programs"

Pascarella,

and

to limit the potential responses generated to

evaluation questions.

academic

"the

traditional

search for truth with a search for useful
information,

that

1990,

p.

(Terenzini &

11).

A final criticism of

the

scientific paradigm as

dominant approach in evaluation is

that it

consider potentially significant cultural
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fails
factors

the

to
in the

evaluation environment except by attempting to physically
or statistically control

for them

This context stripping limits

(Guba & Lincoln,

the capacity of

1989).

the

evaluator to even attempt to appropriately represent the
complex interactions of these environmental influences
with a specific program design and implementation.
Cronbach

(1980)

contends

that evaluation designs

Lee

that

attempt to eliminate physically or statistically control
these cultural

factors

in an attempt to determine cause

and effect relationships tend to be irrelevant beyond the
highly controlled experimental situation
Third generation evaluation has
for its
be the

(Patton,

1985).

also been criticized

tendency to be overly reliant on the evaluator to
final judge of educational program objectives

accomplishments.
in any school.

and

A diversity of educational values coexist

Ethical,

sophisticated,

well informed

educators hold conflicting educational values.

They have

differing opinions about the best set of educational
objectives

for programs.

learn different things.
have

still more

evaluator up as

They think that students
Students

and community members may

sets of educational objectives.
the

should

sole judge disenfranchises

To set the
those

stakeholders with whom the evaluator may disagree and
limits

the perceived validity of the evaluation for those

stakeholders whose values were not chosen
1989;

Skolnick,

1989).

(Guba & Lincoln,

Either of these outcomes diminishes

the likelihood that a educational program or curriculum
will be improved as

a result of having been evaluated.
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In summary,

third generation evaluation made an

important contribution to an evolving field by

focusing on

the need to make value judgements

about the quality of a

program's educational objectives.

It also dramatically

increased the body of literature that
theorists can draw upon as

future evaluation

they continue their efforts

improve the effectiveness of evaluation in practice.
did not,

however,

to

It

significantly improve the quality of

American education.
Guba and Lincoln

(1989)

argue that third generation

evaluation approaches have had a limited impact on
improving educational programs
First,

for the

following reasons.

they failed to stay focused on the goal of

enhancing opportunities

for

student learning.

Second,

they

focused too narrowly on attempting to define direct cause
and effect relationships while trying to ignore or
eliminate important cultural and environmental
Third,

factors.

they discounted the values of teachers,

professional educators,

students

and community groups

in

favor of the educational values

of academic managers and

fellow evaluators.

they failed to ask the

right questions

And finally,

and to gather the information that program

faculty and staff say they need to improve their
educational programs

and courses.

Fourth Generation Evaluation:

Egon Guba and Yvonna Lincoln
evaluation as constantly evolving.
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The Future

(1989)

describe

In response to the

problems

associated with third generation evaluation,

they argue that new approaches
necessary.

to evaluation are

They propose that fourth generation evaluation

focus on improving educational programs
of negotiation.

through a process

They support a move toward the responsive

evaluation approaches
Michael Quinn Patton

advocated by Robert Stake
(1980,

responsive approaches

1987,

1990)

and others.

recognize that various

and sometimes conflicting,

program objectives,

values,

and concerns.

should emerge

These

stakeholders

may have different,

evaluation questions

(1975),

sets of

They argue that

from these concerns,

and that different evaluation reports often need to be
written for different groups of
to suggest that any of

This is not

these reports would be misleading,

only that they would address
the

stakeholders.

the concerns

as expressed by

specific groups.
The

fourth generation evaluation approach proposed by

Guba and Lincoln brings

responsive evaluation approaches

step further in that it requires

the various

a

stakeholders

to meet as a group and negotiate a set of evaluation
questions.

The goal is not to arrive at consensus,

arrive at a fuller understanding of the multiple
realities,

values,

and objectives

group for the enterprise.

but to

sets of

that are held within the

According to Guba and Lincoln,

in this manner stakeholders will come to understand their
own constructions better,

possibly revise them as they

begin to understand and respect the constructions of
others,

and end up with a more sophisticated understanding
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of the complexity of the situation as well as their own
views.
Guba and Lincoln do not present fourth generation
evaluation as ultimately the right way to evaluate
enterprises.

They describe it as the next step in an

evolving field and actively encourage other theorists to
work at improving their construct.
In Utilization-Focused Evaluation.
Patton

(1986,

1990)

Michael Quinn

suggests an alternate approach to

address some of the problems associated with third
generation evaluation.

He argues that programs that are

evaluated should be changed in a positive manner as a
direct result of the evaluation.

He acknowledges that

in any evaluation process the evaluator is working with
limited resources.

There is never enough time, money or

staff to collect all of the data suggested by all of the
stakeholders.

Patton argues that the evaluation questions

that will effect the development of the program in the
most fundamental ways should be the questions selected for
investigation.

These questions should be determined by a

process of consensus building among the representatives of
the various stakeholders.
formed by asking,

Evaluation questions should be

what do I need to know to solve this

problem? What would I do if I had that information? The
utility of the information is the guiding principle.
In Leaving College:
of Student Attrition.

Rethinking the Causes and Cures

Vincent Tinto

(1987)

argues that

evaluation questions should be connected to understanding
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the

student experience of education on a particular

college campus.

They should be directly concerned with

improving the quality of the program or academic
enterprise.

For Tinto,

are;

this

how is

the overriding evaluation questions

academic

How can we improve it?

activity affecting our students?

He contends

that evaluation must be

a student centered activity if it is

to result in improved

educational programs.
All of these views have

something to offer the

generation educational evaluator.

As

fourth

Patton points out,

are working in an environment of limited resources

we

and we

do have to be careful that the data we collect are useful
to

faculty and staff involved in program development.

is important,

however,

that we do not become

It

so wrapped up

in the potential utility of the information that we
neglect Tinto's question of the effects of programs on the
student's educational experience,
concern that all
their issues,

or Lincoln and Guba's

stakeholders have an opportunity to have

questions

and concerns

addressed as part of

the evaluation process.
The next chapter will outline an approach to
evaluation intended to enhance opportunities
learning on community college campuses.

for student

The unique

characteristics of community colleges previously discussed
will be considered along with the criticisms of third
generation evaluation outlined in this chapter.
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Notes

(1)

Norm referenced tests measure an individual
student's performance in relation to the performance
of others students taking the same test.

(2)

Horace Mann's twelve reports to the Massachusetts
Board of Education between 1838 and 1850 included data
related to the geographical distribution of schools,
the adequacy of outside supervision, financial support
for poor students who want to attend school, low
interest in education among community members, school
finance, teacher competency, selection or construction
of appropriate curriculum materials, adequacy of
school libraries in rural areas, consolidation of
smaller schools, teacher training, discipline, and the
economic benefits of a free public education.
(Worthen
Sc Sanders,
1987)

(3)

The Boston Survey tested a sample of Boston students
in 1845 and 1846 on definitions, geography, grammar,
civil history, natural philosophy, astronomy, writing
and arithmetic. The school committee was dismayed at
the poor student performance on these tests. The
Boston Survey was discontinued in 1847 because it's
results were not used.
(Worthen & Sanders, 1987)

(4)

Joseph Rice was concerned that so much time was
devoted to teaching the "basics", such as reading,
writing arithmetic and spelling, that other
disciplines such as art and music were often left out
of the curriculum. He was interested in demonstrating
that there were teachers who could effectively teach
the basics to students in less time. He concluded that
there was no significant correlation between the
amount of classroom time devoted to teaching spelling
and student academic achievement in spelling.
(Guba &
Lincoln, 1989; Worthen & Sanders, 1987)

5)

The Eight Year Study was conducted by Ohio State
University beginning in 1832. Thirty public and
private secondary schools were invited to develop a
curriculum that responded to the educational needs of
the newly emerging group of high school students who
were more inclined to enter the work force upon
graduation than continue on to earn a baccalaureate
degree. It was understood that these school's
graduates would be accepted at cooperating colleges
without necessarily having met the traditional
criteria. The purpose of the study was to determine if
the students who completed the new curriculum could
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succeed in a college course of
1989; Worthen & Sanders, 1987)

study.

(Guba

&

Lincoln,

(6)

This is not to suggest that third generation
evaluation approaches are the cause of the
shortcomings of American educational systems. Many
contributing factors have been suggested in the
literature. These include poorly paid teachers, the
low status of education in America, the liberal
education reforms of the 1960's, the drug culture, the
breakdown of the American family, lack of discipline
in schools and so forth.

(7)

Others argue that all facts, or truth, are theory
bound. They are facts only until the next theory comes
long to disprove them. No research is value free.
Researcher can not avoid making judgments as they
decide which theory to test, what to measure, how to
measure it and how to interpret the data. Claims of
objectivity are false and misleading.
(Guba & Lincoln,
1989; Patton, 1990; Scriven, 1983)
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evaluation

the

task

approaches

difficult.
evolve,

in response to the

economic
areas.

Community colleges

are

social,

formed,

and continually

political,

cultural,

and demographic characteristics of their service

There is no one shared concept of what the college

should be trying to achieve,
accepted by its

faculty,

no one educational goal

no one motivation shared by its

students.
Earlier we saw that third generation evaluations have
a limited potential to improve the effectiveness of
educational programs

and services.

Many of

the

shortcomings of third generation evaluation are especially
problematic

in the community college

limitations

are as

setting.

These

follows.

- An over emphasis on evaluation as a
political activity as evaluations become more
closely associated with accountability and
program funding
- An over reliance on the evaluator as the
final judge of program objectives and
accomplishments
- An over dependence on quantitative methods
in a
futile and inconsistent attempt to be
obj ective
Educational institutions in general are under
pressure to demonstrate the quality and value of their
academic offerings
agencies,

to

funding sources,

government

potential students and the public

Community colleges

at large.

feel this pressure acutely.

Many people

are unclear about the role of community colleges
American system of post secondary education.

in the

These

institutions have no admission requirements beyond a high
school diploma.

They do not offer
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"real degrees"

-

baccalaureate degrees.

Funding sources and the general

public want some assurances that community colleges make a
positive contribution to the local educational,

economic

and social environment.
In many cases,

the ability to demonstrate that a

community college's programs produce graduates with the
academic ability and/or occupational skills necessary to
contribute to the social and economic well being of their
service area is a matter of survival.

Several states are

considering funding formulas that link the level of state
funding to a particular college's performance.
example,

For

the funding level of each public college in

Tennessee is tied to its performance on a set of state
defined student outcomes measures.

In Massachusetts,

the

Job Partnership and Training Act links the disbursement of
grant funds to the job placement rate of program
participants during a specified period of time.
The federal government has singled out
nonbaccalaureate degree granting institutions,
community colleges,

as the target of new,

federal accountability regulations.

such as

burdensome

Federally funded

financial aid programs now require nonbaccalaureate degree
granting institutions to document that its students
possess the ability to benefit from its educational
services.

These schools must also track and disclose

student graduation and transfer rates.

Schools that do not

comply with these regulations are in danger of losing
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their eligibility to award federally funded financial aid
entitlement funds to their students

(1).

Community colleges are also often faced with the
problem of generating additional revenue to augment
declining levels of public funding

(2).

The need to remain

economically accessible to students precludes large
increases in tuition and fees as a major new source of
income.

Community colleges must now focus on sources of

grant money and the private sector to meet this need.
successfully appeal for funds,

To

community colleges have to

demonstrate that they are a good investment.

They must

present themselves as educational institutions that are
able to have a significant impact on the economic,

social

and cultural well being of their community.
All of these factors conspire to encourage community
college administrators to emphasize the political
functions of evaluation.

It is important to remember that

community college administrators have an obligation to
maintain fiscally stable organizations.
however,

They also,

have an ethical responsibility to provide the

best quality academic programs and support services
possible to meet the educational needs of their students
and community members.
Third generation evaluation approaches have also been
criticized for over emphasizing the role of the evaluator
as the ultimate judge of the quality and appropriateness
of an academic enterprise's objectives and its educational
outcomes.

This tendency is especially problematic in the
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community college sector of higher education where a
diversity of educational values exist.
There is disagreement among community college
leaders,

administrators and faculty about how to best

define their central mission.

Some argue that it is to

prepare students to enter a baccalaureate degree program.
Others maintain that it is to train a liberally educated
workforce.

Others contend that it is to provide

occupational training or remedial education.

Many suggest

that a community college must be willing and able to do
all of these things.

In addition,

students come to

community colleges from a variety of social and economic
backgrounds and with various academic goals,
and educational needs.

expectations

Various community members may also

have differing educational objectives in mind for the
community college system.
Third generation evaluations require that value
judgments be made.

Someone has to decide what values will

predominate - which educational values are the best.

This

discounts the values of the stakeholders with whom the
evaluator disagrees and reduces their perception of the
validity of the evaluation.
sector,

In the community college

with the high degree of diversity present on any

one campus,

it is especially unlikely that educational

programs will be improved as a result of having been
evaluated in this manner.
Finally,

third generation evaluations have been

criticized as being overly dependent on quantitative
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methods of inquiry in a futile and inconsistent attempt to
be objective.

The use of quantitative methods can be

appealing because it provides the sense that there is a
"right"

solution out there to be discovered.

That the

value of educational programs can be proven in clear cut,
uncontestable terms.
These notions can be especially appealing to
community college faculty and administrators.
struggle to develop programs,

Faculty

pedagogy and support

services that satisfy the educational needs of the diverse
student populations that arrive at the college.
actively seeking the "right"

They are

solution. Administrators seek

to demonstrate the legitimacy and value of their academic
programs.

They are actively seeking methods that will

prove to funding sources,

accrediting agencies and the

general public that their institution is doing a good job.
Unfortunately,

an over-reliance on quantitative

evaluation methods has not resulted in the accomplishment
of either of these goals.

Community college students

arrive at their institutions with a wide range of entering
academic skill levels and a diverse set of immediate
educational goals and long term aspirations.

Evaluations

that focus on objectively documenting graduation,
and retention rates are limited at best.
isolation,

transfer

Used in

it is unlikely that they will contribute to an

improved understanding of the process of learning for
community college students.

It is also unlikely that they
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will tell the full story of the accomplishments of the
institution.

A View of Evaluation for Community College Programs:
Ten Characteristics of Effective
Formative Evaluations

The following view of evaluation was designed to
respond to the factors in the community college
environment that complicate the evaluation of its programs
and services previously outlined.

It also addresses the

criticisms of third generation evaluation approaches
described earlier and is grounded in the assumptions of
fourth generation evaluation approaches

(3).

The ten characteristics a successful community
college formative evaluation program outlined in Table 1
are not intended to be a recipe for how to cook up an
effective evaluation.
desirable,

It will not always be possible,

or

for all ten features to be included in every

formative evaluation conducted on a community college
campus.

They are offered as a guide,

a way to think about

evaluation that is responsive to the uniqueness,
diversity,

and evolving nature of the community college

environment.
Table 1
Characteristics of Effective Community College
Formative Evaluations
1.

Evaluations of community college
academic programs, pedagogies, and support
services should be student centered and
seek to understand the process of learning
Continued,
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Table 1 continued
as it occurs for a specific group of
students. (Tinto, 1987)
2.

Evaluations should be controlled by
program faculty and staff. Institutional
researchers and other administrators
should facilitate the evaluation process.

3. An important focus for evaluation should be
institutional and program goals and values
as expressed by its faculty and staff.
(Hutchins, 1990)
4.

Evaluation should be an important part of the
ongoing curriculum, pedagogy, and academic service
development process on a community college campus.
(Hutchins, 1990)

5.

The evaluation team should include
representatives from all relevant stakeholders in a
group process of constructing evaluation questions
and criteria that respond to the multiplicity of
views, issues, and concerns of the group members.
(Guba & Lincoln, 1989)

6.

Evaluation questions should be linked to
action plans. There should be some utility
for some group of stakeholders for a set of
data to be collected. (Patton, 1986, 1990)

7.

Evaluations should consider students'
gains as well as end points. (Hanson,
Hutchins, 1990)

8.

Data collection methods should emerge from the
evaluation questions. The potential merits
of both qualitative and quantitative
evaluation methods should be recognized and
used as the situation suggests. (Guba & Lincoln,
1989; Hutchins, 1990; Patton, 1980, 1986, 1990;
Tinto, 1987)

9.

Evaluation should make use of multiple
evaluation methods. (Guba & Lincoln, 1989;
1980, 1986, 1990; Tinto, 1987)

educational
1988;

Patton,

10. The data collection, storage and retrieval
process should respect student and faculty
privacy. Data should be readily available to
the faculty and staff involved in program
development and implementation in a clear,
efficient format. (Patton, 1990)
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Earlier we saw that there are significant factors in
the community college environment that must be considered
in designing effective evaluation approaches.

In the

following sections of this chapter each of the proposed
characteristics of effective community college evaluations
listed in Table 1 is discussed in light of these
environmental and contextual features.

Student Centered

Recent demands for accountability from funding
sources,

accrediting agencies and the general public have

stimulated a high degree of interest in evaluation on
community college campuses.

Many institutions have

responded by designing and implementing summative
evaluation programs intended to produce data that will
demonstrate the quality and value of their existing
academic programs and allow administrators to make
decisions about the future of less successful programs or
services.

Some community colleges have merged these

demands for accountability with their goal of providing
the best possible educational experience to their
students.

Instead of seeing evaluation as an additional

administrative burden,

or a threat to their future,

they

view evaluation as an important tool they can use to
design and implement better academic programs and support
services.
As I have previously noted,

summative evaluations

intended to provide evidence of the success or failure of
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an academic enterprise are not the focus of this
dissertation.

It is important to point out,

however,

that

they are a necessary piece of an institutional evaluation
strategy. Administrators have an obligation to produce the
types of information that will demonstrate to funding
sources,

accrediting agencies and the general public that

the college is doing a good job.
money is well spent,

Its programs work.

their faith is well placed.

important to also recognize,

however,

Their

It is

that these summative

evaluations will not do very much to improve the quality
of academic programs and support services.
intent.

Nor is it their

Their purpose is to keep the funds flowing into

the institution.
Evaluations that are intended to improve academic
programs and support services need a different focus.
These evaluations assume that there are no perfect
programs.

There is always a way to do things better.

There

is always a way to make even an excellent program more
responsive to the needs of a particular group of students.
The primary purpose of formative evaluations is to uncover
problems and to look for solutions.
goals,

To accomplish these

formative evaluations conducted on community

college campuses need to focus on students and seek to
understand the educational process as it occurs for them
(Tinto,
be,

1987).

The overriding evaluation questions must

how is this program or service affecting these

students? How can this program or service work better for
these students?
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Facultv/Staff Controlled

The primary responsibilities of community college
faculty are to teach and to design curriculum,

pedagogy

and academic support services that meet the needs of
their students.

The primary responsibility of community

college administrators is to support faculty in their
efforts to design and deliver these academic programs and
support services. Although this responsibility may take
many different forms for administrators,

in the final

analysis all administrative functions are connected to
supporting the educational process in one way or another.
Community college formative evaluation programs should
reflect these distinctions between the functions of
faculty and administrators as well as this shared sense of
responsibility for insuring that students are provided
with the best possible educational services.
The faculty/administrator division of
responsibilities assumes that faculty members are the
institutional experts in their subject area,
development and pedagogy.

curriculum

Community college instructors

are hired and granted tenure on the basis of their
teaching skills and their ability to develop curriculum.
In this context,

it is clearly counterproductive for

administrators to control or direct evaluation activities
that are intended to result in the improvement of academic
programs and support services
On the other hand,

(Hutchins,

1990).

the idea of a faculty/staff

controlled program evaluation is an unsettling thought.
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After all,

since evaluation is

judgments,

it is an inherently threatening experience,

one degree or another,

to most people.

immediate personal concerns
security,

involved with making

and issues,

a sense of personal worth,

reputation.

(Dennison & Bunda,

the question must be asked,
evaluation data,

analysis

depends on a number of

It is

to

tied to

such as

job

or professional

1989).

In this context,

how can we trust this type of

and conclusions?

The response

factors including the degree to

which a college can provide a nonthreatening evaluation
environment and the range of
on the evaluation team.

stakeholder views represented

The inclusion of stakeholders

holding a diversity of goals,
the educational enterprise

values,

and objectives

for

serves to increase the

likelihood that a wider range of data will be collected,
examined and analyzed.

In a sense,

it serves

a monitoring

function.
In addition,

if

academic

administrators

are serious

about supporting faculty attempts to design the most
effective academic programs,

support services,

and

pedagogies

for their students

responsive

institutional environment that supports risk

taking,

they must create a safe,

rewards creativity and respects

and privacy.

faculty expertise

Administrators have to assume that faculty

have the desire and ability to improve the educational
experience of their
their programs.

students

and the effectiveness of

In this context,

faculty controlled and

directed formative evaluation programs can be empowering
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(Dennison & Bunda,

1989)

rather than threatening,

and intellectually stimulating,
to

faculty.

Reflect the Full Range of Program Values

It is

and Goals

important to understand that the central

elements of the community college philosophy,
to providing access

to post secondary education to

traditionally underserved populations
educational

a commitment

services

the college resides,

and to providing the

required by the community in which
produce unique institutions.

Community colleges have
institutional missions

student populations

and

that are often distinct

from one

another in educationally significant ways.
Evaluators can not assume,
community colleges,

and not even all

within one institution,
values

and goals.

improve a specific

therefore,

that all

faculty and staff

share a common set of educational

If evaluation is to be a useful tool to
academic program or support service,

has

to reflect an understanding of the range of goals

its

faculty and staff have

Useful as

a Program Development Tool

terms we destroy it.

a community college in
It has

to be different in different areas.
as

that

for the enterprise.

"Anytime we can describe
specific

it

the community college norm"

to change.

It has

We have to keep moving

(Gleazer,

1980.

p.

5).

The

criteria by which we evaluate community college programs
needs

to change as

their environmental conditions evolve.
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We can not assume that the indicators of a successful
program will remain constant over time,

across programs,

or across institutions.
The dynamic nature of the community college presents
interesting challenges to its faculty and staff.

The

academic programs and support services that served their
students well last year may not meet the needs of their
students,

or their community,

this year.

should always view their curriculums,

As a result,

programs,

teaching methods as works in progress.

they

and

Faculty and staff

have to be willing to honestly and continually ask,

how is

this educational enterprise affecting this group of
students? How can I make it more effective for this group
of students? This can not be accomplished by conducting
formal evaluations at spaced out intervals every couple of
years.

It can only be accomplished by including formative

evaluation as a routine part of the ongoing curriculum,
pedagogy and program design process

(Hutchins,

1990).

Inclusive Evaluation Team

Although program faculty and staff are responsible
for the design and implementation of its curriculum,
pedagogy and support services,

there are many

constituencies that have a legitimate interest in the
goals and educational outcomes of any given academic
enterprise.

College administrators share a responsibility

with faculty for insuring that students are provided with
the best possible educational services.
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Students,

who

bring variety of aspirations,

goals,

academic skills to the classroom,

expectations and

have an interest in

having their specific educational needs met.

Faculty from

other departments want to be sure that all of the academic
offerings of the institution are congruent with the
overall educational values of the college.
residents,

Local

businesses and social service agencies have an

interest in ensuring that community college academic
programs and services meet the educational needs of their
community.
Each of these groups,

or stakeholders,

opportunity to have their issues,
addressed.

It is important,

should have an

questions and concerns

therefore,

to encourage a

variety of stakeholders to be engaged in the evaluation
process.

The evaluation team should include

representatives of all of these constituencies,

especially

if there is disagreement about the most appropriate
program goals or evaluation criteria

(Patton,

1986).

Evaluation questions should be designed by this group
through a process of conversation and negotiation
Lincoln,

(Guba &

1989).

Action Oriented

In any community college setting the faculty,
and administration work with limited resources.
never enough time,

staff

There is

staff or money to do all of the things

that should be done.

This is also true of evaluation.
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An

evaluator can never collect all of the data that everyone
would like;

choices have to be made.

Since the primary purpose of formative evaluation is
to improve academic programs and services on an individual
community college campus,

any data collected should be

useful in making decisions about the enterprise
1986,

1990;

Tinto,

formed by asking,

1987).

(Patton,

Evaluation questions should be

what do I need to know to enhance the

effectiveness of this program? What would I do if I had
that information? The evaluation questions that will
affect the design or implementation of the program in the
most fundamental ways should be the questions selected for
investigation

(Patton,

1987).

It is important to understand that the purpose of
formative evaluation is utilitarian

(Hutchins,

1990).

It

is not intended to make a contribution to the literature
of an academic field.

It is not intended to produce

results that can be replicated in other settings.
only interested in improving this program,
for this group of students.

It is

on this campus,

Community college formative

evaluations have to focus on providing the information
faculty and staff need to accomplish this goal.

Focuses on Educational Gains

Students come to community colleges with a wide range
on entering academic skill levels and educational goals.
Some arrive at the college having previously earned
masters degrees while others come with a high school
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diploma and a sixth grade reading level.

Some want to

improve their ability to read,

write and do math and

others are seeking a low cost,

local alternative to the

first two years of a baccalaureate degree at a more
expensive private college.
This diversity makes the task of designing evaluation
questions and success criteria controversial in the
community college setting.

Some would argue that the two

most important determinants of the success of community
college programs are the percentage of students who
transfer to baccalaureate degree granting institutions and
the percentage of students who secure employment in their
field

(Brint and Karabel,

1989).

Proponents of this view argue that the role of
community colleges is to provide a means of socio-economic
mobility for its students.

If students do not leave the

college prepared to earn a bachelor's degree,

or to be

employed in the profession for which they were trained,
the college has merely served a cooling out function for
academically disadvantaged students.

This view of the role

of community colleges requires that evaluation focus on
the achievement of institutionally determined end points.
Formative evaluation questions would center around how can
this academic enterprise better help these students earn
an Associate's degree and transfer to a four year college
or get a job in their field?

The emphasis is on program

and institutional goals that are assumed to be in
agreement with student goals.
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Others argue that the role of the community college
is to take students from wherever they are academically,
to where they want to go academically
Parnell,

1990).

(Hutchins,

1990 ;

This is not to deny that community

colleges can play an important role in helping students to
raise their sights and discover new interests and
competencies,
student.

but the choice has to remain with the

Community colleges can only provide the

opportunity.

In this context,

formative evaluations need

to consider individual students'
levels,

individual students'

the college at this time,

entering academic skill

stated goals for enrolling at

and the goals of the program.

Formative evaluation questions would center around how can
this academic enterprise help these students get from
where they are academically to where they say they want to
go academically? In the process,
teaching,

are there ways that my

program or service can encourage or enable these

students to broaden their aspirations about where they
want to go academically? Here the emphasis is on the
student as an individual rather than on the program or
institution as an entity.
There are a variety of academic programs on any
community college campus.

Some programs have fairly

homogeneous student populations,

at least in terms of

their entering academic skill level and immediate
educational goals.

This is usually because these programs

have selective admission policies that limit enrollment to
students who have satisfied a specified set of academic
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prerequisites.

Generally these programs are intended to

train students for a specific profession.

Evaluations that

concentrate on the attainment of the institutionally
determined goals of program completion and employment can
be appropriate for these types of programs.

If a student

is admitted to a selective community college nursing
program it is reasonable for the nursing program faculty
to assume that the student has the prerequisite academic
skills to succeed in the program and that the student's
immediate educational goal is to become a nurse.
The majority of community college programs,
have open door admission policies.

however,

The faculty in these

programs can not make similar assumptions about the skill
level and immediate educational goals of their students.
This diversity needs to be reflected in the formative
evaluations designed for these types of programs by
considering individual student's educational gains and the
achievement of each student's academic goals as well as
the goals of the college,

the program,

the faculty and the

community.

Data Collection Methods Linked to Evaluation Questions

In practice,

formative evaluation has to be

approached as a problem to be solved.
college setting,

In the community

faculty and staff are working with a

particular group of students trying to accomplish some
combination of goals. With their evaluation team they have
developed a list of specific questions whose answers will
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help them decide how to change their teaching methods,
curriculum or program to work better in this
What are the best data collection methods

situation.

to answer these

questions?
The answer is
questions,

that it depends on the nature of the

the culture of the institution,

availability of information,

the

and the amount of time,

staff

and money that can be allocated to data collection and
analysis.

The data collected must respond to the questions

asked in a manner that is convincing to the members of

the

evaluation team and the administration in a cost
effective,
1985;

timely manner

Tinto,

academic

1987;

research,

(Guba & Lincoln,

Worthen & Sanders,

1987).

Patton,

Unlike

evaluation does not have to emanate

from a single theoretical base.
quantitative techniques,
the questions

1989;

Evaluators

should use

qualitative techniques or both as

and situations

suggest.

Uses Multiple Evaluation Methods

Evaluation data is only useful if it is credible to
stakeholders and decision makers.
setting,

this group of

In the community college

stakeholders

and decision makers

is

likely to include people with diverse views of the most
appropriate goals

and evaluation criteria for the

educational enterprise as well as
inclinations.
issues

differing methodological

It is unlikely that the range of concerns,

and questions

raised within this evaluation setting
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can be

sufficiently addressed through the use of any one

evaluation method.
Formative evaluation questions
improvement of programs,

services

They seek to understand the ways
affected by the educational

are concerned with the

and teaching methods.
that the

service.

student is

These types of

questions can not usually be definitively answered to
anyone's complete

satisfaction.

We can increase the level

of confidence we have in the conclusions
by considering evaluation questions
points,

reached,

however,

from several view

data sources or theoretical bases.

Data collected

through multiple evaluation methods can serve to confirm
the impressions made by any one

set of data on its own.

It

also can result in the collection of information that when
considered together suggest a different,

or

fuller,

conclusion than would have been reached by reviewing any
one of the data sets on its own.
The use of multiple evaluation methods can also
provide a useful means

of expanding the group of

stakeholders who will perceive the information produced
through the evaluation process as
convincing.

For example,

trustworthy and

some people are most influenced

by a quantitative

approach.

qualitative data.

The employment of a combination of

methods

allows

Others are more convinced by

the concerns of each of these groups to be

addressed more completely.
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Evaluation Data is Accessible and Protects
Student/Facultv Privacy

If community college administrators

are

serious about

supporting faculty and staff in their efforts
the best possible curriculum,
services

for their students

with appropriate access
be comprehensive,

pedagogies

and support

than they have to provide them

to information.

efficient,

to design

flexible,

This

access has

and readily

available in order for it to support an ongoing,
evaluation program.
ways

formative

Community colleges have to develop

to decentralize access

continuing to

to

to information while

fulfill their legal and ethical

responsibility to protect student and faculty privacy.

A Community College View of Evaluation:
In Closing

These ten characteristics of successful community
college

formative evaluation programs

used as

a road map to implement evaluation.

suggested as a guide.

are not intended be
They are

They represent a way of thinking

about evaluation that reflects

the diversity and evolving

nature of the community college environment.

They focus on

improving the individual

institution's

the educational

required by its diverse and

services

institutionally unique
special
staff,

skills,

student population and utilizes

knowledge and experience of

and administrators

There is no exact
program.

ability to provide

the

faculty,

in an effective manner.

formula for a successful evaluation

The very nature of the community college
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precludes

it.

Each community college has

to design a

formative evaluation plan that will be effective
organizational culture,
the needs of its

with its

students

faculty,

and community.

evaluation for the community college
intended to be a framework,

in its

and respond to
This view of

setting is only

a starting place

from which

individual colleges

and programs can begin to craft the

specific

that respond to their

strategies

It is

important to point out that this view of

evaluation assumes
teaching
experts

situations.

that administrators believe

faculty and program staff,

as

the institutional

in program and curriculum design and pedagogy

development,

are in the best position to control the

formative evaluation process on their campus.
makes

that the

It also

the assumption that community college administrators

are willing and able to create an organizational culture
that encourages,

values

and rewards teaching excellence.

This can only happen in community college environments
where

there is

faculty,

a shared sense of respect and trust between

staff and administration.

belief that everyone is

There has

rowing in the

to be a

same direction.

The next chapter outlines an attempt to plan and
implement a formative evaluation of the Center for
Individualized Instruction's

(CII)

course orientation

program at Middlesex Community College utilizing this view
of evaluation.
process,
analysis,

It will chronicle the evaluation planning

as well as describe its implementation,
and evaluation reports.
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data

Notes

(1)

Federally funded financial aid entitlement programs
(Title IV programs) guarantee specific dollar awards
to students who meet the program's eligibility
requirements. The dollar amount is contingent on the
student's income level, and the institution's cost of
education up to a maximum award level. Students must
be enrolled in educational institutions that are
declared eligible by the federal government.
Title IV Student Financial Aid Programs mandate
nonbaccalaureate degree granting institutions to
require their students to demonstrate the they have
the ability to benefit from the instruction provided
at the educational institution. Student may
demonstrate their ability to benefit by certifying
that they have a high school diploma, a Graduate
Equivalency Certificate, or by passing one of a series
of federally approved tests. This regulation links
community colleges with proprietary schools.
The 1992 Reauthorization of Federal Title IV Financial
Aid programs requires educational institutions to
distribute program completion rates to incoming
students as of July 1, 1993.

(2)

Fourth generation evaluation focuses on improving
programs and services through a process of
negotiation. It recognizes various program
stakeholders with different, sometimes conflicting,
sets of program objectives, values and concerns. The
goal of the process of negotiation is not to arrive at
consensus, but a fuller understanding of the multiple
sets of realities, values and objectives that are
held.
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CHAPTER IV

PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTING AN EVALUATION ON A
COMMUNITY COLLEGE CAMPUS

It can be argued that the practice of evaluation is
at least as much an art as
evaluation models

are

a science.

in existence,

Although many

it is

rare to

practicing evaluator that strictly adheres
design.

As Michael Quinn Patton

others point out,
fits

the

(1987,

to a single

1989,

1990)

the best evaluation plan is

situation.

It has

find a

and

the one that

to address the evaluation

concerns of the program participants,

organizers,

other affected constituencies.

to respond to the

It has

and

methodological inclinations of the decision makers.

It has

to include a data collection plan that considers the
availability of
importantly,

staff,

it has

resources and time.

And most

to reflect the values of the

organization and program participants.
In the previous chapter,
presented that responds

a view of evaluation was

to the values,

special concerns,

environment and educational issues of community colleges.
I do not contend that the ten evaluation characteristics
suggested form the nucleus of
evaluation in this

setting.

"the correct"

I do,

however,

way to do
argue that they

provide a useful outlook on evaluation for people who are
interested in assessing community college programs
services.

In combination,

from which specific

they offer a flexible

and

framework

evaluation plans can be developed that
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reflect the values,
the organization,

concerns,

situations

and resources of

the program and its participants.

In this chapter,

one experience of planning and

implementing an evaluation in a community college
using this
discuss

framework is

described.

The

the program evaluation process

this community college

setting.

data,

as

to

it unfolded in

The emphasis

evaluation implementation process,
evaluation's methods,

intent is

setting

is on the

not this particular

or recommendations.

Therefore,

the evaluation data is not presented in this chapter.
is,

however,

included in the

will examine the degree
implemented,

reflects

appendices.

to which this

The next chapter

evaluation,

as

the proposed community college view

of evaluation and the changes
in the evaluated program.
program's

It

that subsequently occurred

Finally,

the reactions of the

faculty and staff to this view of evaluation

will be discussed.

The Evaluation Setting

The Center

for Individualized Instruction at

Middlesex Community College participated in an evaluation
of their Spring 1992

orientation program.

to be a part of this

evaluation process,

When they agreed
they had no

knowledge of the type of evaluation I hoped to implement
in their setting.

They were,

however,

interested in the

concept of evaluation and eager to think about ways
their instructional methods,

materials

that

and processes could

be more responsive to the evolving needs of their student
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population.

This chapter describes the process of planning

and implementing this evaluation.

llie Organizational Setting:

Middlesex Community College

Middlesex Community College

(MCC)

is located in the

northeast corner of Massachusetts and enrolls over 7,000
students each semester. Although the college was founded
in 1970,

it was not until September,

its first permanent,

1991,

that it opened

fully constructed campus,

located in downtown Lowell.

In September,

which is

1992,

it opened

its newly completed main campus in the Town of Bedford.
Until this time,

MCC operated out of five temporary,

inadequate facilities which were spread out between
Bedford,

Burlington and Lowell.

The college has undergone an enormous amount of
change over the past five years.
retired in January 1988.

The founding President

His successor moved on to become

the Chancellor of a large community college district in
January 1991,
office.

at which time the current President took

Each of these changes in leadership was

accompanied by a new organizational structure.
Between 1988 and 1992 the college's student
enrollment increased by fifty-five percent.

During this

same period the institution suffered a twenty-five percent
decrease in state funding. As a result,

no additional

full-time faculty and staff were hired to work with these
increasing numbers of students.
college secured funding,

During this same time,

constructed and moved into its
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the

two permanent campuses.

Recently,

funding was

Middlesex Community College Math,
Center in the City of Lowell.
purchased and renovations
September,

Science and Technology

A facility has been

are expected to be complete by

1993.

The work loads
staff

and stress

levels of the MCC

faculty,

and administration reflect these organizational

changes

and accomplishments.

The college community was

happy to be

finally housed in permanent,

appropriate

facilities.

significantly affected,

however,

that were negotiated in the
and signed over two years
anyone

salary,

educationally

Institutional morale was

Commonwealth of Massachusetts

since

raised for a

by the

also

failure of the

to fund the

salary increases

faculty and staff contracts

ago.

It had been

four years

at the college had received a raise in

except a handful of people who moved from one

position to another.

Many staff and administrators had

assumed large new areas of responsibility with no
additional monetary compensation.
During the Spring

1992

semester,

the Middlesex

Community College Professional Association,
and professional staff union,
the

salary increments

the

voted to work to rule until

approved in their last contract are

funded by the Commonwealth of Massachusetts.
work to rule,

the

faculty

faculty and professional

perform their job responsibilities
required by their contract.

By voting to

staff opted to

to the minimum extent

The primary effect of this

vote has been to halt the work of all of
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faculty

committees.

This work includes the approval of newly-

designed academic courses and degree programs,

the

consideration of changes to academic policies,

and the

development of new academic initiatives.
One of the most significant impacts of the work to
rule vote has been to stop the review and revision of the
college's core curriculum. At the time of the vote,

the

Core Curriculum Review Committee had recently presented
their recommendations for a new core curriculum to the
full faculty and staff.

The next steps were to be a

discussion of the proposal,
and,

finally,

further review and revision

implementation. At that time,

the Core

Curriculum Committee had been working on this project for
three years.
This is an especially significant loss,

because it

delays MCC's process of defining its educational
priorities.

As was discussed in a previous chapter,

most

community colleges can no longer afford to continue to
allocate resources to all of the possible institutional
missions.

Each college has to examine its social,

cultural,

political and economic environments,

its educational values,

reconsider

and develop a curriculum and array

of support services that addresses these issues.
Unfortunately,

in 1992,

this work was no longer in process

at MCC.
As also was discussed in a previous chapter,

the

student populations on community college campuses often
differ from one another in educationally significant ways.
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These differences
in the

social,

are typically attributable

political,

economic

environment of the campus's

campus

and Lowell campus

populations
In

and cultural

service area.

are located only sixteen miles

to variations

apart,

Although they

the MCC Bedford

service areas

and student

are illustrative of this point.

1987,

the college expanded its operation into the

City of Lowell which has

a population of

Census,

an economically depressed area

1990).

Lowell is

with tremendous educational needs.

Over

103,493

29,000

(US

Southeast

Asian refugees have immigrated into the city since the
early
the

1980's

(Kiang,

1990).

This

influx further strained

already over burdened economy and school

1988,

the high school was

system.

By

in danger of being placed into

receivership because of its high drop out rate and the
poor academic performance of its
The Lowell area has

students.

also been particularly hard hit

with employee layoffs over the past several years,
especially in the computer industry.
dramatic

One of the most

examples is

the Wang Corporation,

which has

home base in Lowell.

Since the mid 1980's,

Wang has

downsized from over

30,000

employees

to

12,000.

In August,

1992 Wang declared bankruptcy and announced plans
reduce its workforce by another
(Hitchings,

1992).

5,000

its

to

employees

Many of these lost jobs were once held

by residents of greater Lowell.
high unemployment rates,

As

a result of the area's

greater Lowell has a tremendous

need for retraining programs

for displaced workers.
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In contrast,

Bedford is

a suburban,

middle class

with very little industry and a population of
Census,

1990).

12,996

town
(US

Although it has certainly been economically

affected by the layoffs

in the area,

it has not suffered

the level of decline experienced by the City of Lowell.
addition,
as well

In

the Bedford school system is generally regarded

functioning and of good quality.

The differences between these two communities

are

reflected in the

student populations of the Bedford and

Lowell campuses.

Some of the potentially significant

differences are noted below.

Some of these differences

are

made less distinct because a number of degree programs

are

only available on the Bedford Campus.
The number and percentage of students requiring
instruction in English as a second language
Bedford Campus:

22 students (1% of the
campus population)

Lowell Campus:

269 students (15% of the
campus population)

The percentage of students who are in the first
generation in their family to attend college
Bedford Campus:
Lowell Campus:

64%
71%

The percentage of students who are racial or
ethnic minorities:
Bedford Campus:
Lowell Campus:

7%
24%

The number of students who are economically
disadvantaged according to federal guidelines
Bedford Campus:
Lowell Campus:

26%
39%

Not all of the differences between these
populations are easily predicted.
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(1)

For example,

two student
a larger

percentage of the students who enroll on the Bedford
Campus require developmental coursework in math and/or
writing than the Lowell population

(86% and 78%

respectively).

Also,

students

on each campus plan to work more than

(40%)

approximately equal percentages of

twenty hours each week while classes are in session.
students on both campuses also report,
equal proportions

(65%),

The

in approximately

that their future academic plans

include earning a baccalaureate degree.

The Organizational Setting:
Instruction

The Center for Individualized

The Middlesex Community College Center for
Individualized Instruction

(CII)

provides academic course

work in an individualized,

self paced format to

approximately seven hundred day and evening students
each semester on the Bedford and Lowell campuses.
are offered in writing,
foreign languages,

English as a second language,

mathematics,

psychology and reading.

Courses

medical terminology,

Most courses available through the

CII are also offered at the college in a classroom format.
Students typically report that they enrolled in CII
courses for any of the following reasons:
- They preferred this pedagogy.
- The wanted to complete the class faster or
slower than the usual fifteen-week semester.
-

It allowed them to arrange a more convenient
class schedule.

- The classroom sections of the course were all
closed when they registered for classes.
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- They wanted to enroll in a class not offered
in a classroom format, such as Conversational
German.
- The CII could better accommodate a student with
a particular disability.
The administrative staff in the CII includes a
Director,

a Coordinator for the Lowell Campus,

Testing Coordinator.

In addition,

and a

five full-time faculty

divide their time between the two campuses.

Two of these

faculty teach English as a second language,

reading and

writing,

two teach mathematics and one teaches foreign

languages.

The director also teaches foreign languages and

the Lowell Campus Coordinator assists with the English as
a second language instruction and teaches psychology.
CII has one full-time secretary,
monitors,
evening.

The

part-time testing room

and part-time faculty who primarily teach in the
The faculty and administrators in the CII have

equivalent academic credentials to the general college
faculty,

staff and administration.

The CII has

experienced a tremendous amount of

change between the time they agreed to participate in this
evaluation process and its completion.

The effects of some

of these changes will be discussed as part of the
assessment of the evaluation process.

These changes

include the following events.
- The Division Chairperson of Collegiate Studies
retired in December, 1991. The only department in the
division was the CII. She was the founder of the
Center at Middlesex Community College.
- The former Director of the CII was named acting
Division Chairperson of Collegiate Studies in
January, 1992.
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- The only full-time CII department secretary
resigned to work in a family business. She was highly
valued and effective in her position.
- The Acting Division Chairperson of Collegiate
Studies announced her pregnancy, gave birth and left
for a four-month maternity leave between January and
May, 1992.
- As members of the general college faculty and
professional staff, the CII faculty went on "work to
rule" during the Spring, 1992 semester.
- The Coordinator of the Lowell Campus CII filled in as
Director of the CII during the Acting Division
Chairperson of Collegiate Studies' maternity leave
from May through August, 1992.
- The President eliminated the Division of Collegiate
Studies. In July 1992, the CII was moved into a newly
created
Division of Academic Resources along with
the Library, Academic Support Services, and
Experiential Learning.
- A New Dean of Academic Resources was hired in July,
1992.
- The college dramatically decreased all course
offerings on the Burlington Campus for the Fall 1992
semester. Most of these programs moved to the new
Bedford Campus. The Burlington CII moved to Bedford
during July and August, 1992.
- The foreign language instructor resigned from her
position as of September, 1992, in order to enter a
full time doctoral program.
- The Testing Coordinator was reassigned to the
Academic Advising Center as of September, 1992.
- The former Acting Division Chairperson of Collegiate
Studies returned from maternity leave and resumed her
position as Director of the CII as of September,
1992.
The relationship between the CII and many MCC faculty
and academic administrators has historically been
strained.

The CII opened in 1982. At that time,

the

college's enrollment had been stable for a number of
years,

and significant growth was not anticipated.
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Many

faculty were concerned that the CII was intended as a
means to cut faculty positions. Arguments ensued over the
purpose of self paced,

individualized instruction,

quality of the CII course offerings,
materials selection process.

the

and the CII course

During this period,

the

interactions between the founding Division Chairperson and
the academic departments could best be described as
hostile.

In this environment,

the general faculty did not

develop the level of trust necessary for much productive
collaboration between the academic department faculty and
the CII faculty to occur. Although some departments,
especially mathematics,

were more willing to collaborate

than others.
To this day,

many faculty members will not refer

students to the CII.
students,

Others will only refer "problem"

who they feel will not succeed in their

classrooms.

Very few faculty and staff can accurately

describe the CII,

its instructional methods,

student population.

In fact,

or its

in entering student

interviews that I conducted as a part of this evaluation,
most students reported that their initial information
about the CII came from their fellow students.

They also

reported that the information they received from MCC
advisors,

faculty and staff was almost always inadequate

and often inaccurate.
The current CII faculty and staff is aware of this
problem and is interested in developing the connections
with the academic divisions that will allow positive
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collaboration.

There is also evidence that the general

faculty is now also ready to bridge this gap.

In the

recently developed institutional five-year plan,

the

academic departments included an objective related to
exploring the ways that the CII could support classroom
instructional activities,

and thus,

expand the

instructional options available to MCC students.

The Evaluation Planning Process

I initially discussed the possibility of evaluating a
CII program as a part of this dissertation with the
Division Chairperson of Collegiate Studies,

who retired

before the actual evaluation process began.

Prior to her

retirement,
to talk,

however,

I attended one of her staff meetings

in general terms,

about evaluation. At that time

the CII faculty and staff indicated that they were willing
to participate in this project.

They listed a number of

processes and programs within the Center for
Individualized Instruction that they were interested in
evaluating.

These topics included the following:

- Evaluate the effectiveness of individualized
instruction as it is implemented at MCC
- Evaluate the extent to which the Middlesex
Community College CII has operationalized the
tenets of the educational philosophy of
individualized, self paced, mastery based
instruction.
- Evaluate the effectiveness of the CII course
orientation program.
- Evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of
various operational procedures including the
student enrollment, testing, and grading
processes.
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The CII ultimately decided to concentrate on an
evaluation of their course orientation program.

They

described this orientation as an essential component of
the educational process that directly affects students'
capacities to learn using the CII's instructional
approach.
By the time I was ready to begin the evaluation
planning process,
retire.

the Division Chairperson had decided to

During the Fall 1991 semester,

successor,

I met with her

the Acting Director of Collegiate Studies to

explain the view of evaluation for community college
programs

(See Appendix A)

and to ask if she and her

colleagues were still interested in participating in an
evaluation of the course orientation program.

She assured

me that she and her faculty and staff "are excited"

about

being involved and were ready to begin planning the
evaluation.
During this meeting,

the Acting Division Chair and

I discussed the need to assemble an evaluation team.
explained that,

ideally,

I

this group would include

representatives from all of the "stakeholder groups" of
the CII course orientation program.

I opined that these

groups should include CII faculty from each discipline
taught in the Center,
staff,

CII administrative and support

testing personnel,

outside of the CII.

students and faculty from

I also emphasized,

however,

the

importance of having the evaluation process controlled by
the CII faculty and staff.

As an MCC college administrator
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and institutional researcher,
a facilitator,

an advisor,

my role would be to serve as

an administrative

an evaluation team participant.

support,

and

Evaluation decisions

should be made through a group process of conversation and
negotiation.
By the end of the meeting,
agreed to confer with the CII
assemble an evaluation team.
of the CII

staff who were

the month of January,
representative
CII.

faculty and staff and
They decided to include all

scheduled to be on campus during

1992.

This included at least one

from each of the

They chose not to include

outside

the CII.

the Acting Division Chair

suggested groups
students

from the

and faculty from

This decision was based partially on the

fact that the evaluation planning session was going to be
held during the

semester break when students

faculty were less
however,

available.

and other

They also acknowledged,

that the decision was also based on their

perception that

faculty

from outside of the CII would

inhibit their willingness
They did not view students

to discuss negative outcomes.
as knowledgeable enough about

their instructional approach to be able to appropriately
contribute to the evaluation planning process.
evaluation team consisted of the Director,

The

the Coordinator

of the Lowell Campus CII,

the testing coordinator,

five of the

faculty,

secretary,

full-time CII

the

two testing room monitors

The evaluation planning team met
in January,

1992.

The

final

all

full-time

and me.
for the

first time

session was held on the Burlington
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Campus CII,

in the room where their staff meetings were

usually convened. We were all able to sit fairly
comfortably around a large table in the center of the
room.

The session began at about 9:00 a.m.

until approximately 4:00 p.m.

and continued

The only break during the

session was when the group stopped for about an hour for
lunch around one o'clock.
Although this was a very long planning session,

each

participant remained engaged in the process throughout the
day.

Several group members even approached me during the

lunch break to continue to talk about evaluation in
general,

and this evaluation.

to respect one another,

The group members appeared

and to have an easy relationship

with their program Director.

There was no indication that

anyone was hesitant to express a dissenting opinion.
group remained on task throughout the session,

The

however,

there was a fair amount of laughter and joking about being
caught on tape making comments that they might prefer
others,

outside the group,

not to hear.

I opened the session with a twenty-minute discussion
of educational evaluation.

I listed some of the reasons

why I think that evaluations have often not resulted in
the program improvements necessary to enhance
opportunities for student learning,
community college programs.

Finally,

especially for
I outlined the view

of evaluation for community college programs previously
described.

During these opening remarks,

I emphasized that

my role in the evaluation process was to function as a
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facilitator,

advisor,

administrative support,

evaluation participant.

and

I encouraged the idea that

decisions should be reached through a process of
discussion and negotiation.

No one individual's opinion

should be more influential than the others.
The agenda for this planning session included the
following items:
- to agree on the orientation program goal
that would serve as the focus of this
evaluation
- to agree on a set of evaluation questions
that would allow the CII faculty and staff to
assess the extent to which each of these
goals is being accomplished by the current
orientation model and to make decisions about
changes in the program
- to agree upon a set of data collection
methods and materials intended to respond to
the evaluation questions in a manner that is
convincing to the CII faculty and staff

The group described the orientation program as
consisting of the following components.
- the process of enrolling for a specific
set of weekly study hours in the CII
- a pretest used to determine each student's
starting point in the course
- a video tape that describes the CII and
its rules, policies and procedures
- an English language audio cassette tape that
introduces the student to the instructional
methods and materials utilized in the course
he, or she, is taking through the CII
- a course syllabus that outlines the course
materials, assignments, test content and a
suggested class schedule
- an opportunity for each student to ask his,
or her, instructor questions about the course
or the CII
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- an introduction to the testing room
and its rules
Each student is expected to complete the orientation
process within the first week of classes.
To facilitate the conversation about which of the
orientation program goals should be the focus of this
evaluation,
opinion,

I asked the following question:

"In your

what has to be accomplished by the course

orientation program for students to be able to learn the
most through the instruction provided by the CII?"
selected one of the evaluation team to begin,
asked each participant,
person's response.
administrator.

in turn,

I

and then

to add to the first

I made sure not to begin with an

I also asked the group not to react to any

of the goals suggested.
None of the group members appeared to be lacking
ideas about appropriate orientation program goals,
hesitant to voice them.

or

This exercise resulted in a list

of nineteen goals that various group members expressed for
the orientation program

(See Appendix B).

The group was then asked to review this set of
program goals and consolidate it into a list that
eliminated redundancies.

Any group member could also

delete a goal they had previously suggested.
resulted in the development of a shorter,

This activity

more focused

listing of the group's goals for the orientation process
(See Appendix C).

No one expressed disagreement with any

of these program goals by the end of this exercise.
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The next step was for the group to review this
shorter list,

which consisted of eleven goals,

and select

a maximum of three items that would serve as the focus for
the

evaluation.

This required them to discuss the extent

to which they perceived that each goal was being met,

as

well as the relative importance of the various goals.

I

reminded the group that the items selected would shape the
evaluation and influence the development of evaluation
questions.

In a sense,

these goals are the statement of

purpose of the evaluation.

I also reminded the evaluation

team that the purpose of the evaluation should be related
to enhancing opportunities for student learning in the
CII.

To facilitate the discussion,

I randomly selected a

group member to comment on these questions.

Each of the

other participants was encouraged to comment,

in turn.

This task generated a much higher level of disagreement
and discussion among the group members.

The final

agreement deleted some of the original goals,
others into one item,

and revised the rest

combined

(See Appendix

D) .
The evaluation questions flowed easily from this
final list of goals.

Many of the questions had been raised

earlier in the planning process as the goals were
initially suggested,

discussed and revised.

developed its final set of questions,

As the group

I cautioned them to

be sure that the questions are designed to elicit the
information necessary not only to assess the degree to
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which the orientation program is accomplishing its goals,
but also to help the group make decisions about ways to
improve the program.
In total,
questions.

the group agreed to a set of ten evaluation

Each of the questions that emerged was

connected to one of the three program goals selected as an
evaluation focus.

The task of developing this list

duplicated the process previously described.
The set of orientation goals and evaluation questions
agreed upon are listed below.
Orientation Goal #1
By the end of the orientation process students should
know the following rules,

policies and instructional

methods of the Center for Individualized Instruction

(CII)

and understand why they may be different from the rules,
policies and instructional methods in a traditional
classroom.
I.

INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
- What does self paced instruction mean?
- What does mastery learning mean?
- What are the course assignments and
requirements ?
- What are the instructional materials?

II.

ATTENDANCE POLICY
- Students must arrive at class on time.
- Students must remain in the CII for the
entire class period.
- Students must leave the CII at the end
of the class period (2).
- Students may not accumulate more than
three hours of unexcused absence from
class.
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III. ATTENDANCE/COURSE PROGRESS CARD

(Green Card)

- Students must know the purposes of the
green card.
- Students must know how and when to fill
out the green card.
IV.

TESTING ROOM RULES
- When may a student take a
- When may a student repeat
- What are the CII policies
test security?
- How can students find out
their tests?

V.

IN PROGRESS

(IP)

test?
a test?
related to
the results of

GRADES

- What is an IP Grade?
- How does a student qualify for an IP
Grade?
Evaluation Question # 1

Which rules, policies and
educational methods do the
students know?

Evaluation Question #2

Do students describe the
rules, policies and processes of
the CII as clear, fair and
reasonable?

Evaluation Question #3

Do students demonstrate that
they see a connection between
the CII's rules, policies and
processes and their ability, and
the ability of other students,
to learn in the CII?

Orientation Goal # 2
The orientation program must help student become
independent learners by emphasizing the following:
I.

Students must take responsibility for their own
learning by:
a.

seeking appropriate help from CII faculty
and staff
b. understanding the components and time
frames of their instruction
c. maintaining an acceptable rate of progress
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II.

Students must develop time management skills
a.

have a realistic understanding of the time
it will take to complete each portion of
their instruction

b.

understand that homework is a necessary
component of CII instruction

Evaluation Question # 4

Evaluation Question # 5

Do students use the course
materials available to them
before seeking help from an
instructor?
a.

Do students refer to
their class syllabus before
asking what to do next or
when to take a test?

b.

Do students read the
appropriate material and
attempt to do the work on
their own before they seek
help?

Do students seek appropriate
help from instructors?
a.

Do students ask questions
that would be more
appropriately asked of a
counselor or advisor?

b.

Do students ask
appropriate course related
questions?

Evaluation Question # 6

Do students state that
homework is a required component
of CII courses?

Evaluation Question # 7

Do students report that it is
their responsibility to maintain
a reasonable, steady rate of
progress in CII courses?

Orientation Goal # 3
The orientation process must be complete within one
week and minimize the student's perception of general
overload.
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strongly

encouraged the group to select more than one data
collection, method and to consider

the use of qualitative

as well as quantitative methodological approaches.
ocrnt.

several members of

the group expressed concerns

about the availability of time and resources
collection process.

The

At this

for

first week of classes

busy period in the CII when the

is

the data
a very

staff clearly can not

engage in time consuming evaluation activities.
In sympathy with their concerns,
group to be

sure

that all of

I encouraged the

the data they decided to

collect was connected to a specific evaluation question.
They should also be

sure that the information gathered

will be useful in their

final task of making decisions

about their orientation program.
them that the MCC

At that time,

I informed

Institutional Research Office would

provide clerical and professional assistance in the
development of evaluation instruments,

and with the data

collection and analysis process.
Several data collection methods were discussed by the
group.

Some people

record instances

of

suggested having faculty and staff
students not
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following the CII

rules.

or asking questions

about CII policies

explained during the orientation.

that had been

These approaches were

rejected on the grounds that it is unlikely,
hectic pace of the

first week of classes,

would be accurately recorded.

I

that the data

also pointed out that,

while this information might serve
their perceptions

given the

to confirm or refute

about student behavior in the CII,

it

probably would not elicit useful information about ways

to

improve the orientation program.
A few semesters

ago,

the CII

administered the

equivalent of an orientation exit exam.

The intention was

to reinforce the information presented during the
orientation.

They reported that most students were able

to correctly answer most of the questions.

They also

mentioned that they often administer a general CII
evaluation half way through the
however,

semester.

most students could only discuss

program in vague terms.

By this

time,

the orientation

Students remembered having seen a

video and listening to a tape and taking a test and so
forth.

They could not,

however,

recall much about the

content of any of these materials.
The conversation now turned to the idea of
administering a student survey shortly after students
completed the orientation program.

Unlike the previously

administered orientation exit exam,

this

primarily ask open-ended questions.

The

survey would
following list of

survey characteristics was developed to use in the
design process:
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survey

-

It must require students to describe CII rules,
policies and procedures in their own words

-

It must ask students their opinions about
whether or not these rules, policies and procedures
are fair and reasonable

-

It must ask students to suggest ways to improve
both the orientation program and the CII in general

Throughout the planning session,
most of

it was clear that

the group thought that there were differences

between the

students on the Bedford and Lowell Campuses

that were likely to affect their capacity to learn in the
CII.

Many references were made to wanting to ensure that

the orientation program was effective
groups of

students.

In this context,

for both of these
it was

surprising to

me that they did not include this

factor in either the

orientation goals

focus

or any of

selected as

for the evaluation

the evaluation questions.

In fact,

no student background demographic questions

were included on the
as

the

survey.

It finally emerged,

however,

a primary interest when we discussed survey questions.

They wanted to be

sure to be able to analyze the data as

whole and separately,
At this point,

by campus.

the group was also interested in

thinking about the ways
changes

students'

What do students
arrive

that the orientation program

perceptions about studying in the CII.
think the CII will be like before they

for the orientation program?

In what ways has

this

perception changed after they completed the orientation
and attended classes

for one week?

How do these

think the orientation could be improved?
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students

They also

a

wondered if

students who had completed a course in the CII

and were returning for a subsequent
useful

semester,

could be a

source of information about the effectiveness

the orientation.
asking these

They talked about the possibility of

students,

"What do you know now that you wish

you had known when you were
course

of

starting to take your first

in the CII?"

At this

time,

I

suggested that the group consider

including student interviews
process.

as

a part of the evaluation

Most of the group liked the idea,

but they were

initially concerned about taking more time out of class
for students,
program,

adding a component to the orientation

and the difficulty of convincing students

interviewed.

After

further discussion,

it was

the interviews would take place outside of the
class

time in the CII

agreed that
student's

and that they would be conducted by

professional staff members
Office.

to be

in the

The responsibility for

Institutional Research

finding students who were

willing to participate in the evaluation interviews was
also assigned to the
Finally,
instruments

it was

Institutional Research Office.
agreed that the data collection

that would be used as a part of the CII Course

Orientation Program evaluation would include the
following:
- A survey would be distributed to all new
CII students who are scheduled for either
of two morning class hours on Monday or
Tuesday. The survey would be distributed on
both campuses as students arrived for class
during the third week of the semester.
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- A minimum of ten new students to the CII on
each campus would be interviewed prior to
their exposure to the CII orientation
program. These groups would include
students from all of the academic
disciplines taught in the CII. Attempts
will be made to include English as a second
language students.
-

Follow up interviews with the same group of
new CII students would be conducted at the
beginning of the third week of the
semester. They hoped that a minimum of six
students on each campus would return for
the follow up.

-

Returning CII students on each campus would
be interviewed. These interviews would take
place within the first two weeks of class.
We hoped to interview approximately six
students on each campus.

The evaluation planning session closed with the
understanding that I would use their ideas
questions

to compose the

first draft of the

and suggested
survey.

This

draft would be distributed to each member of the
evaluation team who would then recommend changes.
process would continue until the group was
the

survey

(See Appendix E).

The

used to develop focus questions

This

satisfied with

same process would be
for the

student interviews

(See Appendix F).
It is
aware of,

important to note that the evaluation team was
and concerned about,

the limitations of their

methodological expertise.

They acknowledged several

sources of potential bias

in their evaluation design and

ultimate implementation.

These

factors were continually

discussed during the evaluation planning process
carefully considered as data was analyzed.
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and

The Evaluation Implementation Process

The Student Interviews
The

Spring

students

1992 CII class

to be interviewed.

rosters were used to select

The

secretary in the

Institutional Research Office was
students

enrolled on each campus

arrange an interview.

asked to pick twenty
and to call them to

She was asked to include

students

from each academic discipline taught in the CII on each
campus

and at least two English as a second language

students.

At that time there were ninety-two day students

enrolled in the Burlington campus CII and one hundred and
twenty-nine enrolled in Lowell.
that

"The Center

for Individualized Instruction wants to

evaluate how well it prepares
the CII.

I

She was told to tell them

students

to take courses in

am calling to ask you to take part in this

evaluation by agreeing to be interviewed with three or
four other students about your knowledge of the CII
your experiences

there."

and

Students were told that the

interview would last about a half hour.
informed that the comments

They were also

reported back to the CII

would not be attributed to a particular student.

The CII

would not have access

to the list of

Seven of the

she asked to participate in the

students

interview process declined.
that he was
students
enough

students

staff

One of these

interviewed.

students

trying to get out of the CII course.

said
Two

did not think their English skills were good

for them to be

interviewed.

The others did not

state a reason for not wanting to participate.

Ill

The

secretary arranged for

interviewed on the Lowell Campus

fifteen new students
and eighteen on the

Burlington Campus during the morning of the
classes,
arranged,
her,

Tuesday,
the

January 21,

student was

1992.

first day of

As each interview was

told that we would like him,

to return on Tuesday,

session.

to be

or

February 4th for a follow up

They were also told not to attend a CII

orientation until after their appointment on January 21st.
Interview appointments were also arranged with four
returning students
Lowell Campus

on the Bedford Campus

for Thursday,

students were given the

January 23rd.

same

and three on the
Returning

information as

interview process.

the new

students

about the

They were not,

however,

asked to return for a follow up session.

The

secretary reported that she was having a great deal of
trouble locating returning students
study.

The problem was exacerbated because we limited her

search to those
course

to participate in the

students who had already completed a CII

and had enrolled in a second one.

had no difficulty if

she could have

She would have

scheduled appointments

with students who were returning to the CII
In Progress

grade.

For this

reason,

to complete an

the evaluation team

agreed to reduce the number of returning student
interviews.
The morning of
was cold,

rainy,

the new student initial interviews

icy and slippery.

of the eighteen students
their appointment.

In Burlington,

fifteen

scheduled eventually arrived for

In Lowell,

twelve of the expected
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fifteen students were interviewed.
either campus
some

showed up at the

Very few students on

time expected.

students were interviewed individually,

As

a result,

some with one

other student,

and there were a few of groups of three or

four students.

We did not want to delay the interviews

because

it would cause

In Lowell,

the

students

interviews

to lose time in the CII.
took place in the Office of

the Associate Dean for Enrollment Management.
is

The office

located on the third floor of the City Campus,

below the CII.

It is

a moderately sized,

office with two large windows
comfortable chairs

very informal

and a round table with

for meetings.

conducted by a professional

just

These interviews were

staff member in the

Institutional Research Office.

Prior to each session,

she

asked each student's permission to tape record the
session.

She explained the reason for the interview,

verified that the each student was

available to return for

a follow up interview on February 4th.
remarks,

the interviewer assured the

In her opening

students

had requested that their program be evaluated.
was

and

that the CII
The intent

to provide information that will help the CII

faculty

and staff develop the most effective orientation program
possible.

It was

important,

therefore,

positive and negative comments.
assured that the CII
students

interviewed,

to the CII

The

to hear both

students were

further

staff would not be given a list of
and that the comments reported back

staff would not be associated with a particular
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student.

The interview then proceeded using the interview

guide previously discussed as

a framework.

I conducted the Burlington Campus

interviews in a

small,

cold office near the CII.

by the

former Division Chairperson of Collegiate Studies.

It was now unoccupied.

The office had been used

There was no table in the room so

the interviews took place near a desk.
of the desk with the
room.

Fortunately,

all of the voices,
far

from it.

session,

students

I

sat on the

scattered around the

the tape recorder was
even though some

side
small

able to pick up

students were quite

I closed the door while interviews were in

otherwise it was

left open.

I provided students

with the same introductory information that was given to
the Lowell

students.

Several of the CII
things are going"
secretary asked,
about us?"

stopped by to

with a smile,

faculty approached me in the cafeteria

though I was getting useful

have about the CII before

individually,

faculty offices.

at the base of a

Four

faculty,

I was

They all knew me well

the college Registrar,

there and what I was doing,
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from the

but they were not

used to seeing me in Burlington anymore.
why I was

that students

stopped in to say hello and to ask what I

was doing on that campus.
time that

information.

they begin their classes.

I used in Burlington is

main stairway near

The CII

"Is everyone complaining

They were very interested in the impressions

The office

"see how

between interview sessions.

Two CII

line to ask if I

staff

When I

most were

told them
surprised.

They did not think of the CII
their processes.

as

interested in reviewing

They especially did not think that the

CII would be willing to have a college administrator
involved.

All these

many years
the CII

faculty have been at the college

for

and remember the hostility the existed between

and other the academic departments.

The

returning student interviews

and the

follow up

new student interviews were all conducted by the
people,

in the

same locations.

The weather the day of the

follow up interviews was even worse than the
classes.

As

a result,

several

first day of

students cancelled and

others

just did not show up.

campus

and eight Lowell campus

follow up interview.

same

In all,

seven Burlington

students completed the

Since this was above the minimum

number requested by the evaluation team,

no attempt was

made to reschedule the remaining students.
students were interviewed,

Four returning

three in Burlington and one in

Lowell.

The Orientation Program Student Survey

The

secretary in the

typed the

survey,

Institutional Research Office

had it duplicated and delivered to the

CII

the week before it was

to be administered to

The

surveys were color coded by campus.

students.

The CII had

planned to have their secretary attach a survey to the
attendance/course progress card of all new CII
who were

scheduled during the

Monday and Tuesday.

The

students

two selected class hours on

secretary,
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however,

resigned and

the CII had no staff to accomplish this

task.

Instead,

the

survey was handed out to the one hundred and seventy-seven
students

in the CII during those class

sessions.

represented thirty-three percent of the state
student enrollment in the CII
semester.

The

for the Spring

This

supported
1992

students were asked to complete the

and return it at the end of the class.

survey

No students

refused

to complete a survey.
Fortunately,

the

survey included a question about

whether or not this was
CII.

We were,

a student's

therefore,

responses by campus

first semester in the

able to separate the

and new verses

students completed ninety-one

returning students.

surveys

completed by returning students.

survey
New

and eighty-six were

In Lowell,

seventy-three

surveys were completed and one-hundred and four were
completed in Burlington.

The Evaluation Data Analysis

The

secretary in the

compiled the

survey data,

Institutional Research Office
typed lists of responses

open ended survey questions
and thirty single

Process

to the

and transcribed one hundred

spaced pages of

of the data were coded by campus
was new or returning to the CII

student interviews.
and whether the

All

student

(See Appendix G).

When evaluation team began to look at the

survey data,

we realized that the unexpected change in the evaluation
design had produced some interesting and unanticipated
information.

According to the survey data,
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most students

could fairly accurately describe most CII
and processes.

Returning students,

however,

likely to inaccurately define the rules
During informal discussions
and staff,

rules,

and policies.
faculty

most attributed this discrepancy to the
are

stated and the way

they are often operationalized in the CII.
to help students,

the

New students

In an attempt

faculty and staff try to be

Returning students

would be.

were more

about this with CII

differences between the way rules

flexible.

policies

reported their experiences.

reported what they were told their experience

The differences were especially distinct on the

Lowell campus.
I carefully reviewed all of the
reread the

student interviews

survey data,

and finally,

prepared an

oral review of the data for the evaluation team.
group met

The

for an hour and a half in the Burlington

Campus CII on Friday afternoon,
meeting I distributed the
G)

read and

data to the group.

We

April

24,

1992.

survey tabulation

At this

(See Appendix

spent a short time reviewing this

data and then moved on to a discussion of the
to the

student

interviews

and the open-ended responses

survey

questions.

I did not attempt to answer the ten evaluation

questions.
The agenda for this

data review meeting was

as

follows:
-

to describe my data analysis process

to date

-

to discuss my general impressions of
collected

the data
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-

to think about the format of any evaluation
report that should be generated

-

to encourage each evaluation team member to read
the interviews and the responses to the open
ended questions before the group considers
changes to the orientation program.

The discussion of the data was very lively.

I

the group to ask questions during the presentation.
were particularly interested in the initial
interviews.

They

student

They did not realize the high degree of

misinformation that students
throughout the institution.

receive about the CII
They were also especially

interested in whether or not students
is easier,

invited

or less demanding,

think that the CII

than most classroom courses.

Other areas of interest included student perceptions of
the

fairness of the CII rules

and policies,

think about the number and timing of tests,
describe

the process of

what students
and how they

studying in the CII.

Our conversation about the data flowed into a
discussion of the CII's

image within the institution.

They

described several unsuccessful attempts to update the
general

faculty about the CII.

had a tough job ahead of them,

They recognized that they
and were very interested in

thinking about possible approaches.
frustrated that students

They were particularly

are not appropriately advised

before they enroll in CII courses.

They began to consider

the idea that the course orientation program needs
begin long before the

to

first day of classes.

The meeting closed with my commitment to write a
draft response

to the ten evaluation questions outlined at
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the beginning of the process

and to outline

orientation program changes.

I emphasized,

these reports were

some possible
however,

for discussion purposes only.

that

The

evaluation team can decide to change them in whatever ways
they think is

appropriate.

It was understood that these

drafts would not be made public without the knowledge and
consent of the evaluation team.
to the transcriptions of the
of the responses

The group asked for access

student interviews

and lists

to the open-ended survey questions.

promised to edit them for references

I

to student names and

send a set to each campus CII.
The evaluation team planned to meet again after its
members had a chance to review the raw data and my draft
reports.

The raw data were

week in April.
the draft

sent to the CII during the last

The draft evaluation question responses

and

set of possible program changes were completed

and sent to the CII in August,

1992

(See Appendix H and

Appendix I).
The next chapter will examine
this evaluation,

the degree to which

as planned and implemented,

proposed view of evaluation
will also review the

reflects

for community colleges.

the

It

final report developed by the

evaluation team and discuss

the resultant changes

orientation program.
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in the

Notes

(1)

The criteria for categorizing students as
economically disadvantaged published for
federal grants looks at family size and income.
Students meeting the following criteria are
classified as economically disadvantaged.
Family Size:
Maximum Income:
1
9,420
2
12,630
3
15,840
4
19,050
5
22,260
6
25,470
7
28,680
8
31,890
9+
35,100 plus 3210 for
each additional
family member
(2)

The quality of the instructional offerings in
the Center for Individualized Instruction was
routinely questioned by MCC faculty in the mid
1980's. English and Math faculty questioned
whether or not students who had completed
developmental course work in the CII were as
prepared for sequential courses as were
students who had completed their developmental
course work in a classroom setting. The
Academic Standards Committee investigated the
CII at this time. The Division Chairperson was
summoned to the committee to explain how
courses were developed, who decided course
content, and how students were graded. Although
the investigations did not reveal significant
differences in student performance between
students taught in the CII and students taught
in a classroom setting, the mistrust did not
disappear.
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CHAPTER V

A VIEW OF EVALUATION FOR COMMUNITY
COLLEGE PROGRAMS RECONSIDERED
*

This chapter reconsiders

the previously proposed view

of evaluation for the community college
of

setting in light

the experience of using it to evaluate the Center

Individualized Instruction's

student orientation program

at Middlesex Community College.
feasibility of its
institution,

Specifically,

implementation and its

program,

for

faculty,

the

impact on the

staff and students

are

examined.
In addition,

the

suggested evaluation approach is

reviewed in the context of the criticisms of third
generation evaluation approaches
benefits of
earlier.

anticipated

fourth generation evaluation described

Finally,

community college
study are

and the

a revised view of evaluation for the
setting is proposed and areas

for

future

suggested.

A View of Evaluation for Community College
Implementation

Previously,

I described the process

implementing an evaluation of the

of planning and

student orientation

program at the Middlesex Community College
for Individualized Instruction
evaluation approach.
assessed in this

(CII)

(MCC)

Center

using the proposed

This evaluation is

section.

Programs:

critically

Special attention is paid to
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examining the organizational

setting as well as

the

aspects of this evaluation approach that were not accepted
by the CII

faculty and staff and,

therefore,

not included

in the evaluation.

The Organizational Setting

The

following three characteristics

colleges were previously cited as
complicate the

of community

significant factors

formative evaluation process.

Each is

that
an

important influence at Middlesex Community College and
it's Center for Individualized Instruction.
First,

community colleges

are under increasing

pressure to demonstrate the quality and value of their
educational offerings
agencies,
public

to

funding sources,

government offices,

at large.

potential

accrediting

students

Middlesex Community College's

and the

state

funding level has decreased by over twenty-five percent in
the past four years.

As

increasingly important
attract grant

funds

a result it is becoming
for the college to be able to

and growing numbers

secure operating capital.

of

The college has

students

to

to be able to

routinely demonstrate the quality and value of it's
educational programs

in order to remain fiscally solvent

and survive in its current
The Center

form.

for Individualized Instruction has to

compete with all of the other college departments

for a

share of the dwindling institutional discretionary budget.
Although the Center

for

Individualized Instruction is
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generally supported by the college administration,
routinely criticized by many faculty members.
situations,

it is

Given these

it is clear that the CII also has to be able

to demonstrate the quality of its academic offerings and
instructional methods to insure adequate funding
allocations.
Second,

there is no one generally accepted community

college mission or set of educational goals.

There is a

high degree of disagreement about the most appropriate
mission and educational goals for Middlesex Community
College.

It required over three years of discussion and

debate for a faculty/administration committee to draft a
proposed new core curriculum to present to the general
faculty and staff for consideration.

The draft generated a

considerable amount of controversy which,

unfortunately,

has not yet been addressed because of the faculty's "work
to rule" vote previously described.
The college also recently spent over a year revising
a five-year strategic plan and institutional mission
statement that was drafted by the college administration.
As presented,

the plan was characterized by many faculty

and program staff as not being reflective of the
educational goals and values of important groups of
organizational stakeholders.
There is also a considerable amount of disagreement
on campus about the most appropriate departmental mission
for the Center for Individualized Instruction.

Some

faculty see the CII as an independent alternative to
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classroom instruction and think that CII
developing new courses
address

faculty should be

and instructional materials that

the changing needs of the

Others would limit the CII

student population.

to the role of offering a

specified set of courses using an approved array of
programmed,

self paced texts.

see the CII

function as

provides
modules

testing,

Many faculty would like to

an academic

support service which

tutoring and programmed instructional

to students

as

requested by their classroom

teachers.
Third,

community colleges are constantly evolving in

response to changes

in their social,

economic environments.
been the

amount of change over the

As previously described,

experienced two changes
reorganizations

since

it has

in leadership and three

1988.

It has constructed and moved

into several new facilities.

It has expanded its

area and physical plant beyond the

service

suburban towns of

Burlington and Bedford to the City of Lowell.
it has

and

Middlesex Community College has

site of an enormous

past few years.

political,

In addition,

responded to a major increase in the unemployment

rate of its

service area,

a changing local economy and a

massive influx of Southeast Asian refugees

into the City

of Lowell by developing a variety of employment retraining
and English as a second language programs.
Since the mid 1980's
doubled.

the

size of the

student body has

The student population is now comprised of larger

percentages of older students,
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minority students,

economically disadvantaged students and students who
require instruction in English as a Second Language than
ever before.

Each of these changes has had an influence on

the educational programs and support services provided by
the college.
The high degree of change experienced by Middlesex
Community College since 1988 is also reflected in the
Center for Individualized Instruction.

It's student

population has grown and diversified in reflection of the
general college population.

In addition,

it's operation to the Lowell campus,

it has expanded

moved into new

facilities and experienced several changes in departmental
structure and leadership.
Given all of these institutional and departmental
characteristics,

it is clear that the Middlesex Community

College Center for Individualized Instruction was a fair
testing site for this view of evaluation. As an
organizational setting,

it provided an illustrative

example of the characteristics of community colleges which
were previously described as problematic within the
traditional evaluation process.

The Evaluation Implementation

While reconsidering this view of evaluation it is
important to remember that the goal has never been to
include all of the suggested ten characteristics of
effective formative evaluations in every design.

(1)

has been consistently emphasized that this evaluation
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It

approach is not intended to represent a formula for the
correct way to evaluate community college programs.

Each

program must customize formative evaluation plans that
will be effective in its organizational culture,

with its

faculty and respond to the needs of its students and
community.

It is only intended to be a framework,

a

starting place from which individual programs can begin to
craft the specific strategies that respond to their
situations.
It is,

nevertheless,

instructive to consider the

aspects of the view of community college evaluation that
were difficult to implement at Middlesex Community
College.

It is also interesting to think about which

aspects were easy to implement or seemed to be
particularly appealing to the CII faculty and staff.

The

outcomes of the evaluation process will be considered in a
later section of this chapter.
When I initially sat down with the CII faculty and
staff to discuss the evaluation of the student orientation
program they knew very little about my ideas about
evaluation.

At the first planning session I described my

evaluation approach but emphasized that they were in
control of the evaluation process.
facilitate the process,

My role would be to

to provide advice,

draft reports,

and to supply technical and clerical assistance as
necessary.
evaluation,

Their role would be to define the focus of the
to design the evaluation process,
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to discuss

and analyze the data collected,

and to make decisions

about the future design of their program.
Generally,

they were willing to go along with the

evaluation process I suggested.

The

major exception to

this was their decision not to include faculty from
outside the CII or students in the evaluation planning,
implementation and analysis process.

They also chose to

use more focused student interview questions and to
interview more students than I suggested.
Throughout the process I was concerned about exerting
too much influence on the evaluation focus and design.
Although many of the evaluation participants expressed
their understanding that they were in control of the
process,

several of them also commented on their lack of

technical expertise in the area of evaluation.
say things like,
that."

"Well,

They would

you know more about things like

There was an underlying concern that they might

not develop valid evaluation methods.

They worried that

their findings would not be accepted by the general
college faculty and administration because of an
inadequate evaluation design.
was nice to have an outsider
safe and not threatening)
process.

In their opinion,

They often mentioned that it
(that they perceived to be

involved in the evaluation
my participation gave the

evaluation institutional legitimacy.
It is reasonable to conclude that the CII faculty and
staff's decision not to include other faculty and students
in the evaluation process and their concerns about
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appearances of legitimacy are,

at least in part,

attributable to their perceived status within the MCC
faculty ranks and institution.

Throughout the evaluation

process it was evident that they did not have close
connections with faculty and staff outside of the CII.

It

was also clear that most of the CII faculty and staff
believed that a large segment of the college community
neither understands nor respects their work with students.
They described times when they tried to discuss their
instructional pedagogy with other faculty members,

but

felt brushed aside or mistrusted.
In any case,

the composition of the evaluation team

is a highly charged issue.
think this was one,

In some circumstances,

and I

the potential gains made possible by

the inclusion of all of the stakeholder groups may be
outweighed by the accompanying decrease in open dialogue.
It is unlikely that the CII faculty and staff would have
been as willing to discuss their concerns about their
student orientation program with the faculty that they
perceived to be threatening.
It must also be recognized,

however,

that the level

of disconnection between the CII faculty and staff and the
general college faculty is unusually high.

In other

situations the addition of outside stakeholder groups may
be more acceptable,

especially if evaluation teams have an

opportunity to gradually ease into the practice within the
context of an organizational climate that respects,
supports and rewards formative evaluation.
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If we always

remain too careful about including "outsiders" with
dissenting views on evaluation teams many legitimate
concerns,

issues and values may never be appropriately

addressed by our academic programs and support services.
The CII faculty and staff's concern about the
legitimacy of the evaluation design extended beyond their
worry about the acceptability of the data to MCC faculty
and administrators.

They want their orientation program to

prepare their students to succeed in their academic
coursework in the CII.

Therefore,

they want to be sure

that any changes they make in the orientation process are
based on reliable information.
The concept of the legitimacy of the evaluation
design was discussed for an extended period of time during
the orientation planning meeting. We talked about the
differences between doing educational research and
evaluation and the distinctions between the purposes of
summative and formative evaluations described in previous
chapters.

Throughout these discussions I emphasized that

the purpose of this evaluation is to improve this student
orientation program.

I encouraged them to concentrate on

thinking about what they needed to know to accomplish this
goal.

It was acknowledged that there is also a need for

the evaluation methods to be perceived as reasonable to
other people at the college,

especially if the changes

eventually proposed require the support of other MCC
faculty,

staff,

or administrators.
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The group effort of planning the evaluation was
comfortable.

I made a conscious effort to build trust

within the group from the beginning of the first meeting.
I talked about my knowledge of the CII and the ways that I
perceived their pedagogy to be a helpful alternative to
many different types of students on campus.

I tried to be

clear that I respected their work and that the purpose of
this evaluation was to help them accomplish their goal of
developing the best possible educational experience for
their students.
Before the evaluation process began the Director of
the CII and I discussed the fact that,

although we would

both actively participate as group members,

it was

important that neither of us dominated or lead the
discussions in any particular direction. At the initial
planning meeting the group discussed the need for everyone
to actively participate in the process.

I emphasized the

idea that everyone comes to the process with something to
offer.

We also talked about the need for confidentiality

within the evaluation team.

People have to be able to

express their ideas or concerns without worrying that they
will be quoted,

or misquoted,

in some other environment.

The evaluation team worked well together throughout
the process. Almost everyone actively engaged in the
discussions

(2).

Our discussions were lively,

natural with no one dominating voice.

pleasant and

It was evident that

the group members respected one another and felt engaged
in an important mutual effort.
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The fact that the evaluation team worked so well
together may,

in part,

be because they are an unusually

close knit academic unit and the only "outsider" was
someone they viewed as supportive of their efforts.

They

are accustomed to it being "them against the world." This
sense of cohesiveness may not be as easily achieved in
other settings.
Several evaluation team members commented that the
progression of the evaluation planning session was
helpful.

They thought that the process of starting with a

discussion of all of their goals for the orientation
program,

and slowly whittling the list down to a set of

important and achievable goals,

and finally to the

specific goals that they wanted to focus on for this
evaluation made the task seem more manageable and more
likely to produce useful information.

In particular,

they

mentioned that it helped them realize that some of their
initial goals for the orientation program were too broad,
and unachievable.

For example,

almost all of the

evaluation team members initially agreed that an important
goal of the student orientation program was to make
students independent learners.

By the end of this process

everyone agreed that this was not achievable in a one hour
orientation session.

The goal,

as revised, was to help

students become independent learners by emphasizing that
students in the CII are expected to take responsibility
for maintaining a steady rate of progress throughout the
semester and for completing their coursework.
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Students were the focus of most of our discussions
throughout the evaluation process.

Typically,

the group

concentrated on how the orientation program affects
students'

abilities to successfully complete their CII

course work.

They were also interested in understanding if

different groups of CII students are affected differently
by the orientation program.

It was only occasionally that

the discussion centered around the problems that are
caused for CII faculty and staff by students not adhering
to the Center's rules and procedures. More often than not,
these discussions focused on the idea that students are
often poorly advised into CII sections after all of the
classroom sections are full.

There was a perception that

these students arrive at the CII with a negative attitude,
believing that they will be getting a second rate course just the leftovers.

This puts the CII faculty and staff in

the position of having to start the semester by trying to
work with students to overcome this negative perception.
Another consistent theme during the evaluation
planning sessions was a concern about the amount of work
that is required by this evaluation approach.
context,

In this

it is interesting to note that when I described

this view of evaluation in casual conversations with other
MCC faculty they were also interested in this issue.

It

was not unusual for them to ask how this work would fit
into the work load formula prescribed by their union
contract. Although the CII faculty never discussed their
concern in the context of their contract,
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they clearly did

not want the evaluation process
increases in their work loads.

to result in significant
This was

an important

factor as we began to design data collection methods
and plans.

Even after I

assured them that I would provide

clerical and profession staff

support

for this process,

it

remained an underlying theme throughout the conversation.
Work load issues were mentioned with increasing
frequency as
it was

I emphasized the reasons

that I

thought that

important to use more than one evaluation method

and to collect data from multiple

sources.

It was only

after I guaranteed that the MCC Institutional Research
Office would take responsibility for all data collection,
tabulations,

and initial analysis

that it became less of

stage,

finally ready to focus

an issue.
At this
on the

the group was

list of evaluation questions

they had previously

developed and decide on a set of evaluation methods
criteria.

and

Most of the group members had never used a

qualitative evaluation approach.

Therefore,

a few questions about its benefits,

they had quite

reliability,

and why

interviewing a few students might provide better
information than administering a written survey to a large
number of students.

In the end,

they decided that they

were confident enough with the idea of qualitative
methodology to include

student interviews

ended written survey questions
They also,

however,

and some open

in the evaluation design.

chose a highly structured interview
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approach and a larger number of interviewees

than I

recommended.
At my

final meeting with the evaluation team they

reported that they were

satisfied with the evaluation

implementation process.

It was described as empowering and

worthwhile.

They specifically stated that they felt in

control of the
one concern,

focus

which I

and design of the evaluation.
shared,

Their

was that the large amount of

data collected was cumbersome to manage and understand.
They noted that they would probably interview fewer
students

and use smaller survey sample sizes

in future

evaluation designs.
It is

important to note that some of the difficulties

encountered implementing this evaluation view may have
been due to the newness of evaluation in general,
approach in particular,
staff.

My ideas

faculty and

about evaluation in the community college

setting have evolved as
Similarly,

to this group of

and this

the CII

a result of this implementation.

faculty and staff are now more

familiar

with evaluation and their next implementation will
probably be easier and more

sophisticated.

A View of Evaluation for Community College
Outcomes

The experience of working with the Center
Individualized Instruction's
evaluation convinced me

Programs:

for

faculty and staff on their

that the act of planning the

evaluation and discussing the data in a open,
nonconfrontational atmosphere is more likely to produce
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significant change than data in an evaluation report.

I

also became more aware of the need for the evaluation
planning and data analysis processes

and discussions

remain flexible enough to allow the participants
unexpected findings,
And finally,

this

to

to pursue

new ideas and alternate perspectives.

experience demonstrated the importance

of encouraging participants to think about their program
holistically,

as

it exists within the context of their

institution.
As

the evaluation team discussed the data,

gradually became less

interested in specific responses

their list of evaluation questions
talking about the overall
discovering the CII,
course.

they
to

and more interested in

student experience of

enrolling,

beginning and completing a

They also became less interested in discussing the

activities

that comprise their orientation program and

more interested in understanding why students can recite
the CII's

rules,

orientation,
As

policies

I previously stated,
their goals

they spoke in broad terms.
student's whole

when the evaluation team
for the orientation program

They were interested in the

learning experience in the CII.

however the

unmanageable.

after the

but then not adhere to them.

began to discuss

point,

and procedures

At this

task seemed overwhelming and

In a sense it was paralyzing.

The evaluation

participants welcomed the opportunity to refine and narrow
the
move

focus of the evaluation goals
forward in a reasonable way.
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-

it allowed them to

It is

interesting to

note that when we
that we

first discussed the data I

focus broadly and not limit our

suggested

first discussion

to the evaluation questions.

The group participated very

actively in this discussion.

When asked what

evaluation report should take,
separate responses

however,

they felt that it was

overwhelming.

they opted for

to each of the evaluation questions.

When we got back together to discuss
report,

form an

too

that draft evaluation

segmented and

They wanted to discuss

the

student

experience more holistically.
This

approach to reviewing the data,

use of multiple evaluation approaches,
much richer understanding of
CII

as well as

this process,

along with the

contributed to a

student experiences in the

their precipitating influences.
the group discussed the

Throughout

following issues to

a much larger extent than would have been likely if they
had retained their
questions.

First,

focus on the

specific evaluation

they acknowledged that there is a gap

between the way faculty state and administer the rules,
policies
reasons

and procedures

in the CII

for these differences.

the ways

that students

and discussed the

Second,

they thought about

are negatively affected by the lack

of open communication and cooperation between the CII and
other areas of the college.
performing administrative

Third,

they recognized that by

tasks within the CII that could

be handled elsewhere they contribute to the notion that
CII

faculty are inferior,

teachers.

in some

senses,

to classroom

They also noted that some of these practices
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rob

students of class

time and prevent them from getting to

know their instructors during the

first week of classes.

One of the most significant outcomes of this
evaluation is

that CII

faculty and staff have begun to

develop a richer understanding of
the

student academic experience.

with the CII do not begin as
They begin as they hear,
teachers,

or counselors

offerings.

the interrelatedness of
Students'

they walk in

or do not hear,

experiences
for orientation.

their advisors,

talk about the CII

and its course

They are affected by the availability of

appropriate,

detailed information about this pedagogy

during their registration process.

They are affected by

the

image of CII

faculty throughout the institution.

are

affected by the visibility of the CII

They

and their

instructional pedagogy in college publications.

The CII

faculty and staff recognized that their isolation from the
college community has had a negative impact on their
students.
A second important outcome of the evaluation has been
the

sense of

satisfaction that the CII

expressed after hearing the comments
made

that students had

about them during the interviews.

staff were repeatedly described as
helpful,

and patient.

Earlier the CII

The

faculty and

available,

and concerned about students.

described as excellent teachers,

faculty and staff

The

faculty were

approachable,

flexible

faculty and staff had been

concerned about whether or not students were
negative things about them.

genuinely

Hearing these
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saying

student comments

appeared to help to raise their confidence level and,
perhaps,

contributed to their new willingness

to reach out

to the college community that is reflected in many of the
recommendations

to improve the orientation program

(See

Appendix I).
In the end,
result of

many of the activities planned as

this evaluation do not seem connected to the

orientation program.
for the CII

For example,

one recommendation is

to host a series of Open Houses

faculty and staff.
in on the CII,
students.

a

Another is

to encourage

for MCC
faculty to drop

look at the course materials,

They are important

steps

and talk to

for the CII

faculty and

staff to begin to become more integrated with the college
community.
In addition,

the college Registrar has

agreed to

assume responsibility for student scheduling in the CII.
This will

relieve the CII

faculty and staff

from a

cumbersome administrative duty which now occupies
portion of their time during the
This will

allow students

in the CII,

a large

first week of classes.

to arrive

for their

first class

meet their own instructor and begin their

class work immediately.

This

responsibility has been

shifted as of the registration process

for the Spring

1993

semester.
The Director of the CII has
with her,

the Registrar,

Publications
about the CII

also asked me to work

Admissions and College

to revise the current information printed
in major college publications.
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The CII has

also decided to work with the publications office to
develop a series of brochures that will be available to
faculty and students during the registration period that
describe the course materials and pedagogy used for each
instructional discipline taught in the CII and to
introduce the faculty who teach in that area.
The CII faculty and staff are now also considering the
idea of eliminating the video and cassette tape portions
of the orientation program and replacing them with faculty
presentations. According to students,
the Center's greatest asset.

the CII faculty are

They want to know their

faculty from the first day of class.

The faculty seem

pleased at the idea of dropping their administrative
duties during the first week of classes and moving
directly into this faculty role.
Previous attempts to evaluate the CII student
orientation program resulted in only slight changes in the
order of the orientation program or in the materials used
during the orientation.

For example,

one semester they

changed the timing of the course pretest,

another semester

they shortened the length of the written materials.

This

evaluation approach resulted in not only much more
significant changes in the orientation program,
more sophisticated understanding of students'
experiences.
students.

but also a

educational

The positive results will clearly benefit

I am convinced that it will also lead to the

development of a more satisfying work environment for the
faculty and staff in the CII.
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A View of Evaluation for Community College Programs:
Criticisms of Third Generation Evaluation
and the Promise of Fourth Generation Evaluation

A reconsideration of the proposed view of evaluation
would be incomplete without an examination of how well it
responds to the criticisms of third generation evaluation
previously outlined.

It is also important to consider the

degree to which it fulfills the promise of fourth
generation evaluation to lead to the development of
educational enterprises that are more responsive to the
diverse educational values and goals of a variety of
program stakeholders.
The criticisms of third generation evaluation in the
community college setting,
in detail,

which were previously discussed

are as follows.

- An over-emphasis on evaluation as a political
activity as evaluation became more closely
associated with accountability and program funding.
- An over-reliance on the evaluator to be the final
judge of program objectives and achievements.
- An over-dependence on quantitative methods in a
futile and inconsistent attempt to be objective.
The evaluation approach implemented at Middlesex
Community College,

addresses each of these concerns.

The

evaluation team remained focused on their goal of
improving their orientation process.

They were far more

interested in finding and discussing their program's
weaknesses than in documenting its strengths. At some
points during the data analysis process it even became
difficult to fully report students'
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positive comments
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There is no one

hat a croup of evaluators, who make joint

ccc_s_cns about the evalaation and subsequent program
tmamges . 3*c one individual can control the focus of the
ion

the data collection criteria,

or the analysis

data. All participants have an opportunity to
them views and to insure that they are
at'cnow— e o men

n the evaluation process,

a concept cf using a group of program stakeholders
r team also helps to de-emphasize the
f objectivity within the
evaluation process.

Everyone who is on the evaluation team

is representing a point cf view.

Few people are going to

clam to be cb:active. Xany well-meaning evaluation team
members will, however,

still try to develop evaluation

criteria that seen to be bias free.

This leads many

people, because cf their educational backgrounds,
almost exclusively cm quantitative methods.

to rely

This tendency

is counteracted in this proposal by its emphasis on the
use cf multiple evaluation approaches.

This encourages the

integration cf quantitative and qualitative evaluation
techniques within the evaluation process to the extent
that it is situationally appropriate.
During the process of implementing the evaluation at
Kiddlesex Community College,

I was able to successfully
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encourage the evaluation team to design data collection
methods that integrated qualitative and quantitative
approaches. Although the group did not start out with a
particularly strong bias against the use of qualitative
techniques,

they were unfamiliar with them.

Fortunately,

the group was open to the idea of exploring this
alternative and ultimately felt that the evaluation was
enriched by the inclusion.
The outcomes of the CII student orientation program
evaluation indicate that the proposed view of evaluation
does appear to have the potential to result in the
anticipated benefits of fourth generation evaluation. All
of the evaluation team members,
from the CII;

were

every employment level was represented.

Throughout the process,

there was no apparent difference

in level of participation,
process,

other than myself,

by job title.

or ability to influence the

The group did not defer to the

Director more quickly than anyone else.

The part time

clerical staff were listened to as carefully as the full
time faculty.

The evaluation team functioned through a

process of conversation.

Some people were persuaded to

change their opinions, minority views were represented in
the evaluation focus and questions,

and dissenting

opinions were recognized.
It is important to remember,

however,

that the CII

faculty and staff is an unusually tightly woven
organizational unit.

The role of the CII faculty member

has often been blurred with administrative and clerical
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functions.

These factors influence the degree of open

communication among the CII faculty and staff.

It is

reasonable to conclude that there might be less open
communication and negotiation in more traditional
organizational cultures.
The outcomes of the CII evaluation process are
clearly connected to making significant changes that are
intended to improve the opportunities for student success
in the CII.

Some are aimed at providing students with the

information they need to make an informed decision about
the appropriateness of this instructional pedagogy for
them before they enroll.

Others are intended to relieve

faculty from burdensome administrative duties in order to
free them to teach.

The proposed actions demonstrate that

the evaluation team prioritized student learning as the
primary focus of the educational enterprise and was
interested in insuring that the individual needs of
students are recognized and addressed.

A View of Evaluation for Community College Programs
Reconsidered

The experience of implementing this view of
evaluation at Middlesex Community college convinced me
that it has the potential to contribute to the development
of academic programs and support services that are
responsive to the needs of our students and communities.
It also exposed the strengths and weaknesses within the
proposal previously discussed.

The remaining portion of

this chapter will summarize these strengths and
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weaknesses,

present an evolved view of evaluation for the

community college setting and discuss the major challenges
associated with implementing it on community college
campuses.
The major strengths of this approach to evaluation
include its flexibility,

its focus on open communication,

its recognition of multiple sets of valid educational
values,

goals and objectives and its emphasis on

understanding the educational process for a specific group
of students.

Its major weaknesses include its

over-emphasis on the development of a specific set of
evaluation questions.

It also under-emphasizes the

threatening nature of evaluation to program faculty and
staff.
Community colleges reflect unique combinations of the
diverse values of its faculty,
organization and community.

staff,

students,

They are multidimensional

human constructions whose design and administration
addresses a series of stated and unstated personal,
professional,

organizational and community needs.

everyone's needs are equally well addressed.

Not

It is even

possible that some of the apparently met needs are in
conflict with one another.

This creates complex programs

with unique sets of goals that may or may not be clear to
even the faculty and staff involved in its operation.

It

also creates a challenging situation for participants in
formative evaluations.

These influential factors must be

recognized and discussed during the evaluation in order
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for the process to stimulate realistic proposals for
program improvements.
The power of the proposed approach to evaluation as a
tool to improve academic programs and support services on
community college campuses lies in its emphasis on the
interactive,

fluid process of conducting a fourth

generation evaluation.

(4)

The act of engaging in a

dialogue about the diverse educational values,

goals and

objectives that people have for their program requires
each participant to rethink his,
within a larger context.
reconsider his,
others.

or her,

or her,

point of view

Everyone is challenged to
position in light of the views of

Through this process old values may be confirmed,

new ones may be constructed,
least be acknowledged.

and alternate views may at

In any case,

by the end of the

evaluation process each participant understands more about
his,

or her,

values,

educational enterprise and the diversity of

goals and objectives that stakeholders have for

it.
Evidence suggests that this understanding encourages
collaborative efforts to restructure educational offerings
to make them more responsive to their various
constituencies. Alexander Astin

(1993)

reported that

groups of faculty engaged with students in the process of
designing instruments to assess student development tend
to begin to rethink the content of their curriculum,
pedagogy,

and their testing procedures.

their

They pay more

attention to students as individuals and recognize a wider
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variety of valid learning outcomes.

He also reported that

"traditional competitiveness is reduced and faculty from
different disciplines begin to focus on areas of common
interest and concern rather than differences"
1993,

pp.

250

(Astin,

- 251).

The proposed evaluation approach is conducive to the
development of situationally effective academic programs
and support services because it encourages this
conversation about educational values and differences,
focuses on understanding the process of student learning,
recognizes diversity and accommodates change.
conversation will only take place,

however,

The

to the extent

that program faculty and staff perceive that they are
supported in the process. Administrators must demonstrate
their commitment to this view of evaluation by creating an
organizational environment that respects,

rewards and

supports faculty and staff controlled formative
evaluations.
In this context it must be acknowledged that this
evaluation

approach is time consuming and labor

intensive. Although these evaluation characteristics can
be frustrating to participants and administrators who are
seeking fast,
questions,

definitive answers to complex educational

they are a necessary by-product of the process.

In order to successfully implement this view of evaluation
on a community college campus,

these features must be

recognized and appropriate institutional resources need to
be allocated to support the effort.
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It is

also important to recognize

at least to some degree,
experience.
security,
and so

that evaluation is,

an inherently threatening

People connect the idea of evaluation to job

professional reputation,

forth.

being personally judged

It is not unreasonable,

therefore,

to assume

that the degree to which faculty and staff are willing to
openly and honestly discuss negative aspects of their
program is

linked to their perception of the intensity of

the threat in a given situation.

It is essential that this

anxiety is recognized and diminished whenever possible.
For this

reason,

it is

important to balance the benefits

to be gained by including potentially threatening groups
of

stakeholders

in the process against the cost of

decreasing the amount of open and honest participation on
the part of program faculty and staff.
as

the

It is

likely that

level of the perceived threat increases the primary

interest of the program faculty and staff

shifts

away from

improvement and towards demonstrating program successes.
As

it was originally proposed,

a significant

shortcoming of the view of evaluation for the community
college
sense.

setting is

its overemphasis on utility in a narrow

By linking preconceived courses of action with

specific

responses

to evaluation questions

it reinforced

the notion that this evaluation approach can,
intended to,
answers
the

produce

"the correct"

straight

to complex educational issues.

or is

forward

It also undermines

fourth generation evaluation process by focusing the

conversation segmentally.

It shifts the emphasis
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from

understanding students'

educational experiences to finding

"right answers."
The experience of implementing an evaluation at
Middlesex Community College demonstrated that the
development of a list of evaluation goals and questions
does help to focus the evaluation planning process.
also showed,

however,

It

that the most important outcomes of

the evaluation process are unlikely to be directly linked
to this set of evaluation questions. As was previously
discussed,

the proposed courses of action that resulted

from the evaluation at MCC grew out of the discussions of
their students' whole educational experiences and would
not have been predicted on the basis of the evaluation
questions alone.
The suggested list of characteristics of effective
community college formative evaluation programs has been
revised in response to the strengths and weaknesses in the
view of evaluation initially proposed.

These revisions

strengthen this evaluation approach's

potential to

enhance opportunities for student success.

It addresses

some of the shortcomings of the original plan by providing
more support to the faculty and staff involved in the
evaluation process.

It recognizes the importance of a

nonconfrontational evaluation environment and emphasizes
the necessity of acknowledging individual student goals
and educational needs throughout the evaluation process.
It also builds on the strengths of the original proposal
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by further highlighting the value of open,

fluid

conversation among evaluation participants.
The revised view of evaluation for the community
college setting is summarized in Table 2.

The differences

between the initially proposed set of characteristics of
successful community college formative evaluation programs
and this version are as follows.
Table 2
Characteristics of Effective Community
College Formative Evaluation Programs:
Reconsidered

The changes to the original list of
characteristics of effective community
college formative evaluations programs are
highlighted.

- Evaluations of community college academic
programs, pedagogies, and support services
should be student centered and seek to
understand the process of learning as it
occurs for a specific group of students.

- Evaluations should be controlled by program
faculty
and staff. Institutional
researchers and other administrators should
support the evaluation process. An
evaluation facilitator, who is not connected
to that educational enterprise, should
function as the chairperson of the
evaluation group. This facilitator should
coordinate and monitor the evaluation
process, work to maintain an evaluation
climate that is conducive to open
conversation and recognizes and respects
dissenting opinions, provide
technical
advice, secure and coordinate the array of
clerical, professional and fiscal resources
necessary to implement the evaluation, and
draft data analysis and evaluation reports
as directed by the evaluation team

Continued,
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Table 2 continued
- An important focus for evaluation should be
institutional and program goals and values
as expressed by its faculty, staff and
various constituencies.
- Evaluation should be an important part of
the ongoing curriculum, pedagogy and
academic service development process on a
community college campus.
- The evaluation team should include
representatives from as many relevant
stakeholders as is feasible in a group
process of constructing evaluation questions
and criteria that respond to the
multiplicity of views, issues, and concerns
of the group members. The process of
selecting evaluation participants should
include a consideration of the potentially
detrimental effects of a decrease in open
communication within the evaluation group
verses the potential benefits to be gained
by including stakeholders with dissenting
opinions who are perceived as threatening by
the program faculty and staff.
- Evaluation questions should be linked to
evaluation goals.
- Evaluations must recognize students as
individuals with differing academic talents
learning styles and goals. They should
consider students' educational gains as
well as end points.
- Evaluation designs should emerge from the
evaluation goals and questions and be
flexible enough to allow participants to
pursue new directions as they arise. Data
should only be collected if it intended to
serve a useful function in the evaluation
process and contribute to a fuller
understanding of the educational enterprise
as it exists in that environment. The
potential merits of both qualitative and
quantitative evaluation methods should be
recognized and used as the situation
suggests.
- Evaluation should make use of multiple
evaluation methods.
Continued,
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Table 2 continued
- The data collection, storage and retrieval
process should respect student and faculty
privacy. Evaluation data should be readily
available to the evaluation participants,
as well as all of the faculty and staff
involved in program development and
implementation in a clear, efficient format.
To be effective,

this evaluation approach requires a

nonthreatening evaluation environment that encourages
participants to openly discuss both the successes and
shortcomings of the educational enterprise being
evaluated.

In addition,

the evaluation participants must

be supported in this time-consuming and labor-intensive
process.

These concerns are addressed in the revised set

of characteristics of effective community college
formative evaluation programs by including the requirement
that an evaluation facilitator,
the educational enterprise,
the evaluation group.

who is not connected to

function as the chairperson of

The role of this facilitator is to

coordinate and monitor the evaluation process.

This

individual will work to maintain an evaluation climate
that is conducive to open conversation and recognizes and
respects dissenting opinions.
provide technical advice,
of clerical,

He,

or she,

will also

secure and coordinate the array

professional and fiscal resources necessary

to implement the evaluation and draft data analysis and
evaluation reports as directed by the evaluation team.
In further recognition of the need to maintain an
evaluation environment that is conducive to open
communication,

the revised set of evaluation
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characteristics acknowledges the potentially detrimental
effects of including stakeholders as evaluation
participants who are perceived as particularly threatening
by the program faculty and staff.

In its restated form it

requires that the evaluation team include representatives
from as many stakeholder groups as is feasible in a group
process of constructing evaluation questions and criteria
that respond to the multiplicity of views,
concerns of the group members.

issues and

The process of selecting

evaluation participants should include a consideration of
the potentially detrimental effects of a decrease in open
communication within the evaluation group verses the
potential benefits to be gained by including stakeholders
with dissenting opinions who are perceived as threatening
to the program faculty and staff.
In the original set of characteristics,

this

evaluation approach emphasized the need to focus the
evaluation process on attempting to understand the student
educational experience.

It also encouraged the evaluation

participants to consider students'
well as end points.

educational gains as

The revision strengthens this focus by

highlighting the need to recognize students as individuals
with differing academic talents,

learning styles and

goals.
One of the primary shortcomings of the originally
proposed set of evaluation characteristics is its
inappropriate connection between the development of a
specified set of evaluation questions and pre-ordained
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courses of action.

In the revised version,

questions are linked to evaluation goals.

evaluation
They are

included as an evaluation exercise that helps the
participants focus their efforts without locking the
process in any particular direction.

Evaluation designs

should emerge from the evaluation goals and questions and
be flexible enough to allow participants to pursue new
directions as they arise.
The new set of characteristics of effective community
college formative evaluation programs continues to
emphasize the benefits of using multiple evaluation
approaches.

The use of both qualitative and quantitative

evaluation approaches is strongly encouraged to the extent
that it is situationally feasible.
however,

It must be remembered,

that this evaluation process is already time

consuming and labor intensive.

Evaluation data should only

be collected if it is intended to serve a useful function
in the evaluation process.

In its current form,

this

notion of utility has been expanded to include making a
contribution to a fuller understanding of the educational
enterprise as it exists in that environment.
collected,

the data must be readily available to

evaluation participants,
and staff,

Once

in a clear,

as well as all program faculty

efficient format that respects both

faculty and student privacy.
My revised view of evaluation assumes that program
faculty and staff are genuinely interested in developing
the best possible educational experiences for their
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students.

It also accepts that community colleges,

definition,

by

are constantly evolving in response to changes

in their communities.

In this context,

the need for

formative evaluation programs as an ongoing college
activity,

as well as the natural interest in program

improvement that exists on most community college
campuses,

is difficult to deny.

Unfortunately,

despite this interest in program

improvement and the potential of this view of evaluation
to positively impact academic programs and support
services,

it will not necessarily be easily implemented on

community college campuses.

The most challenging obstacle

to its successful implementation is its prerequisite for a
conducive organizational environment.
Although this approach requires evaluation to be a
faculty/staff controlled process,

college administrators

have to take responsibility for creating an institutional
environment that is conducive to its implementation.
his type of environment,

In

formative evaluation would be

prioritized as a critical activity.

The college would

allocate significant amounts of human and fiscal resources
to it.

Faculty and staff engaged in the process would be

supported,

recognized and rewarded. And finally,

the

college administration would demonstrate their support for
formative evaluation by creating a nonthreatening
evaluation environment that values creativity,
taking,

and self examination.
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risk

An important area for future study is to investigate
how to create this organizational environment.

We need to

think about how to reallocate institutional budgets to
support evaluation.
technical support,

How can we provide faculty with the
training and work load reductions

necessary for them to fully participate in ongoing,
meaningful evaluation processes? Is it possible to create
a nonconfrontational evaluation setting where a full range
of dissenting voices can be heard and addressed? These are
all complex,

difficult questions.

They are also,

however,

unavoidable if we are truly committed to implementing this
approach to evaluation on our campuses.
As Edmund Gleazer noted,

"Anytime we can describe the

community college in specific terms we destroy it.
to change.

It has to be different in different areas.

need to keep moving as the community college norm.
to look at people,
(1980,

p.5)

It has
You

We need

but we tend to look at institutions.

"

In this context it is clear that community

college faculty,

staff and administrators need to view

their academic programs as works in progress.

They have to

keep changing to respond to changes in their students. We
have to develop processes to detect the necessary changes
and implement them before our programs become obsolete or
unresponsive to the academic needs of our community.
view of evaluation for the community college setting
provides a useful tool to help accomplish this goal.
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This

Notes

(1)

Characteristics of Effective Community College
Formative Evaluations
1.

Evaluations of community college academic
programs, pedagogies, and support
services should be student centered and
seek to understand the process of
learning as it occurs for a specific
group of students.
2. Evaluations should be controlled by program
faculty and staff. Institutional researchers
and other administrators should facilitate
the evaluation process.
3. An important focus for evaluation should be
institutional and program goals and values
as expressed by its faculty and staff.
4. Evaluation should be an important part of the
ongoing curriculum, pedagogy and academic service
development process on a community college campus.
5. The evaluation team should include
representatives from all relevant
stakeholders in a group process of
constructing evaluation questions and
criteria that respond to the multiplicity
of views, issues, and concerns of the group
members.
6. Evaluation questions should be linked to
action plans. There should be some utility
for some group of stakeholders for a set of
data to be collected.
7. Evaluations should consider students'
educational gains as well as end points.
8. Data collection methods should emerge from the
evaluation questions. The potential merits
of both qualitative and quantitative
evaluation methods should be recognized and
used as the situation suggests.
9. Evaluation should make use of multiple
evaluation methods.
10. The data collection, storage and retrieval
process should respect student and faculty
privacy. Data should be readily available to
the faculty and staff involved in program
development and implementation in a clear,
efficient format.
(2)

The only staff member who did not actively engage in
the discussion had recently been given a negative
performance evaluation and has since been transferred
to another department at the college.
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(3)

Suggested Courses of Action to Improve the
CII Orientation Process
Student

Issue:

Students enroll in CII courses
without a clear understanding of the
instructional methods, course
requirements and academic policies
of the Center.

Possible Solutions:
1.

2.

Develop and implement a detailed CII
orientation program for college personnel in
the Registration Center, Enrollment Services
Processing Center, Advising Center, and the
Admission Office. This orientation should
specifically address the instructional and
operational questions raised by students in
the pre-orientation session interviews.
Work with the college publications office
to develop a series of informational
brochures describing the CII and its course
offerings. These brochures should be updated
and distributed as often as necessary for
them to be current. This series could
include brochures on the following topics.
A. A general description of the CII,
its faculty, self pacing, mastery
learning, individualized
instruction, the types of
instructional materials
available in the CII and a listing
of course offerings
B. An outline of the procedures, rules
and policies of the CII.
C. A separate brochure for each
discipline taught in the CII that
gives a description of the courses
offered. It should specifically
describe the instructional materials
and general course requirements and
introduce the discipline's faculty on
each campus
D. Work with the Director of Student
Records and Registration to revise
and expand the information
published in the day and evening
course schedules.

Student Issue:

The information that students
receive about the CII and its
classes from MCC faculty, staff and
administrators is often inaccurate
and/or inadequate.
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Possible
1.

2.

3.

Student

Host a CII Open House on both campuses for
faculty, staff, administrators and
students. Invite them to tour the
facilities and talk to the CII faculty and
staff about the CII course offerings,
policies and processes.
Invite faculty, staff and
administrators to stop by the CII on
either campus on an informal basis to
observe the instructional activities in
progress.
Distribute the brochures previously
discussed to all MCC personnel.

Issue:

Possible
1.

Student

Solutions:

Solutions:

Discuss the possibility of shifting
responsibility of scheduling CII
student class hours from the CII to the
area of Student Records and
Registration with appropriate college
personnel
A. It may be possible to have students
schedule their class hours by phone
with the staff in the Enrollment
Services Processing Center.
B. It may be possible for students to
schedule their hours in the
Registration Center
C. It may be best for students to be
able to accomplish this task in one
of several locations.

Issue:

Possible
1.

Students would like to be able to
schedule their CII class hours prior
to the beginning of the semester.

Students would like to become
familiar with their CII instructor
on the first day of classes. They
would like their CII instructor to
lead their orientation session and
personally answer their questions
about the course.

Solutions:

As previously mentioned, have
students enrolled for their class hours
before they arrive at the CII. This would
allow faculty to know which of their
students would be arriving at a specified
hour and free them up to work with their
group of students.
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2.

Faculty should explicitly discuss
their expectations concerning student
performance, study habits, and academic
progress. They should discuss the need for
individual students to take responsibility
for their own learning in the CII
instructional format.

Student Issue:

Students often describe the
orientation as too impersonal.

Possible Solutions
1.
2.
3.

(4)

Have each orientation session lead
by the discipline's faculty
Replace the video and tapes with
CII faculty and staff
Include a tour of the facility in
the orientation

Fourth generation evaluation focuses on improving
programs and services through a process of
negotiation. It recognizes various program
stakeholders with different, sometimes conflicting,
sets of program objectives, values and concerns. The
goal of the process of negotiation is not to arrive
at consensus, but a fuller understanding of the
multiple sets of realities, values and objectives
that are held.
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APPENDIX A

A VIEW OF EVALUATION FOR COMMUNITY COLLEGE PROGRAMS
CHARACTERISTICS OF EFFECTIVE COMMUNITY COLLEGE
FORMATIVE EVALUATIONS
1.

Evaluations of community college
academic programs, pedagogies, and support
services should be student centered and
seek to understand the process of learning
as it occurs for a specific group of
students.

2.

Evaluations should be controlled by program
faculty and staff. Institutional researchers
and other administrators should facilitate
the evaluation process.

3.

An important focus for evaluation should be
institutional and program goals and values
as expressed by its faculty and staff.

4.

Evaluation should be an important part of the
ongoing curriculum, pedagogy and academic service
development process on a community college campus.

5.

The evaluation team should include
representatives from all relevant
stakeholders in a group process of
constructing evaluation questions and
criteria that respond to the multiplicity
of views, issues, and concerns of the group
members.

6.

Evaluation questions should be linked to
action plans. There should be some utility
for some group of stakeholders for a set of
data to be collected.

7.

Evaluations should consider students'
gains as well as end points.

8.

Data collection methods should emerge from the
evaluation questions. The potential merits
of both qualitative and quantitative
evaluation methods should be recognized and
used as the situation suggests.

9.

Evaluation should make use of multiple
evaluation methods.
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educational

10.

The data collection, storage and retrieval
process should respect student and faculty
privacy. Data should be readily available to
the faculty and staff involved in program
development and implementation in a clear,
efficient format.
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APPENDIX B
CII ORIENTATION PROGRAM GOALS
INITIAL LIST

To help students become independent learners who know
how to be in control of their education
To encourage students
own learning

to take responsibility for their

For students to understand the differences between
instruction in the CII and the classroom
To help students develop the time management skills
necessary to complete their course work in a reasonable
time frame
To help students understand their own learning styles
To help students understand the need to take their
course work seriously - balance the flexible educational
structure and realistic limits
For students to understand that they are responsible for
their own progress through the course. They have to know
what the course requirements are and what materials to
use to accomplish them.
To present the CII policies
students remember them

and procedures

so that

For students to understand that they will be required to
do work outside of class time
To be sure that ESL students are understanding the
information presented in the orientation program
For students to define and understand the concept of
mastery based learning
For students to understand that attendance is required
and for them to be able to make a connection between
class attendance and learning
For students to understand that they should plan on
completing their course work in one semester - not look
at it as "no big deal" to get an IP and finish next
semester.
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Self paced, individualized instruction is a new idea for
these students. The orientation program needs to
emphasize the necessity of balancing the flexibility of
the instructional design with the structure of the CII's
rules and procedures.
For students to understand the differences between
individualized instruction and tutoring - students can
be very needy.
Students should be oriented as quickly as possible
without overloading the students with more information
than they can remember
To make the

first day of classes less hectic or chaotic

To reduce the level of anxiety for students as
begin to work in the CII

they

During orientation students must complete a course
pretest and schedule their study hours
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APPENDIX C
CII ORIENTATION PROGRAM
REVISED GOALS

To help students become independent learners who:
- are in control of the flow of their course
- understand that they must maintain a steady rate
of progress
- have a realistic understanding of the time it
will take them to complete various portions of
their instruction
For students to understand the differences between CII
and classroom instruction in terms of the potential
benefits to the student, such as a faster or slower pace
Help students to understand their learning style
- that they have a learning style
- that course materials are available in the CII
that are appropriate for a variety of learning
styles
- for the student to decide if the CII format is
good for them
For students to know the rules, policies and procedures
of the CII and to understand the reasons for them,
particularly when they are different from the classroom.
For students to understand the differences between CII
instructors and tutors.
For students to understand the concept of mastery based
learning and its benefits for them
For students to understand that they will be required to
do work outside of class time
To be sure that ESL students understand the information
presented in the orientation program
For students to understand the benefits
being issued a grade of IP.

and drawbacks of

Orientation must be accomplished quickly without
information overload
To reduce
the CII

student anxiety and negative impressions of
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APPENDIX D
CII ORIENTATION PROGRAM
EVALUATION GOALS

1.

2.

3.

By the end of the orientation process, students know
the following rules, policies and processes of the CII
and understand why they may be different from a
traditional classroom.
-

attendance policy
a. absences
b. arriving on time
c. leaving after class period

-

green card
a. how to fill out

-

Testing room
a. when student may test
b. when may a student retest
c. how to find out test scores
d. how to find out problem areas

-

IP grades
a. what is an IP
b. how does a student qualify for an IP grade

The orientation program must help students become
independent learners by emphasizing the following:
-

students must take responsibility for their own
learning by:
a. seeking appropriate help
b. understand the components and time frames of
their instruction
c. maintain an acceptable rate of progress

-

students must develop time management skills
a. develop a realistic understanding of the
time it will take to complete various portions
of their instruction
b. understand that homework is a necessary
component of CII instruction

The orientation process must be complete within one
week and minimize the students' perception of general
overload.
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APPENDIX E
MIDDLESEX COMMUNITY COLLEGE
CENTER FOR INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION
ORIENTATION SURVEY
SPRING 1992

Please complete this survey and return it with your green
card at the end of your class period. Your responses will
be used to revise the registration and orientation process
for students who enroll in courses at the CII next
semester. All responses will be confidential and will be
reported in summary form only.
1. What course(s)
semester?

are you taking in the CII

this

2.

Is this the first semester that you enrolled in a CII
course? _yes
_no

3.

How did you hear about the CII?
apply.

Please check all that

_ a MCC student told me about the CII
_ I read about the CII in the course schedule
_ I read about the CII in the college Academic
Catalog or other publication
_ My advisor told me about the CII
_ An advisor at registration told me about the CII
_ A teacher at MCC told me about the CII
_ A staff member at MCC told me about the CII
_ Other, please explain _

4. Why did you enroll in a CII course?

5.

Did you get a course

syllabus? _yes _ no

6.

How often will you use your course syllabus?
_ every class
_ once a week
_ once a month
when I take a test
other, please explain

What will you use your course

syllabus

Self paced instruction allows me to

Self paced instruction reauires me to
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for?

—

10.

I may begin taking a test up to _ minutes before
the class period ends.

11.

I (_may)
(_may not) leave the testing room with
a copy of my corrected test.
Why? _

12.

The passing grade

for most tests

in the CII

is _ %

13.

Why is the passing grade in a CII course usually
higher than the passing grade in a classroom course?

14. How can you find out which questions you answered
incorrectly on a CII test? _

15. If you fail a test in the CII,

when can you retake it?

16. The faculty in the CII can issue a grade of IP (In
Progress) at the end of a semester. What must a
student do to be eligible to be assigned a grade of
IP?

17. What is

18. Why is

the attendance policy in the CII?

this

attendance policy in place?

19.

Are students in the CII required to do homework? _
_ye s
_no

20.

Can you remain in the CII to continue to work on your
course or take a test after your class session is
over? _yes
_no
Why? __

21

What were the most helpful parts of the CII
Orientation Program?

22

What were the least helpful parts
Orientation Program?

Can you suggest any ways
Orientation Program?

of the CII

for the CII
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to improve its

24.

Do you have any questions or comments about the
procedures or rules in the CII? _

25.

Can you suggest any ways to improve the process of
enrolling in a CII course? _
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APPENDIX F
CENTER FOR INDIVIDUALIZED

INSTRUCTION

STUDENT INTERVIEW GUIDES

New Student Interviews
Thanks

-

Part I

for taking part in this evaluation.

Explain that this evaluation is taking place because the
CII wants to be sure that the orientation program they
have designed for new students who enroll in the CII
provides them with the information they need to do well in
their courses. The CII also wants to be sure that their
students understand how CII courses are different from
classroom sections and why.
Explain that when they go to the CII for the first time
they will select their study hours, learn a little bit
about individualized instruction, and be told the policies
and procedures of the CII.
Today we would like to talk to you about what you think
studying in the CII will be like. On February 4, after you
have been through the orientation program, and have begun
working on your course , we would like to speak with you
again to see what studying in the CII is like.
The information you give us is confidential and will not
be reported to the CII staff or faculty by name. We will
talk to them about the kinds of things students say so
that they can use the information to improve their
orientation program and materials.
1.

Why did you enroll in a course in the Center
Individualized Instruction?

2.

How did you hear about the CII?

3.

Tell me a little bit about what you know, or have
heard, about the Center for Individualized Instruction?
- prompt for the kinds of things people said
- prompt for were they said by a student who had
taken a course in the CII, a student who had not
taken a course in the CII, a college staff or
faculty member, or someone else

4.

What do you think a studying in the CII will be
like?
- prompt for do they think that they'll have to do
homework?
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for

- prompt for do they think that there are people to
help, etc
5.

What do you think the teachers in the CII will do
for you? How do you think they will be different from
classroom teachers?

6. Are there any reasons why you think that a course in
the CII might be better for you than a classroom
section?
7. Are there any reasons why you think a course in the
CII won't be as good as a classroom section?
8.

Do you think that students enrolled in CII courses
are different in any way than students enrolled in
classroom classes at MCC?
(If necessary, prompt for
smarter, slower, older, younger, more independent or
responsible, registered later?)

New Student Interviews - Part II

Thanks for taking part in part 2 of this evaluation.
Explain again that this evaluation is taking place
because the CII wants to be sure that the orientation
program they have designed for students who enroll in
the CII provides them with the information they need to
do well in their courses. The CII also wants to be sure
that their students understand how CII courses are
different from classroom sections and why. Be clear
that the evaluation was requested by the CII staff and
not something that the college is doing to the CII.
Today we would like to talk to you about what your
first couple of weeks in the CII was like and how well
the CII orientation program prepared you to do well in
your course work. The information that you are willing
to share with me will be very valuable to the CII
faculty and staff as they revise their orientation
program and informational materials. For this reason,
it is important that you tell us about both your
positive and negative experiences and perceptions of
the CII.
The information you give us is confidential
not be reported to the CII staff or faculty
will talk to them about the kinds of things
say so that they can use the information to
their orientation program and materials.
1.

Tell me again, why did you enroll in a CII
course? What was that course?
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and will
by name. We
students
improve

2.

What kinds of things have you heard about the CII
around MCC this semester?
- Were these things said by an MCC advisor,
faculty, staff, student, or somebody else? Do you
agree or disagree with these things that you have
heard?

3.

How do people react when you tell them that you are
taking a course in the CII?
- Other MCC students
- MCC Faculty
- MCC staff
- Family and friends

4.

Describe what studying in the CII
-

is

like?

prompt for do they do homework? how much? what
kinds?
prompt for are there people to help
prompt for what happens if they don't understand
some of their course material
prompt for information about taking tests

5.

How is studying in the CII different than you
expected it to be?

6.

What do the teachers in the CII do for you?
Are they different than you expected them to be?
How do you think they compare with classroom
teachers?
(explain test scores, explain course material in other
ways, assign alternate methods of instruction, monitor
progress, advise)

7.

Have you asked a CII instructor for help? Describe
the experience.
- If you have not asked a CII instructor for help,
why not? When would you ask a CII instructor for
help?
- Probe for what the student has already done on
his/her own. (Do they understand the difference
between individualized instruction and tutoring?
Do they ask questions when they have them?)

8.

Did you get a class syllabus
for? When will you use it?

9.

Are there any reasons why you think that a course in
the CII is better for you than a classroom section?

in the CII? What is

it

10.

Are there any reasons why you think a course in the
CII is not as good as a classroom section?

11.

Now that you have spent some time in the CII, do
you think that students enrolled in CII courses are
different in anyway than students enrolled in
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classroom classes at MCC?
(If necessary, prompt for
smarter, slower, older, younger, more independent or
responsible, registered later?)
12.

What does

self paced instruction mean?

13.

What does mastery learning mean?

14.

What are the rules in the testing room? Are they fair?
Are they reasonable?
(no tests after fifteen minutes
before class ends, final exams policies) Why do you
think that these rules are in place?

15.

What are some of the other rules in the CII?
(attendance, tardiness, no studying in the main
office, leaving at the end of a class session) What do
you think about these rules? Are they fair and
reasonable?
Why do you think they are in place?

16.

How will you know when your falling behind in a CII
course? What will happen if you fall behind? What can
you do about it?

17.

Is there anything that you know now that you that you
wish you had know when you registered for your CII
course?
- What surprised you when you went to the CII?
(class schedule, rules, faculty, course materials
etc)

18.

What do you remember the most about your
two in the CII?

19.

What specific things do you remember about the
orientation program? What things were the most
helpful? What things were the least helpful?

20.

Do you have any ideas about how the CII can improve
its orientation program? How about the information
students have when they register for a CII course?

21.

Do you have any ideas about how the CII can generally
improve its service to students?

22.

Based on your experience so far, would you recommended
the CII to another MCC student? Why or why not?

first week or

Returning Student Interviews

Thanks

for taking part in this evaluation.

Explain that this evaluation is taking place because
the CII wants to be sure that the orientation program
they have designed for students who enroll in the CII
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provides them with the information they need to do
well in their courses. The CII also wants to be sure
that their students understand how CII courses are
different from classroom sections and why. Be clear
that the evaluation was requested by the CII staff and
not something that the college is doing to the CII.
Today we would like to talk to you about what studying
in the CII is like and how well the CII orientation
program prepared you to do well in your course work.
The information that you are willing to share with me
will be very valuable to the CII faculty and staff as
they revise their orientation program and
informational materials. For this reason, it is
important that you tell us about both your positive
and negative experiences and perceptions of the CII.
The information you give us is confidential and will
not be reported to the CII staff or faculty by name.
We will talk to them about the kinds of things
students say so that they can use the information to
improve their orientation program and materials.
1. Why did you enroll in your first course in the
Center for Individualized Instruction? What was
that course? When was that?
2.

How many other courses have you taken in the
CII? What were they?

3. Why did you enroll in the CII this semester?
What course will you be taking?
4.

How did you initially hear about the CII?

5.

Since then, have you heard about the CII from
any other sources at the college? (Advisor,
registration staff, printed material, etc?)

6. What kinds of things have you heard about the
CII around MCC?
- Were these things said by an MCC advisor,
faculty, staff, student, or somebody else? Do you
agree or disagree with these things that you have
heard?
7.

How
are
-

do people react when you tell them that you
taking a course in the CII?
Other MCC students
MCC Faculty
MCC staff
Family and friends

8.

Describe what studying in the CII is like?
- prompt for do they do homework? how much? what
kinds?
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- prompt for are there people to help
- prompt for what happens if they do not understand
some of their course material
- prompt for information about taking tests
9.

What do the teachers in the CII will do for you? How
do you think they compare with classroom teachers?
(explain test scores, explain course material in other
ways, assign alternate methods of instruction, monitor
progress, advise)

10. When do you ask a CII instructor for help?
- Probe for what the student has already done on
his/her own. (Do they understand the difference
between individualized instruction and tutoring?
Do they ask questions when they have them?)
- What happens when you ask for help? (What does
the instructor do or how do they act?)
11.

Do you get a class syllabus in the CII? What is
it for? How often did you use it in your last
course?

12.

Are there any reasons why you think that a
course in the CII is better for you than a
classroom section?

13. Are there any reasons why you think a course in
the CII is not as good as a classroom section?
14.

Do you think that students enrolled in CII courses
are different in anyway than students enrolled in
classroom classes at MCC?
(If necessary, prompt for
smarter, slower, older, younger, more independent or
responsible, registered later?)

15. What does self paced instruction mean?
16. What does mastery learning mean?
17. What are the rules in the testing room? Are they fair?
Are they reasonable?
(no tests after fifteen minutes
before class ends, final exams policies) Why do you
think that these rules are in place?
18. What are some of the other rules in the CII?
(attendance, tardiness, no studying in the main
office, leaving at the end of a class session) What do
you think about these rules? Are they fair and
reasonable?
Why do you think they are in place?
19.

How do you know when your falling behind in a CII
course? What happens if you fall behind? What can you
do about it?
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20.

Is there anything that you know now that you have
taken a CII course that you wish you had know when you
started your first CII course?
- What surprised you when you went to the CII?
(class schedule, rules, faculty, course materials
etc)

21. What do you remember the most about your first week or
two in the CII?
22. What specific things do you remember about the
orientation program? What things were the most
helpful? What things were the least helpful?
23.

Do you have any ideas about how the CII can improve
its orientation program? How about the information
students have when they register for a CII course?

24.

Do you have any ideas about how the CII can generally
improve its service to students?

25.

Have you ever recommended the CII to another MCC
student? Why or why not? If they have not, would they?
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APPENDIX G
MIDDLESEX COMMUNITY COLLEGE
CENTER FOR INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION
ORIENTATION SURVEY DATA
SPRING 1992

1.

What course(s)
semester?

are you taking in the CII this

Subject

Burlington

Lowell

Total

New Students
English
Humanities
Psychology
Math
Medical Terms
Two or More
Blank

6
11
4
25
1
12
0

7
8
2
6
3
6
0

13
19
6
31
4
18
0

Total

59

32

91

Returning Students

2.

English
Humanities
Psychology
Math
Medical Terms
Two or More
Blank

4
7
1
18
2
11
2

10
5
2
12
1
11
0

14
12
3
30
3
22
2

Total

45

41

86

Is this the first semester that you enrolled in a CII
course?
Total
Lowell
Burlington
91
32
59
Yes
86
41
45
No
177
73
104
Total

176

3.

How did you hear about the CII? Please check all that
apply.
Burlington

Lowell

Total

13
8
4
7
8
0
2
1
43

25
31
11
16
12
2
10
1
108

Lowell

Total

13
19
7
3
7
3
0
7
59

29
46
17
16
19
9
5
8
149

New Students
Student
Schedule
Catalog
Advisor
Registration
Teacher
Staff
Other
Total

12
23
7
9
4
2
8
0
65
Burlington

Returning Students
Student
Schedule
Catalog
Advisor
Registration
Teacher
Staff
Other
Total

16
27
10
13
12
6
5
1
90

4.

Why did you enroll in a CII course?

5.

Did you get a course syllabus?
Burlington
New Returning

Yes
No
Total
6.

45
0
45

Lowell
New Returning

59
0
59

31
0
31

See List

Total
New
Returning

39
1
40

76
0
76

98
1
99

How often will you use your course syllabus?
Burlington
New
Returning

Every Class
Once/Week
Once/Month
Test
Other
Totals

31
7
1
1
2
42

43
10
5
1
3
62

Lowell
New Returning
21
5
1
0
4
31

177

26
11
1
1
0
39

Total
New Returning
52
12
2
1
6
73

69
21
6
2
3
101

7.

What will you use your course syllabus for? See List

8.

Self paced instruction allows me to:

9.
10.

Self paced instruction requires me to: See List
I may begin taking a test up to _ minutes before
the class period ends.

Minutes
5
10
15
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
60
75
Total
11.

Burlington
New
Returning

Lowell
New
Returning

Total
New
Returning

1
0
22
7
1
11
0
0
0
1
0
0
43

0
2
17
2
1
2
0
1
0
0
1
0
26

1
2
39
9
2
13
0
1
0
1
1
0
69

0
6
25
3
1
9
0
0
0
0
1
1
46

0
1
11
8
1
8
1
0
4
1
0
1
36

0
7
36
11
2
17
1
0
4
1
1
2
82

I (
may) (
may not) leave the testing room with
a copy of my corrected test. Why? See :List
Burlington
New
Returning

May
May Not
Totals

12.

See List

5
52
57

1
44
45

Lowell
New
Returning

Total
New
Returning

2
31
33

7
83
90

3
35
38

4
79
83

The passing grade for most tests in the CII is
Burlington
New
Returning
Percent
70
75
80
85
90
95
Other
Total

0
28
15
0
0
0
1
44

2
30
24
1
0
1
1
59

Lowell
New Returning
0
14
15
0
1
0
0
30

0
23
16
1
0
0
0
40

%

Total
Returning
New
0
42
30
0
1
0
1
74

2
53
40
2
0
1
1
99

13.

Why is the passing grade in a CII course usually
higher than the passing grade in a classroom course?
See List

14.

How can you find out which questions you answered
incorrectly on a CII test? See List
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15. If you fail a test in the CII,
See List

when can you retake it?

16.

The faculty in the CII can issue a grade of IP (In
Progress) at the end of a semester. What must a
student do to be eligible to be assigned a grade of
IP? See List

17.

What is

18.

Why is

19.

Are

the attendance policy in the CII?
this

students

Yes
No
Total

attendance policy in place?

See List

See List

in the CII required to do homework?

Burlington
New
Returning
42
48
2
10
44
58

Lowell
New
Returning
37
25
4
3
29
40

Total
New
Returning
67
85
6
13
73
98

Can youl remain in the CII to continue to work on your
course or take a test after your class session is
over?
Why? See List

Yes
No
Total

Burlington
New
Returning
12
15
22
41
37
53

Lowell
Returning
New
4
19
19
18
22
38

Total
Returning
New
34
16
41
59
75
75

21.

What were the most helpful parts of the CII
Orientation Program? See List

22.

What were the least helpful parts of
Orientation Program? See List

the CII

23.

Can you suggest any ways for the CII
Orientation Program? See List

to improve its

24.

Do you have any questions or comments about the
procedures or rules in the CII? See List

25.

Can you suggest any ways to improve the process
enrolling in a CII course? See List
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APPENDIX H
CENTER FOR INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION
ORIENTATION PROGRAM EVALUATION
DATA ANALYSIS

Orientation Goal #1
By the end of the orientation process
know the
methods

following rules,
of the Center

should

policies and instructional

for Individualized Instruction

and understand why they may be different
policies

students

(CII)

from the rules,

and instructional methods in a traditional

classroom.

I.

INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY
- What does self paced instruction mean?
- What does mastery learning mean?
- What are the course assignments and
requirements ?
- What are the instructional materials?

II.

ATTENDANCE POLICY
-

III.

ATTENDANCE/COURSE PROGRESS CARD
-

IV.

Students must arrive at class on time.
Students must remain in the CII for the
entire class period.
Students must leave the CII at the end of
the class period.
Students may not accumulate more than three
hours of unexcused absence from class.
(Green Card)

Students must know the purposes of the
green card.
Students must know how and when to fill out
the green card.

TESTING ROOM RULES
- When may a student take a test?
- When may a student repeat a test?
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- What are the CII policies related to test
security?
- How can students find out the results of
their tests?
V.

IN PROGRESS

(IP)

GRADES

- What is an IP Grade?
- How does a student qualify for an IP Grade?
Evaluation Questions Related to Orientation Goal #
Question #

The

1

1

Which rules, policies and educational
methods do the students know?

students

taking their

first CII course who we

interviewed before they attended an orientation session
knew very little about the rules,

policies

and

instructional methods employed in the CII.
she knew about the CII,
know very little,

student commented

I'm just experimenting.

I'll just learn when I
student said,

one

When asked what
"Honestly,

I

Actually I think

get there what it's

like."

"I haven't heard much at all.

Another

Basically just

that you schedule your times whenever you can make it. . .
whatever's best

for your schedule".

Students who knew a little bit about the CII
generally

made reference

described it as

to self pacing.

A few people

a good option for students who can move

quickly though the course material and others
it as

a good alternative

referred to

for students who have a hard time

keeping up with the pace of a traditional classroom.
one

Only

student described self pacing as providing her with

the opportunity to move quickly through the course
material that came easily to her and to devote more time
to the material

she

found more difficult.
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Many of

the

students

interviewed were confused about

the type of course materials used in the CII.

Those who

directly referred to course materials often had the
mistaken idea that they would be working with computers.
They usually reported that the

source of this

information

was a Middlesex Community College

faculty advisor,

counselor or registration worker.

One

student who actively

sought information about what studying in the CII would be
like said,
was

"I called.

I don't know who I

spoke to,

told that you work at your own pace,

a computer,

but that's

all

was one of the counselors
said...

it's

I know".

but I

and it's done on

Another reported,

in the registration room.

"It

She

a self paced course and you just sit in front

of a computer and go at your own pace".
Students were also unsure about whether or not there
are always

teachers

"She just told me

questions,

One

student commented,

there was no teacher and you could work

at your own pace".
me there is

in the CII.

Another student noted,

"She just told

an instructor in the room if you have any
but I

think I heard that sometimes

there's not

an instructor in the room".
Other students knew that they would find teachers in
the CII,

but they were not sure what these

be like or how they would work with the
compared the teachers
computers

faculty would

students.

One man

to lab technicians who would fix the

if they broke,

or help you load a computer

program if you were having trouble.

Another man commented

that he couldn't imagine that there could be a teacher
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there

for every subject all day long.

teachers must be generalists,
teachers,

He thought that the

like elementary school

who could work with many different subjects.

During the pre-orientation session interviews,
students mentioned being aware of
policies or of

special attendance

the availability of the

grading option.

In Progress

A few students mentioned testing,

commenting that they had heard that CII
of tests.

Only one

repeating tests

no

students

(IP)
usually

take alot

student referred to the option of

and no one

spoke about testing room rules

and policies.
After attending an orientation session,
could fairly accurately describe CII rules,
instructional methods.

By this

time,

most students
policies

and

there was not much

difference between the information reported by students
taking their first course in the CII
returning for a second semester to

and students who were

finish a course in

which they had earned a grade of In Progress

(IP)

begin a new course.

The post orientation session

descriptions of CII

rules,

polices

and educational methods

of Bedford/Burlington and Lowell campus
usually very similar.

students were also

The extent to which students

accurately described features of the CII
orientation session interviews
discussed below.
students

or to

and on the

in post
survey is

Apparent differences between groups of

are also noted.

After the orientation session,
described self pacing as

most students

an opportunity to control how
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quickly he,
segments

or she,

would move through the various

of a CII course.

required a student to be

Most noted that self pacing
self motivated,

take responsibility for his,
and to work hard.

They did not,

on maintaining any specific
students

or her,

organized,

to

educational progress,

however,

usually comment

rate of progress.

Returning

also did not usually cite the need to achieve any

specified rate of progress.
When asked directly,
mastery learning.
earn a grade of

most students could not define

They did know,

75

to

80

however,

on a test before

that they had to
they would be

allowed to go on to the next segment of the course.
Returning students were no more able to define the term
"mastery learning"
All of the

than first time

students who were interviewed after the

orientation session,
completed the
assignments
course

survey,

refer to the

and most of the

students who

understood that the course

and other requirements

syllabus.

students in the CII.

are outlined on the

Most mentioned that they are expected to

syllabus every time they come to class

information about what course materials to use,
assignments
test.

to complete,

Some noted that the

what

and what material will be on each
syllabus

is

also useful to help

students

gauge their rate of progress

provides

a guide to help a student know if

in the course.

on track to complete the course within one
After the orientation session,
on the

for

or he,

is

semester.

most students reported

survey that there is a specific
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she,

It

attendance policy

in the CII.

A larger portion

(62%)

of the new students on

the Bedford/Burlington campus expressed the attendance
policy as a specific number of absences
on the Lowell Campus
Lowell campus
terms of

(82%)

specific

(50%).

than new students

Most returning students on the

described the CII

attendance policy in

amounts of missed class time.

generally wrote that you have

to attend class

The others

regularly.

Only a few students mentioned that students must arrive on
time,

although many students noted that you were expected

to remain in the CII

for the entire class period.

Many more returning students
(21%)
CII

reported on the

(45%)

survey that you may remain in the

after the class period is over.

returning students
instructor".
campus
class

than new students

stated that

Most of these

"you just have to ask your

Approximately 80% of the new students on each

said that you have to leave the CII after your
session is over.

Very few students mentioned the Attendance/Course
Progress Card
interviews.

(green card)

Those who did,

at all in the post orientation
referred to it was a means

that

instructors use to inform students of their academic
progress,

test results

need to review.

and the course material that they

Some returning students noted that CII

instructors often leave
something he,

or she,

a note on a green card if there is

wants

to discuss with the student.

In both the post orientation session interviews
on the

surveys,

most students

indicated that they

understand that they are in control of their testing
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and

schedule

in the

CII.

test whenever

They can go

take

a

When

asked how long before

student
likely
were

could begin
to

report

returning

to

the

class

session

After
students
food or

the

generally

repeat

a

leave

test,

the

the

length of
Most

room and

class

period a

time

(57%)

students who

than

responded

to begin earlier

in

does.
session,

virtually

testing

room.

room with

the

that

all

of

the

talk or bring books,
They
test.

they would be

studying before

if

testing

new students were more

testing has

it

the

aware

time

test

a

end of

they can not

into

also

additional

that

orientation

drinks

can not

take

the

appropriately prepared.

the

correct

than

knew that

they

feel

students(44%)

incorrectly thought
the

they

into

also

Students were

required to

they would be

they perform below the

knew that

spend

allowed to

required mastery

level.
Although
students
tell

in

their

the

tests

CII

are

are

aware

them which questions

also understand

that

not

the

that

they
CII

suggest

additional

students were
initiate
provide

the
the

After

not

sure,

the

they

if

if
the

in writing

orientation
earning

a CII

students

Many

instructors will

answered incorrectly.

however,

the possibility of
course.

them,

are

session,
a grade

having difficulty
Many new

they would have

to

instructor would
or

approach

them.

students were
of

In

specifically
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They

review

instructional materials.

conversation or
information

their

teachers will

any course material with which
and

returned to

Progress

aware
(IP)

reported that

of
in
a

student has

to satisfactorily complete at least 50% of the

course work and have an acceptable attendance record in
order to be eligible to be awarded a grade of

IP.

Students

on the Lowell campus were more likely to describe the
eligibility requirements
23% of these

for an IP in less

students described the requirement as

"show effort".

to

Only 6% of the Bedford/Burlington campus

students described it this way.
differences

specific terms.

There were no major

in the responses of new verses

returning

students on either campus.
Question #2

Do students describe the rules, policies
and processes of the CII as clear, fair and
reasonable?

Students expressed very few complaints or concerns
about the Oil's

rules,

policies

and instructional methods.

Many students indicated that most of these

features were

not very different

they

from the types of rules

encountered in their classroom courses.

The most commonly

discussed issues were related to the attendance policies
and the lack of accurate,
courses

available

detailed information about CII

from advisors

at the

time of

registration or in written form in the academic catalog
and course

schedule.

As previously discussed,

many students enrolled in

their CII course with very little information about what
the CII or their course was going to be like.
student said,

"It's kind of a mystery.

what went on behind those walls."

always wondered

Student generally

reported first hearing about the CII
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I

One new

from a fellow

student,

not through their

catalog or the course

faculty advisor,

schedule.

the college

The small amount of

information they received from college

staff was often

incorrect and they describe the information available
through college publications as
environment,

inadequate.

In this

students can not make an informed choice

about whether or not the instruction offered in the CII is
appropriate

for them.

In the post orientation session

interviews,

one new student remarked that by the time you

have participated in the orientation session it is
difficult to decide to switch into a classroom section.
You would have to rework your whole class
maybe your work schedule
into other classes.

schedule and

and then run around trying to get

You'd have to do this

at the

that you're already trying to get your books
settled for the

semester.

same time

and get

Since classes have already

begun,

it's even too late to get a full refund if you

decide

to drop the class.

CII,

It's easier to just stay in the

even if your afraid it might not be right

for you.

During the post orientation session interviews
several new students,

and some returning students,

commented that they would like to be able
outside

the CII,

at home or in the library.

they could listen to the tapes,
just as well
them.

to work more
They felt that

or read their assignment,

someplace more comfortable or convenient

One new student commented,

"I

feel that I

for

shouldn't

have to drive all the way down there if I'm going to be
sealed in a room doing homework".
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Most students who

expressed this point of view said that they understood why
the policy was

in place.

For example,

another student who

was enrolled in a foreign language class
could take the
of makes
course,

tape home,

that's

said,

"

the only thing.

it a pain because you have to come here.
if

I had the tape

I wish I
That kind
But,

I wouldn't come here unless

of
I

had to take a test or I had to speak.".
The most commonly expressed complaint about
attendance policies was
The CII closes

the

group of

start time.

the door and does not allow students

enter until the class
allows

related to the course

session is

about to begin.

faculty and staff to prepare

to

This

for the incoming

students

and catch their breath for ten minutes

between sessions.

Although students understand that this

is the reason
They complain,

for the delay,
"It

feels

it is

an irritant to them.

like high school".

Students did not express many concerns
testing room policies

and rules.

When asked why they

thought these rules were in place,
responded with some version of
make

or to

to the tests before they

They often connected the rules

to the idea of ensuring equity.
the rules make

students usually

"to prevent cheating"

sure that no one had access

went into the testing room.

about the

There is

sure that everyone has

the

a perception that
same chance to

do well on tests.
Students

also tended to view the testing process as

fair and reasonable.
returning student,

is

The

following comment,

made by a

representative of the types of
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remarks made by many of the new and returning students
interviewed.
"The test is corrected. I always found it was
corrected very quickly and when you pick up your
grade you can ask to see where your errors were. If
there is a problem and you have a discrepancy of
what you think it might have been or something, you
can discuss it. It's not like you take a test, you
get a grade, leave it and that's it. There were
points when I would have questions (about) my
interpretation of an English Comp test. I could
bring the instructor in the testing room with me,
you can't take anything out of there. As long as you
have the option to do that, then that's fine. You
get your questions answered. You see where you went
wrong. You can talk about why what you did was
right. I think that's fair."

Students did not express
unfair that the passing grade

any perception that it is
in a CII

course is higher

than the passing grade in a classroom course.
the post orientation session interviews
most students

thought that this was

They usually cited the

In both

and on the

survey,

a reasonable policy.

following types of

reasons

for

their opinion.
The student can decide when he,
to take a test

or she,

is

ready

The student may repeat the test if he, or she,
does not earn a high enough grade on the first
attempt.
They think that the policy is in place because the
CII teachers want to be sure that students really
understand the material in each section of the
course before they moved on to the next module.
Question #3

Do students demonstrate that they see a
connection between the CII's rules,
policies and processes and their ability,
and the ability of other students, to learn
in the CII?

Student responses during the post orientation session
interviews

and on the

student survey clearly indicate that
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they generally perceive the CII's rules,
instructional methods
process of
paced,

designed to encourage
endeavors.

and

as being intended to support the

student learning.

individualized,

policies

They described the

self

mastery based instruction as
and support student academic

Some students,

however,

were concerned that

their educational process would be hindered by the lack of
social and academic interaction with other students.
Although some

students would welcome more lenient

attendance polices,

most

students understand that their

ability to learn the course material is connected to their
attendance at class.
The major reason cited by students
the attendance policy is

for the need for

to ensure that students

regularly spent time on their course work.
several

students referred to the benefits

In addition,
they derived

from the one on one instruction provided by the CII
faculty.

One man described his

language class

in the CII.

"In high school they'd say

something and you'd repeat it,
it back.

So

Like

the whole class would say

she doesn't know if you pronounce it right.

Like when it's one on one
you.

experience in a foreign

she knows.

I could never roll my r's

the teacher

for

fifteen minutes

She can work with
and after listening to

I could roll them,

never knew how to do in high school.
different.".

It was

which I

alot

When asked what surprised him most about

studying in the CII another student commented,
they help you out.

I knew they would,
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"How much

but they are really

always

around.

If you need, help,

and they'll come over to you".

come over and sit down

Students generally

recognize that they can only take advantage of this
of help if they attend class

on a regular basis.

One new student to the CXI,
a second language

(ESL)

type

who is

also an English as

student at the college,

described

the benefit of self paced instruction for him in the
following manner.

"It would take more time

the English part of the Math.
chance as
him."

someone

But here I have the

from the US.

Other ESL students made

for me to study
same

I don't have to catch up to
similar comments

about their

experience in the CII.
Several older students who were returning to school
after an absence of many years
benefits
these
with

that

also commented on the

self paced instruction offered.

students expressed concerns
18 year old students

talked about

skills

about sitting in classes

and feeling incompetent.

self pacing as

their academic

Some of

They

an opportunity to refresh

and to build up their confidence.

One woman who was enrolled in a math course in the CII
discussed the
she did.

She

fact that her children knew more math than
said that there was

just no way that she was

going to go into a classroom full of teenagers
understand what to do.
pacing as

She described the CII

and self

a chance to ease back into studying,

her confidence,

and not

to build up

and to help her review the math she

learned a long time ago.
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Older students often referred to the need to refresh
their academic
as

skills

and described self paced instruction

a way to do this efficiently.

session interviews

one

In the post orientation

student who was beginning his

second semester in the CII

said,

"Well, it was better for me because I am an older,
returning student....I wasn't sitting in a classroom
getting bored from things I had known previously and
felt that I could pick up. To sit in the classroom
for that whole semester would have been really
difficult and probably would have been frustrating.
I finished the course in 6 1/2 weeks and I was done
with it.".
Similar types
taking their
It is

of comments were also made by students
first course in the CII.

important to emphasize that in both the post

orientation session interviews

and on the

survey students

consistently pointed out that self paced instruction is
only appropriate
disciplined.

for students who are motivated and self

A typical comment was,

"You have to be self

disciplined or the CII will be a problem for you.".
The perceived benefits of

the individualized

instruction offered by the CII were much more clearly
articulated by students
sessions

interviewed after the orientation

than by students on the

students described the CII

as

environment to ask questions
student commented,
questions

"Some

survey forms.

a less

intimidating

than a classroom.

students

Some

One new

are afraid to ask

in front of the class because they don't want to

seem dumb or be embarrassed - when you are on a one to
one basis

any question will not seem silly to the

instructor.".

Another new student said,
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"

I don't feel

stupid.

Like in a classroom sometimes

because

I

while.

feel

stupid if

I

You just sit there,

Individually you don't

say the wrong thing once in a
be quiet and listen.

feel

purpose of the program.

I won't say anything

stupid.

That's

the whole

Go at your own pace and learn that

way.".
A new student described the benefit of having a
personal relationship with the instructor in the
manner.

"It's more one on one.

If your having problems

teacher knows exactly what the problems
once a week,

one on one.

following

are,

the

because its

So it's not like your going a

month and then the teacher says

after a test that your not

doing this right."
Not all

students,

however,

left the orientation

session with a positive perception of the amount and type
of help available in the CII.
drop her CII

A student who decided to

section remarked,

"In my English Comp class (classroom) its just one
book, but up there (CII) its a couple of books and
you have to keep a journal. I thought I would be
ignorant in the subject and I didn't want to be in
class asking stupid questions and feeling like an
idiot. So I figured it (CII) was the place to get
extra help and it really isn't. It's just a place
to go and work on your own.".
A concern about the instructional methods employed in
the CII expressed by several

students during the post

orientation session interviews
interaction with other

related to the lack of

students.

Some

students were

concerned that their performance or academic experience
might suffer

from the

lack of competition with other
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students.

For example,

one man said,

competition with other students
the

"I'll miss

the

and the chance to be in

spotlight in front of the group.".

Others were

concerned that they would miss hearing the opinions of
other students

and that they would learn less

as

a result.

One woman commented,
"(In a classroom) you might have the ability to, or
the chance to, discuss an issue more fully. Whereas
in the CII you have an opinion and nobody else's.
That might be a drawback to some. If you feel
confident in your opinion then you are okay, but if
you have questions about it or just want to hear
other opinions, then you won't get that in the CII."
Orientation Goal #

2

The orientation program must help student become
independent learners by emphasizing the
I.

Students must take responsibility for their own
learning by:
a.
b.
c.

II.

following:

seeking appropriate help from CII faculty and
staff
understanding the components and time frames
of their instruction
maintaining an acceptable rate of progress

Students must develop time management skills
a.

b.

have a realistic understanding of the time
it will take to complete each portion of
their instruction
understand that homework is a necessary
component of CII instruction

Evaluation Questions Related to Orientation Goal #
Question #4

2

Do students use the course materials
available to them before seeking help from
an instructor?
a.

b.

Do students refer to their class
syllabus before asking what to do
next or when to take a test?
Do students read the appropriate
material and attempt to do the work
on their own before they seek help?
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Prior to attending the orientation session,

students

generally had no idea how they would find out what their
course materials were,

what their assignments would be,

what would be on tests and when they would take tests.
Most students assumed someone would tell them when they
needed to know.
After the orientation session virtually all of the
students knew that the course materials,
assignments,
syllabus.

class

and testing information are on the course

Most also understood that they were expected to

bring it to every class so that they could look up what
they should be working on.

Only one student said that he

did not receive a course syllabus.
Most students also knew that the course syllabus
could be useful to help them gauge their rate of progress
in the course.

Students often said they would use it to

help motivate themselves to stay on schedule and finish
the course in a semester.
When asked to describe when they would ask an
instructor for help,

students usually said "whenever I

have a question or a problem". When prodded further in the
post orientation interviews,

students sometimes qualified

their answer by explaining that they would seek help after
they tried to use the course materials and still had
questions.

For example one student responded,

"

I look

through the material and if I get stuck then I'll go and
ask.".

Another student said,

"I try and go over it and if

I still don't understand it then I'll go to the teacher.
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Then I'll ask him and tell him I've reviewed it - looked
it over and I still don't understand.

Then he'll explain

it to me.".
During the post orientation session interviews,

I had

the impression that many new CII students thought it would
be easier to just ask the instructors for help before
their tried to work with the assigned course materials.
They did,

however,

seem to know that they were expected to

read and try to understand the course materials first.
Many of the returning students interviewed gave me the
impression that they had tried the former approach during
their first semester in the CII and knew that it wouldn't
work.

They often talked about the need to approach the CII

faculty with specific questions and to be able to
demonstrate that they had attempted the work on their own.
Question #5

Do students seek appropriate help from
instructors?
a.

Do students ask questions that
would be more appropriately asked
of a counselor or advisor?

b.

Do students ask appropriate course
related questions?

Before the orientation session,

students were

generally confused about the role the CII faculty would
play in their educational process.

Some thought the

teachers would be personal tutors,

while others

described them as lab technicians who would help with the
equipment. Many students didn't think the teachers would
be around very much.

These students sometimes even thought

that they would have to make an appointment to ask their
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teacher a question. As a result,

students did not

generally have a clear idea of the kinds of support and
help that CII faculty would be prepared to offer them.
In the pre-orientation session interviews a couple
of students indicated that they would probably feel
hesitant to approach a CII instructor with their
questions.

These students attributed this to personal

shyness and thought that asking questions in a
classroom would be even more difficult for them.
After attending an orientation session,

most students

described CII faculty as approachable and interested in
helping them with their academic questions. All of the
questions that students mentioned asking faculty on the
survey and in the post orientation session interviews were
related to the course content.

They typically talked about

asking questions intended to help them better understand
the course material or for assistance after testing.
Only one student referred to the CII faculty as
playing an advisor or counselor role.
remarked,

This student

"They are a little more like advisors because

they are dealing with alot of personalities and different
kinds of help in each lesson.

The teacher has to be more

like a friend and helper".
Question #6

Do students state that homework is
required component of CII courses?

a

In the pre-orientation session interviews most
students said that they expected to have to do homework
for their CII class,
class".

"just like you would for any other

After the orientation,
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almost all of the new

students still reported on the survey and in the
interviews that they expected to have to do homework for
their CII class.

On the same survey,

however,

17% of the

Bedford/Burlington campus students returning to the CII
for a second semester and 10% of the returning student to
the Lowell CII reported that it was not necessary to do
homework.
Question #7

Do students report that it is their
responsibility to maintain a reasonable,
steady rate of progress in CII courses?

In the pre-orientation session interviews a few
students referred to the need to be self motivated or to
be disciplined in order to do well in a CII course. At
that time,

most students did not mention that they were

aware of the possibility of being awarded an In Progress
Grade.

Students who referred to self pacing usually

connected it to moving through the course at a pace that
is comfortable for them. Although some students did refer
to an expectation that they should move as quickly as they
can through the course.
After the orientation session,

more new students

spoke about a need to stay on schedule.
however,

It was not clear,

that they meant that they intended to maintain a

steady rate of progress throughout the course.

In some

cases it was evident that getting to a certain point by
the end of the semester was sufficient.

Several students

described the ability to control the work flow in a CII
course as a benefit.

If they are having a busy week,
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or

alot of work is due
CII course

for other classes,

they can let the

slide and catch up latter.

Students did generally understand after the
orientation that they are expected to monitor their own
progress.

One new students commented in the post

orientation interview,
done.

"It's your responsibility to get it

No one is going to chase you to do your work.".

Another

student said,

"You go at your own speed,

ultimately you know you have a goal in mind.

and

You have to

get through the whole course.".
On the post orientation survey most students
responded that self paced instruction requires
self motivated,
schedule.

organized,

responsible and/or stay on

Most students used phrases

independent",

"be responsible

disciplined and keep up."

them to be

or

like,

"be

for my own work",

"be

"keep myself motivated".

Orientation Goal #

3

The orientation process must be complete within one
week and minimize the

student's perception of general

overload.
Evaluation Questions
Question #

8

Related to Orientation Goal #

3

How do students describe their first week
in the CII?

Although many new students described their first week
in the CII

as confusing,

down fairly quickly.

they reported that things

They entered with alot of questions,

but they were able to get them answered.
said that after a few days
process

settled

Most students

they felt comfortable with the

and fell into a routine.
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For example one new

student told me in the post orientation interview that
"the

first day after orientation was kind of confusing

because nobody had taken any CII courses
didn't know what to do now
more

to it,

...

I

(before)

so they

thought there was

and so did everybody else.

But now its

alot
real

comfortable.".
When asked what they remembered most about their
first week in the CII many students
tapes"

and/or

"taking tests".

One

responded

"seeing

student said,

"I was

tested quite alot and I didn't know why I was being
tested...

They just didn't want you to start at the

beginning of the book."
surprise or
classes.

Several

students expressed either

frustration at the testing on the

Once they understood that it was

simply to

determine where they should start the course,
it was

a good idea.

They did,

however,

first day of

they thought

wish they had know

about the test before arriving at the CII.

Two students

commented that they were given the wrong tests and had to
do it over again.
Question # 9

How do students describe the CII
orientation program?

Prior to attending the orientation session,
had a long list of questions

about the CII.

know the details of the course.

students

They wanted to

Would they be using films,

tapes or books? What are the grading requirements? What
kind of class
easier,

schedule would they be able to have?

or harder,

than a classroom section?
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Is it

Will I have

a teacher?

Can I be

absent? Will

student summed it up in the

I need to buy books?

One

following manner,

"I feel basically the same way she does. Like I'm
wondering how many teachers there are in there? How
easy are they going to be to get to help you? How
will the homework work? Just stuff in general - they
don't tell you. They just tell you self paced and
you go at your own speed, then it leaves you
hanging. I mean, do you have headphones on your
head. I mean I don't even know how this works at
all. Is it a cassette? What is it? I think it
intimidated me not knowing. Last year I wanted to
take it and I said no, I'm not going in that room."
After the orientation session,

students reported that

their questions had been answered.

They also said that

they wish they could have had access

to the information

sooner.
When asked what they thought of the orientation
process,

most

necessary,
was,

students described it as okay,

and/or very thorough.

A characteristic comment

"Sometimes orientations go overboard.

watch this
stuff.

boring but

You have to

and watch that before you can do this and

It's not that bad.

It's

just something you have

to

do. "
The orientation video was

called the most helpful and

least helpful portion of the orientation program by
approximately equivalent numbers of

students.

Students who

thought it was helpful tended to say it was complete and
pleasant to look at.
to express

The

students who disliked it tended

the opinion that the videos

made the orientation process

and cassette tapes

impersonal.

They usually

stated that they thought that the orientation would have
been more helpful and interesting to them if their
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instructor had been more involved.

Many students also

suggested including a tour of the CII

as

a part of the

orientation.
In addition,

some

students

recommended that the

scheduling of class hours

should be completed prior to the

orientation session.

another task to do the

week of classes

It's

first

that could be taken care of earlier.

Several students

also noted that the college

should make

written information available to students before they
enroll in a CII course.
CII,

This material should describe the

explain the instructional methods

rules

and outline its

and academic policies.

Question #

10

How do students describe what studying in
the CII is like?

As previously discussed,

before the orientation

session most new students had only vague or inaccurate
ideas

about what studying in the CII would be like.

After

the orientation session they described it as working
independently with the assistance and guidance of a
teacher with an academic background in their
study.

field of

The primary characteristics of studying in the CII

emphasized by students
quiet atmosphere,

the

study independently,

after the orientation included the
fact that students

the need to work hard,

accessibility and helpfulness of the CII
staff.
Specifically,

While

and the

faculty and

students described the atmosphere as

"like going to the library"
atmosphere".

are expected to

some

or a

"quiet,

peaceful

students worried that is would be
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boring,

others commented that they were enjoying the

opportunity to
some

"study on my own".

students were also concerned about the lack of

and academic

availability,
faculty.

One

students made positive references

flexibility,

individualized.

One

for you."

faculty were

for them to understand

student described her experience

when she asked a CII instructor

I had said no

-

and would continue to work

even if it took a while

the course material.

You

stuff on your

they are there

feel confident that the

interested in their progress

it really well.

alot of effort.

It's basically what it is

but if you have problems,

with them,

"It's

You have to learn alot of

seemed to

to the

and teaching expertise of the

student commented,

have to want to do it.

Students

social

interaction with other students.

Almost all

own,

As previously discussed,

for help.

Then she asked if

"She explained

I understood.

I

think if

she would have gone over it in a different

way so I would have understood it."
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APPENDIX I
CENTER FOR INDIVIDUALIZED INSTRUCTION
ORIENTATION PROGRAM EVALUATION
SUGGESTED COURSES OF ACTION TO IMPROVE THE CII
ORIENTATION PROCESS

Student

Issue:

Students enroll in CII courses without
a clear understanding of the instructional
methods, course requirements and academic
policies of the Center.
Possible Solutions:
1.

Develop and implement a detailed CII
orientation program for college
personnel in the Registration Center,
Enrollment Services Processing Center,
Advising Center, and the Admission
Office. This orientation should
specifically address the instructional
and operational questions raised by
students in the pre-orientation session
interviews.

2.

Work with the college publications
office to develop a series of
informational brochures describing the
CII and its course offerings. These
brochures should be updated and
distributed as often as necessary for
them to be current. This series could
include brochures on the following
topics.
A.

A general description of the
CII, its faculty, self pacing,
mastery learning, individualized
instruction, the types of
instructional materials available
in the CII and a listing of course
offerings

B.

An outline of the procedures,
rules and policies of the CII

C.

A separate brochure for each
discipline taught in the CII that
gives a description of the courses
offered. It should specifically
describe the instructional
materials and general course
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requirements and introduce the
discipline's faculty on each
campus.
3. Work with the Director of Student
Records and Registration to revise and
expand the information published in
the day and evening course schedules.

Student Issue:

The information that students receive
about the CII and its classes from MCC
faculty, staff and administrators is often
inaccurate and/or inadequate.

Possible Solutions:

Student Issue:

1.

Host a CII Open House on both
campuses for faculty, staff,
administrators and students. Invite
them to tour the facilities and talk to
the CII faculty and staff about the CII
course offerings, policies and
processes.

2.

Invite faculty, staff and
administrators to stop by the CII on
either campus on an informal basis to
observe the instructional activities in
progress.

3.

Distribute the brochures previously
discussed to all MCC personnel.

Students would like to be able to
schedule their CII class hours prior to
the beginning of the semester.
Possible Solutions:
1.

Discuss the possibility of shifting
responsibility of scheduling CII
student class hours from the CII to the
area of Student Records and
Registration with appropriate college
personnel.
A.

It may be possible to have
students schedule their class hours
by phone with the staff in the
Enrollment Services Processing
Center.
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Student Issue:

B.

It may be possible for students to
schedule their hours in the
Registration Center.

C.

It may be best for students to be
able to accomplish this task in
one of several locations.

Students would like to become familiar
with their CII instructor on the first day
of classes. They would like their CII
instructor to lead their orientation
session and personally answer their
questions about the course.
Possible Solutions:
1. As previously mentioned, have
students enrolled for their class hours
before they arrive at the CII. This
would allow faculty to know which of
their students would be arriving at a
specified hour and free them up to work
with their group of students.
2.

Student Issue:

Faculty should explicitly discuss their
expectations concerning student
performance, study habits, and academic
progress. They should discuss the need
for individual students to take
responsibility for their own learning
in the CII instructional format.

Students often describe the orientation as
too impersonal.
Possible Solutions:
1.

Have each orientation session lead by
the discipline's faculty

2.

Replace the video and tapes with CII
faculty and staff

3.

Include a tour of the facility in the
orientation
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